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Preface

The phenomenon of El Nino has become well known as a climatic
anomal y affecting the entire tropical Pacific Ocean . In the last
decade, a Nino paradigm has been developed that encompasses a plaus-
ible mechanism and promises to result in successful predictions.
But as the record-breaking event of 1982-1983 has demonstrated, not
all Ninos are the same, and reasons for the differences among them
are not well understood.

In an earlier volume, Warren S. Wooster, ed ., From Year to
Year, Washington Sea Grant, 1983, the question of in:er annual
variability of the environment and fisheries of the Gulf of Alaska
and the eastern Bering Sea was examined. There is compelling evi-
dence that for many species, a variable environment is associated
with variable recruitment to fish and shellfish stocks, but the
relationship is poorly understood . Just as the study of extreme
years classes may illuminate the interaction, so may the analysis of
extreme environmental fluctuations, of which El Nino is becoming one
of the best known.

To explore these matters, a meeting on Nir o effects in the
eastern subarctic Pacific was held on 12 and 13 September 1984 at
the Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, Seattle� . The meeting
was sponsored by IRIS   International Recruitment Investigations in
the Subarctic! and was supported by the Northwest and Alaska
Fisheries Center, Papers of the first day focused on the physical
environment; the second day was devoted to examining the biological
response. The program is given at the end of this volume.

The report on an earlier symposium on "The Changing Pacific
Ocean in 1957 and 1958"  California Cooperative Oceanic Fisheries
Investigations, Reports, 7, 1960! has become a classic and served to
bring the Ni no phenomenon to the attenti on of scienti st s from many
disciplines. The record of the 1984 symposium may serve a similar
purpose and thus with the help of Washington Sea Grant and the
Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center is published in this volume.



In some cases, abstracts of papers heing published elsewhere are in-
cluded. All papers were refereed. Unfortunately, it was not pos-
sible for a11 authors to provide acceptable manuscripts in time to
meet the publication schedule, However, the paper s included in the
volume suffice to show how a Nino event such as that of 1982-I9B3
can perturb the ocean and its biota far from the equator and provide
some insight into the research required if the environmental effects
and their biologica1 consequences are to be successfully predicted.

We thank colleagues who refereed the papers; K. Banse, D.
Bevan, Glenn Cannon, B. W. Frost, D. Gunderson, Barbara Mickey,
Reuben Lasker, John Liston, William G. Pearcy, Amy Schoener, James
D. Schumacher, 8. A. Taft, J. M. Wallace and Warren S. Wooster. We
also appreciate the assistance of staff of Washington Sea Grant
Communications in publishing this volume.

Warren S. Wooster

David L. Fluharty



THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT



E1 Nina of 1982 � 83 in the Tropical Paci6c

Bruce A. Taft
Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory, NOAA

Introduction

The oceanic manifestations of the 1982-83 Hino have been documented
in three specia1 issues of the Tro ical Ocean-Atmos here Hewsletter
 Numbers 16, 21, 28!. In addition, presentations of tropical ocean
and wind data are found in the El kino Atlas 1982-83   Leetmaa and
Witte, 1985!. This paper summar lzes the extensive literature which
was available at the time of the symposium.

Composite Fl Nino

The kino event of 1982-83 differed ln many respects from klnos of
the period 1957-1977. Rasmusson and Carpenter   1982! have derived
a composite kino which spans the period 1950- 1973. This composite
representation has been averaged over the strongest six kino events
that occurred during this period. The basis of this compositing is
the strong coherence that is seen in the pattern of SST and wind
anomaly for each event. A three year time series of SST anomaly is
plotted a'tong a ship track �'S-12'S! parallel to the coast for
four major Hire events �957, 1965, 1969, 1972!  Figure 1!, The
timing of the April  year 0! and January  year + 1! SST anomaly
peaks is consistent among the events. The 1957-58 kino differs
from the others in that there were positive anomalies preceding the
event and the SST's did not return to normal 'tevels during
year + 1. It has been noted that the composite kino SST signal off
South America can be considered as an amplification of the annual
signai because the sharp rise at the beginning of the onset year
coincides with the norma'1 heating cycle  Rasmusson and Carpenter,
1982!.

Studies of the composite Hiho event have indicated a sequence of
events that characterize the phenomena for the period 1957-1973
 Rasmusson and Carpenter, 1982!; the evolution of the SST and wind
anomaly fields for the composite kino fields is shown in
Figure 2. The kino event is preceded by a rather long period of
stronger than average easterlies in the western Pacific which
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Figure 1. Time series of SST anomalies along a shiptrack
�'S-12 S! parallel to the coast which spans the period of
four Winos �957, 1965, 1969, 1972! and the average SST
anomalies For a region bounded by 0'-10'S and 80'-90 W
�982!. Year 0 refers to the onset year  maximum anomalies!.
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Figure 2. Time/longitude sections of composite wind and SST  'C!
anomalies �'H-5'S! along the equator  west of 95 W! and axis
of maximum SST anomalies  95'W to Peru coast! during year -1
through year +1. For wind anomalies, a full barb is
equivalent to 0.5 m s-<. Reproduced from Rasmusson and
Carpenter �982! .



1982 � 83 El Nino

The first evidence of the incipient event appeared in the late
northern spring of 1982 when westerly wind and positive SST
anomalies became noticeable  Figures 3, 4!. The 1982-83 event was
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Figure 3. Time/longitude sections of SST  C! and aSST 'C! anomaly

� N-5'S! for 1981-1983. Shaded areas are SST > 29'C
and aSST > 1.0'C. Reproduced from Arkin, et al.,   1983!.

depresses the thermocline and increases sea level in the western
Pacific relative to the eastern Pacific. SST is slightly warme~
 colder! than normal in the western  eastern! Pacific. 1n
September of the year preceding the warming, the easterlies
decrease west of the dateline. Warming of the surface layer off
South America begins in December and increases to a maximum value
in June or July  Figure 1!; the warming is accompanied by an
increase in sea level along the west coast of South America.
Westerly wind anomalies appear in the central Pacific in the
northern suimner of year 0. The positive SST anomalies propagate
westward along the equator from the eastern boundary so that by the
end of the year 0 the maximum SST anomaly shifts to the central
Pacific. The secondary peak in SST off South America  Figure 1!
follows a sharp decrease in the northern spring of year +1 and a
return to below normal SST. Warm SST persists in the central
Pacific until the middle of year +1; by this time, the winds return
to strong easter lies and the event has run its course.
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Figure 4. Time/'longitude sections of zonal wind component  u! and
its anomaly  au!  m s-<! at 850 mb �'H-5 S! for 1981-83.
Shaded areas are u > 0 and au > 2.0 m s-~. Reproduced from
Ark i n, et al .   1983! .

not preceded by a period of strong easter! ies and associated high
 low! SST's in the western  eastern! Pacific sa that both the
timing of the initiation and the State of the system previous to
the beginning of the event d iffered from Hino events af 1957-
1973. ssT in the eastern Pacific started to increase in northern
summer and by Oecember 1982 maximum anomalies  > 3.5'C! were
observed at 120 N. The maximum SST anomaly  > 4.0'C! at the coast
waS ObServed in June 1983  Figure l!. lt may be seen that the
anomaly was larger in 1982-83 than in the othe~ major Hino events
and the rise in temperature preceded the annual heating cycle by
five to six months  the second rise in SST did coincide with the
annual heating!. Strong westerly wind anomalies persisted in the
eastern Pacific  east to 140 W! until mid-1983. Comparisons of
Figures 2, 3, and 4 shaw the following:   1! the 1982-83 event
began in the late northern spring, not the late northern fall; �!
the SST signal was at least twice as large as the composite value;
�! the SST anomaly moved from west to east instead of east to
west; and �! the westerly wind anomalies penetrated much further
east than in the composite Hino, and actually there were westerly
winds at the equator in the eastern Pacific.



Associated with the changes in winds and SST's were large signals
in sea level recorded at various islands located near the equator
 Lukas, et al., 1984!. In Figure 5 are shown island sea-level time
series at Nauru � 32'S, 166 54'W!, Jarvis � 23'S, 160'W!,
Christmas   1 59'H, 157'29'W! and Santa Cruz �'27'S, 90' l7'W!.
Large and sudden sea level changes are seen at Jarvis and
Christmas; for example, Christmas sea level rose 25 cm between June
and September of 1982. The Santa Cruz record shows a more gradual
rise between September 1982 and early January 1983, with a broad
secondary peak occurring 5 n Nay 1983. In general these sea level
changes are not related to local changes in winds but appear to be
due to remotely forced equatorial wave motions  Cane. 1983!. Sea
level rose along the coast of South America several months after
the rise at Santa Cruz, for example at Callao   12'S! the sea level
began a 35 cm rise in October 1982  Enfield, et al., 1983!. These
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Figure 5. Time series of daily mean and zonal wind index for the
equatorial Pacific near 170'E sea level from near-equatorial
Pacific island stations. Thin horizontal lines indicate long-
term mean sea level relative to an arbitrary reference. The
locations of sea level stations is described in the text.
Reproduced from Lukas, et al.   1984!.

changes in sea level imply a large shift in mass between the
western and eastern Pacific and a resulting change in the pressure
field  Wyrtki, 1984!. Time series of equatorial dynamic height of
the sea surface based on ship of opportunity expendable
bathythermograph  NBT! and sea-surface salinity data at three
longitudeS are plotted in Figure 6. 0uring the pre-El Niho period
�980-81! the sea-surface dynamic height is about 60 dynamic cm
higher in the western than in the eastern Pacific. Because of the
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Figure 6. Dynamic height of the sea surface relative to 400 db at
the equator �60'F, 150 W, 100'W! as calculated from XBT and
surface salinity  data made available by W. Kessler, J.-R.
Donguy and G. Meyers!.
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Figure 7. Zonal geostrophic volume transport of the Horth
Equatorial Countercurrent at 160 W and 160'E  data made
available by W. Kessler, J.-R. Donguy and G. Meyers!.
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east-west shifts in mass, the slope af the sea surface was reduced
ta zero in late 1982. Associated with the disappearance of the
east-west pressure gradient, was a drastic change in the current
structure resulting in the disappearance of the Equatorial
Undercurrent in the central and eastern Pacific  Firing et al.,
1984; Halpern, 1983!. Not only were there changes in the east-west
sea-surface topography, but also the meridional sea-surface profile
was modified dramatically which resulted in significant changes in
the zonal off-equatorial currents. For example, the zonal
geastrophic transport of the North Equatorial Countercurrent in
both the western and central Pacific  computed from the ÃBT data
set! increased by about 15 x 10~ mis ' in late 1982 and then
decreased ta very low values by mid 1983  Figure 7!. Significant
changes in geostrophic flow in 1982-83 appear ta have been limited
to 10 N-20'S  the North Equatorial Current was not affected
appreciably by the event!.
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Atmospheric Response to Equatorial
Sea-Surface Temperature Anomalies

J.M. Wallace
University of Washington

Introduction

The Joint Institute for the Study of the Armosphere and Ocean
 JISAO!, located in Seattle, involves scientists from the Univer-
sity's College of Ocean and Fisheries Sciences and the Department
of Atmospheric Sciences and the VOAA pacific Harine pnvironmental
Laboratory. We have a post � doctoral and visitors program funded
through the NQAA EPOCS program which is concerned with climatic
variability on the interannual t  me scale and we have been encour-
aged by our Administrative Board to explore the possibility of
studying year-r.o-year variability of fisheries recruitment. In
both these topic areas, the El Nino phenomenon, tne subject of this
meeting, plays an important role.

The main purpose of this lecture is to give an overview of physical
aspects of the El Niho and the related Southern Osciliation in the
atmosphere. I will begin by sho~ing some evidence concerniug the
global coherence of the phenomenon.

Empirical Evidertce of Global TeleconlIections

Eig. I shows a set of time-series oi. selected meteorological para-
meters; one data point per year. The top three curves are obvious-
ly very strongly related to one aunt'u-r: the correlation coeffi-
cients between them are all in excess of O.b and the correlations
are especially high during the most recent part of the record,
which corresponds to the most reliable observations. It is quite
remarkable that the time series represent three different variables
in three widely separated regions of the tropics  hence, the term
" teleconnecti,ons"!: the first one represents equatorial �'N-6'S!
sea-surface temperature  SST! for the region of the Pacific east of
the dateline; the second represents rainfall at island stations in
the equatorial central Pacific and the third represents sea � level
pressure at Darwin, Australia, far -to the west. All three time
series represent annual averages  April through Parch!. The years
with above normaL SST, rainfall and Darwin sea-level pressure tend
to be asso:.Iated with "El Nitro" episodes along the South American



coast. We have denoted the stronger episodes by vertical lines in
the figure.

Curve  d! snows the sea-level pressure at Tahiti, wnicn lies on the
eastern end of toe "see saw" for which Sir ai lber t Walker invented
the name "Southern OsciLLation" more tuan 5U years ago. The pro-
nounced negative correlation between sea-Level pressure ar. Uarwiu
 c! and Tahiti  d! on the interannual time scaLe i.s ev d..nce ot the
reality ot this phenomenon.

Curves  e!,  f! and  g! in Fig. 1 depict monsoonal rainfall in var-
ious parts of the subtropics. These curves are not as strongly
related to  a!,  b! and  c! as  a!,  b! and  c! are related to one
another  the correlation coefficients are on the order of 0.6!.
However, the relationships are still strong enough to be of some
use in long range weather prediction. Note that "'El Vino" years
tend to be deficient in monsoonal rainfall in many parts of the
tropics and subtropics. Other examples of dro«ht rei iii <s  aot
shown here! include Indonesia, eastern Australia, and parts of
French Polynesia and Brazil.

The curves labeled  h! and  i! represent samples of interannual
climatic: variability in temperate Iistitudes which appears to be.
related to Yl Nino events. The former, invo1ving surface air tem-
perature over southwestern Canada, was first noted hy Walker and
Bliss �932! and the relationship has obviously held up welL during
subsequent years, The latter, which involves rainfall. in toe U.S.
Culf states, apparently escaped Walker's notice, biir. Lt appears to
be equally strong. Other examples  not shown bere! include sea-
level pressure iu the Aleutians and over the southeastern United
States and temperature over northern Japan. There is al.so evidence
of reLstionships involving temperate latitudes of South America.
The relations between rhe southern oscillation  or gl Sino events!
and extratropical climatac anomalies appear to be restricteo to the
winter half of the year; 1 am not aware of any documented evidence
of strong relationships during the summer season,

We have known about the existence of rhe kinds ot relationships
described in Fig. 1 for many decades already. The FL Wino/Soutnern
Osr illation phenomenon has generated a great deal of excitement
during the past f ive years not becaus~ if the discovery of relecon-
nections, but because of the rapid development of our understanding
of why they occur.

Equatorial Sea-Surface Temperature and Precipitation Patterns
A schematic view of the coupled atmosphere/ocean clf,sate system
which is relevant to "EL NLKo" events in the Pacif ic and presumably
to phenomena in the other tropical oceans as weLl is shown in Fig.
2. In discussing this figure, I will qui,te arbitrarily begin by
assuming that rhere exists a large-scale pattern of sea-surface
temperature  SST! anomalies in some part of the tropical oceans,
The atmosphere responds to the existence of such anomalies in a
very complex manner; the redistributiort of heat and moisture
f luxes at the sea surface influences patterns of cloudiness, preci-
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Fig. 1. Time series of selected variables whose interannuai. vari-
ability is related to the Kl NiYno/Southern Oscillation phenomenon.
Each data point represents an average over 1 year or a season, as
indicated, where the years on the horizontal axis refer to the
beginning of the averaging periods.  a! Equatorial eastern
Pacific  South American coast to the date line! SST, April to March;
 b! rainfall index for central equatorial Pacific island stations,
April to March;  c! sea-level pressure at Darwin, Australia �2 S,
131 E!, April to March;  d! sea-level pressure at Tahiti �7 S,
150'W!, April to March;  e! rainfall index for the subtropical
North Pacific, November to May;  f! rainfall index for India, June
to September;  g! rainfall index for southeastern Africa, November
to May;  h! temperature index for stations in southwestern Canada
and the northwestern United States, November to April; snd  i! rain-
fall index for stations in northern Mexico and the U.S. Gulf Coast,
November to February. Vertical lines indicate El Nino/Southern
Oscil1ation episodes as inferred from the top three series, after
Rasmussou and Wallace �983!. Further details and quantitative
values are available from E.M. Rasmusson.
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Fig, 2. Schematic illustration of the interactions berween the
tropical ocean circulations and the global atmosphere. See test
for discussion.

Fig. 3. Composite visible satellite imagery for Dec.-Feb. of four
years, showing the Intertropical Convergence Zone, the South Pacific
Convergence Zone, the Indonesian monsoon, and the equatorial dry
zone. From Global Atlas of Relative Cloud Cover 1967-1970, U.S.
Dept. of Commerce/U.S. Air Force, Washington, D. C., 1971. IInagery
available through the National Climate Center, Asheville, N,C.
28801.
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pitaCion and latent heat release wirhin the armosphere, resulting
in changes in large � scale air circulation patterns, including sur-
f ace winds, which further modify tne fluxes at the sea-surface, a»d
so on. The nec result of this complex chain of interactions is co
effect a readjustment »f the pattern of precipitation over the
equatorial Pacif ic Ocean such that the»cavy rainfall tends to
f o liow the region of warmest SST.

In order to show how this relationship applies to the unperturbed
climate systeu», we can compare Figs. 3 and 4b which snow, respec-
tively, the climatological mean distributions of cLoudiness and SST
during Northern Memisphere winter. Note Che 4-5'C SSL' gradient
between Indonesia, where temperate>res exceed 29'i' and cne eastern
Pacific, where equatorial and coastal upwelling, advection of cold
water from the s ~ »ct ~ I> and . xtensive low cloudiness  all direct or
indirect consequences of the strong sourheast trades, which extend
across che equator to the Intertropical Convergence zone at 7'N in
the eastern h >lf of the Pacif ic! conspire to maintain SST's at a
level considerably below the average in the equatorial belt.
Extensive cloudiness, indicative of heavy convective precipitation,
covers the equatorial belt over Indonesia and the extreme western
Pacific, while the cooler eastern belt of che Pacific tends to be
free of r.louds. We can liken the equatorial ocean surface t» ch~
cop of a stove, wich a burner or heating element located over the
warmest SST, near Indonesia, and the atmosphere co a shal Low pan of
water in which vigorous boiling  convection! is»ccurring over che
burner and subsidence is located elsewhere.

The pattern of SST anomalies observ> d during El Mino episodes is
such as co shift the region of warmesc Sg f eastward f rom indonesia
toward the central Pacif Lc Ocean and co ~cakes. tl>e overalL east-
wesc temperature gradient across rhe equatorial Pa»itic. Ihe most
recent El MLS'o was an extreme case: Cne patter» of SST anomalies
during the 1982-83 winter, shown in Fig. 4c., was raci>er typical of'
Fl Nino events ac tnac time of year, but the magnitude was two or
three times as large as that observed in typical events. Ihe ano-
malies were so large that. the normal east � west SST gradienc across
the equatorial Pacific was co»q>letely eLiminated. Fig. 4a shows
that during this period, a pool ot very warm surface water was
observed near 150 W. During more typicaL events, the warmesc SST
is observed near the dateline and SST anomalies in Che eas Cern
Pacific are not large enough Co counter the climatological mean SST
g radienC in C hat regi on.

Ln response to rhe altered SST gradienr. along the equator che belt
of convective precipitation shifts eastward, leaving Indonesia in a
drought situation and producing heavy rainfall at island stations
in the cenCral equatorial Pacifir. For example, Canton Island,
which has a desert climate during non-Mino years may experience
rainfall amounts on the order of 3OO mm per month for six or more
c onsecu t i ve mon t hs du r 1 ng El Mi n o episodes. During the recent
1982-83 event, the rainfall belt shifted even further eastward, as
revealed by the discrib»c on of ourgoing Longwave radiation  OLK!
anomalies shown in Fig. 5.  Over most of che tropics negative OLR
anomalies are indicaCive of an above normaL frequency of deep con-
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vective clouds wLtn roid tops radiating to space, and vire versa.]
As the event progressed, the belt of heavy precipitar ion shif Led
farther and farther eastward, followtng the warmest SST. The
observed eastward shif t of equatorial precipitation during gl iIL»o
events has been success fully simulated i» a Large number oi recent
general circulation model  GCM! experime»ts. It is represented
schematicalLy in Fig. 2 by the arrow labeled A.

There are some other important <.l!anges in the distribution of tro-
pical preci>iration during the EL Nino events that are not so well
understood. Fven during rather modest <<inos, in which SST along
the South American coast remains somewhat cooler than in the west-
ern Pacific, episodes of heavy rainfall have been observed along
t' he coast of iEcuador and northern Peru. And in nearly all evenrs
the intertropical convergence zone  ITGg!, which corresponds to the
prominent east-west band of heavy cloudiness I ! Fi !, 3, shif ts
equatorward by a few degrees ot latitude. The present generation
ot general ircuLat ion models us! d in sensitivity studies involving
equatorial SST do notade<luately resolve t»ese more subtle,
regional features a»d us yet we have no satista< tory t <eoreticaL
explanation tor them.

Atmospheric TelecoLLLLeotioLLs
LLeturniug to Fig, 2, we see t»at tue changes io equatorial rainfall.
produce teleconnections to hi »er Latitudes and to otner rag~one ot
the tropics by rearranging the distrzbution of !>Lanetary waves, as
indicated by the arrow 1abe led IL. A crude analogue of this process
is described in Fig. 6, where we see a distribution !>t surface
waves produced by an obstacle in a strea!u. If the obstacle i
moved to another place, the downstream wavetrain wil!. move witL! it,
and the water levels at f Lxed points well dow»st res<> f ro<u the
obstacle may rise or fa11 as a res <I.i . ' ! ig. 7 we see the dis-
tribution of Rossby � waves emanating from a tropical source or sink
of vorticity in the prese»ce of a uniform westerly flow on. a rota-
t ing sphere. The vorti< Icy source or sink shown in panel  a! rep-
resents the outfLow from a localized region of heavy convective
precipitation, and in this discussion I am treating it as a crude
analogue to the obsta<!Le in Fig. 6. The wavetrai»s Ln Fig. 7 are
planetar y in scale and they are oriented along "gre;<r ci«:Le
routes" emanating f rom the lo! »I ized region of forctng.

Fig. 7 is based on calculations involving a LLnearized barotropic
!»ode L. The time sequence L» c»e three panels  o! t»rough  d! shows
hOW the reepO»Se deVelOpS atter t >v perrurnatiuu LS aurupriy
i »sert< d i ! L;> !.! ~:- I.! >, .',' ..bin. Z-L/2 days  panel  o! ! there is a
local response whose shape already res!m >Les tne equLLibrtu><> co»-
f iguration which wil.l. not be fully realized unttL much later; at
larger distances from the perturbatlo<i rne f Low is still. vtr cuaLLy
undisturbed. Che stationary wavetrains downstream oL rl!e perrur-
bation dev<.Lop gradually, o»<. center at a ti!!e, over a time Inter-
val of a week or two. IndividuaL cenrers don't propagate, bur. wave
e ocr y <- L< ar Ly <lees dispe< we dow»srrea» tro<n the source as tne
wave train develops. The rate oL development of the downsrrea!s cen-
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ters is related co the group velocity associated witn Kossby-wave
dispersion.

Linear, barotropic Rossby-wave dispersion is, by no means, the ful.i
explanation of atmospheric Ceieconneccions. It uas becorw incr<.s--
ingly apparent OVer the paar few yearS ChaC the CelecOnneCtiOn pat-
terns observed in the atmosphere result from the i<icerpi=iy between
a number of different dynamical mechanisms, some of which may be
highly nonlinear. Further discussion of these matters would be
inapprOpriate in thiS fOrum: it SuffiCes CO Say that there exisC
plausible dynamical mechanisms which could account. for the observed
correlations between equatorial SST and raintall anomalies and cl.r-
culation patterns at higher Latitudes and in other parts of the
t ropics.

On the basis of surface observations of past Kl Minos such as these
presented in Fig. l, together with analyses of radioson<le observa-
tions and upper air charts it is possible to puc together a global
picture of circulation anomalies characteristic. of F! Nino episo-
des. Fig. 8 shows such a synthesis for the middle latitude ~inter
season. The schematic cloud indicates the region of enhanced rain-
f all in the equatorial central Pacific and cne arrows represent the
Sense of the aCmoapheric circulation anomalies at the jetstream
level. bbte the pair of anticyclonic circulation anomalies which
s traddl< s the region of enhanced raint:all, with centers in che
subtropics, easterly wind anomalies over the equacoriaL belt aud
westerly anomaLies near 30' latitude. Lhis couplet appears witt>
remarkable regularity in individuai I'.L <amino episodes: it is rhe
most robust feature of tne anomalous circulation patceru. gxcend-
ing poleward and thence downstream f rom Ci<e ant icycLonic gyre in
t ne subtropical i<lurch pacif Lc is a pianecary-scale wavecrain, with
anomalous cyclonic circulation over cne <porto Pacific and l'ulf oi
Alaska, anticyclonic circulation over much of central aul we ii rn
Canada, and cyclonic circulat on over the southeastern United
States. The features over western Canada and the Gult of Hexico
are consistent with the climatic anomalies in those regions
described in Fig. ih,i. The presence of tne upper level. anticy-
clone and the southerly flow just co the west of it is conducive
to above normal surface air temperatures in southwestern Canada and
northwestern UniCed States. The westerly wind anomalies over the
Gulf are indicative of an abnormally strong subtropical jetstream
which favors an active cyclone track across the southern U.S. The
shape of the wavetrain is reminiscent of Fig. 7, though the corre-
spondence is perhaps fortuitous in view of the complexity of the
dynamical mechanisms responsible for the teleconnections.

The picture in Fig. 8 is supported by results f rom a growing number
of general circulation model  GCH! sensiciviry experiments ac at
least 8 differenC research institutions in five different coun-
tries. Xn these experiments a GCA is run for an extended period in
which the SST pactern is prescribed in Cer«<s of Cne climatological
mean conditions. StatisCics on the time mean circulation pattern
are compiled for this "control run" co construct a model ciimato-
logy. Then the same model is rerun, starting f rom che saae initial
conditions, with the SST discribut ion prescribed in cern<la ot tile
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Fig. 6, Schematic illustration of a wake caused by an obstacle in a
uniform flow in a fluid with a free surface. Such wakes are
apparent in patterns of low, stratiform clouds downstream of small
islands,

Fig. 7. Analytical solution for a linear barotropic model with a
background flow consisting of pure superrotation with a westerly
wind velocity of 15 m s at the equator and a localized forcing
located at 40 N.  a! The distribution of forcing,  b!- d! solutions
at 2li, 5 and 74 days. Courtesy of Brian J. Hoskins, University of
Reading.
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same climatological mean conditions plus an anomaly field based
upon conditions characteristic of gl Nino episodes. Corresponding
time mean statistics are compiled for tnis "anomaly run" and mean
circulation anomalies due co El Nino are inferred by comparing cli-
matologies for the control and anomaly runs. VirtuaLLy all these
experiments have succeeded i.n simulating cne anticyclonic dipoles
straddling the region of enhanced precipitation a»d aost ot c<iem
show evidence of celeconnections co higner latitudes qualitatively
similar to che observed. Results f rom GYN experiments increase our
confidence in the reality of the ooserved celeconnection patterns.

Another independent verificat Lon of the picture in Fig. 8 is the
pattern of circulation anomalies observed duri»g the 1982-83 win-
ter, when the mosc recent NLRo was at its peak. The pattern is
shown schematically in Fig. 9. Lt can be see i chat the usual pair
of anticyclonic circulation anomalies is present, but shifted
slightly co che east of its position in Fig. 8, consistent with che
unusually pronounced eastward shif t of equatorial precipitation
during the 1982-83 winter, The wavecrain over the pacific/North
American sector resembles the composite picture in Fig, 5, based on
previous events. Consistent with this anomaly paccern, the 1982-83
winter was characterised by record low sea-level pressure in the
North Pacific, warmth over western Canada and the northern Uni.ced
States f rom the Gr eac Lakes wescward, and very heavy precipitation
over the Gulf States.

While the overall pattern in Fig. 9 i s similar co that in Fig. 8,
there are some regional-scale dif ferences between the two patterns
which had important implications for locaL climate anomalies, l'or
example, the region of enhanred ~esteriles over cue North i<a:fl ic
along 30'N was located farther to tne east during 1982-d3 than in
more typical events, bringing a series oi: damaging scor<as ashore
OntO the Southern CalifOrnia cOaSt. The <pper LeVel anticyclOne
over Canada was farther to the southeast than usual, bringing mild
wincer temperatures to the Great Lakes and muon of Cne northeascern
United States whereas during che 197b-77 and 1977-78 Nino winters
these regions suffered below normal temperatures. Even a partial
understanding of these subtle distinctions between circulation. pac-
terns observed during individual El Nino episodes could contribute
significant iy co improving the skill of iong-range weather fore-
casts.

The redistribution of equatorial precipitation during El Nino
events impacts the planetary-sca1e circulation pattern not only ac
the jetstream level, but also at th~ e'arch<a surface, as indicated
in Fig. 2 by the arrow labeled C. Fig. 5 shows the 850 mb wind
anomalies observed at three different stages during the 1982 � 83
Nino episode.  The 850 mb level is located about 1. 5 km above sea-
level and the wind anomalies there are at least qualitatively rep-
resentative of the surface wind anomalies.! lt can be seen chat
chere is a consistent relationship between. the OLR anomalies and
ehe wind anomalies, with we*cerly wind anomalies in rhe equatorial
belt near and just to the west of the region of enhanced rainfall
and vice versa. A similar relationship has been observed in pre-
vious episodes [e.g., see Rasmusson and Carpenter �9d!! ], and lc
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is consiscent with the linear theory of equatorial waves [Natsuno
�966!, Gill �980!t.

Atmospheric Forcing of the Ocean

The surface wind anomalies are the crucial link in the feedback
f rom the atmosphere to the ocean, represented by tne downward arrow
labeled D in Fig. 2. Changes in zonal wind stress along the equa-
tor produce a strong response in the distribution of sea-Level and
surface and subsurface currents, and the ocean dynamic s, in turn,
has important implications upon biological productivity and fisher-
ies and upon rhe distribution ot sea-surface temperature, as indi-
cated by the arrows labeled g aud F Lu Fig. 2. Hence, we have come
through a full circle in tne sequence of atmosphere ocean interac-
tions described in Fig. 2: the El Sino/Southern Oscillation pheno-
menon truly involves a two-way interaction her ween tne two media.
It is this close dynamical coupling that makes it such a challeng-
ing scientific problem.

I am sure that other speakers will elaborate further upon the oce-
anic asp!cts of this feedback loop, I will conclude by mention-
ing one other aspect of Zl Nino upon fisheries which is closely
related to the main theme of this workshop. A pronounced El Nino
signal has been found in sea-level, SST, currents, biological pro-
ductivity, and fisheries recruitment nor. only in the equatorial
belt, but also along the Pacific coast from Chile to at least as
far north as California and perhaps farther. There are two
possible mechanisms which may play a role in transmitting this
signal from the equatorial belt to higher latitudes: �! propaga-
tion of coastaliy trapped waves iu the ocean, and �! local forcing
of coastal phenomena hy anomalous surface ~inds associated with
planetary � scale teleconnection patterns in tie. atmosphere. The
Latter mechanism should be largely restricted to the colder half of
the year, when the atmospheric teleconnection patterns are rela-
tively strong. Therefore, in order to explain apparent influences
of El Nino upon fisheries in extratropical latitudes during summer-
timee it is going to be necessary either to invoke tne first mecha-
mism, which can operate during any season, or to explain how the
COaStal OCean SrruCture rememberS the pattern impOSed upOn it by
local winds during the previous cold season.
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Regional Atmospheric Forcing of Interannual
Surface Temperature and Sea Level
Variability in the Northeast Pacific

Kevin Hamilton
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Introduction

The variability of the sea surface temperature  SST! in the
Eastern Subarctic Pacific Ocean has attracted a great deal af
attention fron oceanagraphers and metearologists over the last
three decades. This interest has been natural, since fluctuations
in the SST in the waters off the west coast af North America may
significantly influence the weather over the continent itself
 e.g. Namias, l976!, and may also affect the migration patterns
and oceanic survival of various fish species  e.g., Tully et al.,
1960; Mysak et al., 1982!. In the past few years there has a&so
been much atTenT on devoted to the interannual variations in sea
level height  SLH! along the Pacific coast of North America
 Enfield and Allen, 1980; Thomson and Tabata, 1981; Che'lton and
Davis, 1982!.

There is a growing body of evidence connecting both the SST and
SLH fluctuations in the Northeast Pacific with the familiar
tropical Southern Oscillatian  SO! phenomenon. It is naw well
established that a statistical analysis of data spanning many
years will reveal a positive correlation between the SST in the
tropical Eastern Pacific and that in the Northeast Pacific  e.g.,
Pan and Dort, 1983!. It is also known that at least some of the
major El Nino/Southern Oscillation  ENSO! events in the tropics
were coincident with significant oceanic warmings and the
occurrence of anomalausly high SLH along the Pacific coast of
North America. In particular, the mature phases of both the
1957-58 and 1982-83 ENSO events were accompanied by strong
warmings in the Northeast Pacific  e.g., Tully et al., 1960;
Tabata, 1983, 1984; Royer and Xiong, 1984!.

Despite all of the research dealing with this subject, however,
two important issues have still not been completely elucidated.
Firstly, it is nat clear how regular and predictable the
relationship between ENSO events and the occurrence of anomalausly
high sea levels and SSTs in the Northeast Pacific really is.



In addition the actual mechanisms that may be responsible for
producing a Nar theast Pacific Ocean response to a tropical ENSO
event are not completely understood. Enfield and Allen �980! and
Cheltan and Davis   1982! have emphasized the possible role af
coastally-trapped waves in propagating interannual signals
generated in the tropics northward along the Pacific coast of
North America. On the other hand tropical oceanic and atmospheric
variations are known to be correlated with changes in the sea
level atmospheric circulation in the Northeast Pacific region
 e.g., Trenberth and Paolino, 1981; van Loon and Madden, 1981!.
Such variations in the extratropical atmospheric circulation could
also significantly affect the oceanic conditions in the Gulf of
Alaska  e.g., Haney et al., 1983!.

The present brief paper reports on the results of an attempt ta
resolve these questions by means of a simple analysis of long time
series of meteorological and oceanographic data. This
investigation is described in more detail in Emery and Hamilton
  1985; hereafter EH!. As in EH, the present discussian will focus
on results in the winter season  winter is the season with the
largest interannual variability in both atmospheric and ocean
surface conditions in the Northeast Pacific, e.g., Trenberth and
Paolino, 1981; Namias, 1979!.

Sea Surface Temperature Variations

Fig.1 shows the 'tocatians of the Amphitrite Point and Kains Island
lighthouse stations for which long time series of SST data were
available. The dashed curves in Fig.2 show the observed
winter mean SST observed at the these two stations in a series of
individual years  winter is defined as the period December through
February; winter 1936 is December 1935-February 1936, etc.!.
Interannual variatians of the order of 1-2'C are evident at both
stations. Many af the peaks in these SST records coincide with
the mature phases of ENSO events. t}uinn et al.   1978! examined
long historical records of tropical oceanographic and
meteorological data and classified the intensity of various ENSO
events as being weak, moderate or strong. In their view the
onsets of strong ENSO events occurred in the years 1941, 1957 and
1972  corresponding to mature phases in winter 1942, 1958 and
1973!; moderate ENSO events began in 1939, 1953, 1965 and 1976
 i,e. mature phases in winter 1940, 1954, 1966 and 1977!.
Examination of Fig.2 reveals that the SSTs along the British
Columbia coast were anomalously warm during the winters of 1940,
1941, 1954, 1958, 1966 and 1977, but were anomalously cold during
winter 1973.  }uinn et al. �978! also identified 1943~51 and
1969 as onset years Wo weak ENSO events  mature phases in the
winters of 1944, 1952 and 1970!; only in the winter of 1970 is
there a clear peak in the SST records shown in Fig.2. Thus it
appears that, while there is a definite tendency for the
occurrence of warm British Columbia coastal water to coincide with
the mature phases of tropical ENSO events, this relationship does
nat hold for all ENSO episodes. It is also noteworthy that very
warm winter SSTs are sometimes observed at the lighthouse stations
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Figure 1. Nap of the Canadian Pacific coast showing the locations
of the stations from which oceanographic data were
employed.

at times unrelated to the occurrence of ENSO events  e.g., 1945,
1948, I.961, 1963, 1964!.

In order to discover how these coastal SST variations might be
related to the atmospheric wind forcing in the Northeast Pacific
region, seasonal mean sea level atmospheric pressure  SLP! maps
over the last half century were examined. These maps were
produced fran the daily digitized Northern Hemisphere SLP analyses
assembled from various sources by the Data Support Section at NCAR
 tenne, 1975!. The winter climatology computed from the data
during the period 1947-82 is shown in Fig.3. The most prominent
feature in the climatological SLP pattern is the Aleutian low
which stretches from Kamchatka to the Alaskan Peninsula; the
associated geostrophic surface winds are directed from the
subtropical Pacific into the Gulf of Alaska. Examination of the
sLp charts for the individual winters revealed that, when the
atmospheric pressure pattern differs significantly from
climatology, it tends to do so in one of two charcteristic ways.
In some winters the Aleutian low has a similar shape and location
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temperature at Amphitrite Point  dashed upper! and
Kains Island  dashed bottom!.

as in the climatology, but is more intense. In other winters the
Aleutian low is significantly weaker than climatology; generally
this is accompanied by a westward shift of the center of the low
as well  more details concerning the characteristic variations of
seasonal mean SLP can be found in EH!.
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Table 1. The correlation coefficients between seasonal mean
coastal SSTs and the seasonal mean vaules of the
Northeast Pacific atmospheric pressure index  HPI! as
defined in the text. Values computed using data for the
period 1947-1977 .

Kains Island

sooner SST autumn SSTs rin SSTwinter SST
winter HP I
spring HPI
sutmaer NP I
autumn HPI

-. 250 �.334
-.208

.621

-. 208
.129

Amphi tri te Point

summer SST autumn SST~sr f n@SSTwinter SST
. 733winter NPI

spring NPI
surmner NPI
autumn HPI

-. 338
-.191

.401

� .112
.251

-.074

Correlation coefficients between the seasonal HP! and lighthouse
SST time series are presented in Table 1  if each of the years can
be regarded as providing an independent datum for each series,
then correlations greater than .35 in this table are significant
at the 95'L confidence level!. At both stations the winter HPI is
well correlated not only with the winter SST, but also with the
SST in the following spring  March-May!. As noted fn EH, these
correlations are consistent with a view that interannual
fluctuations of the SST in the eastern half of the Gulf of Alaska
are largely produced by var iations in the wind-induced surface
layer horfzontal advection. Thus in a winter with an anomalously
intense Aluetian low, one can expect anomlously strong
near-surface advecti on of warm water northeastward towards the
Brftfsh Columbia coast. This effect should be most important in
winter, simply because the i nterannual fluctuations of SLP in the
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A simple index that reflects these characteristic fluctuatfons in
the SLP was constructed by taking the difference in the seasonal
mean pressure at 40 N, 120 W and that at 50'N, 170'W  grid points
marked by dots in Fig.3!. A large value of this index  designated
the North Pacific Index or HPI! corresponds to an intense Aleutian
low. The solid curves in Fig.2 show the NPI for each ~inter
between 1932 and 1982. The simflarity of the interannual
fluctuations of the winter HPI and the winter SST at both Kains
Island and Amphitrite Point is quite striking. Intense  weak!
Aleutian lows are clearly associated with warm  cold! coastal
SSTs. In 'EH North Pacific SST anomaly maps for individual winters
were examined in conjunction with the corresponding SLP charts; EH
concluded that the relation between the strength of the Aleutian
low and the winter ocean surface temperature applies not only near
the coast, but also as far west as 150'W.





is noteworthy that the winters of 1952 and 1973 had anomalously
cold SSTs along the British Columbia coast. These observations
strongly suggest that the response of the Paciffc coast SST to
tropical ENSO events occurs largely via the atmospheric
teleconnection that relates the strength of the Aleutian low to
tropical atmospheric conditions. However, this atmospheric
teleconnectfon appears not to function in a completely predictable
manner; this explafns why some ENSO events are not accompanied by
warmi ng of the British Columbia coastal waters. In addition,
strong Aleutian laws certainly occur in winters unconnected with
any tropfcaI ENSO event; in such winters  e.g., 1961, see Ffg.2!
the surface waters in the eastern Gulf of Alaska are found to be
anomalously warm.

Sea Level Height Variations

Winter mean SLH anomalies at various British Columbia coastal
stations were also examined. In general there appeared to be good
correlation between the SLH and the winter NPI, indicating that
high coastal sea level is generally coincident with the appearance
of an intense Aleutian low. This relationship is consistent with
the most elementary conception of how the surface wfnds might
affect the coastal SLH. In particular a strong Aleutian low will
be accompanfed by anoma'tously large northward surface wind stress
throughout the Gulf of Alaska  or at least east of 150 W, see
Fig.3!. This should result in an anomalously large shoreward
total mass transport, and presumably increased coastal sea
levels.

As in the case of the coastal SST observations, the SLH data
suggest that oceanic interannual varfatfons along the west coast
can be explained largely as a response to regfonal atmospherfc
forcing  at least in winter! . The tendency for high British
Columbia SLH to accompany the mature phases of ENSO events can
then be explained as a consequence of the atmospheric
teleconnectfon between the tropical Pacific and the Gulf of
Alaska.

Conclusion

Strfking empirfcal correlations were found between the strength of
the Aleutian low and the British Columbia coastal winter SST and
SLH. In particular, anomal ously strong cyclonic atmospheric
circulation in the Gulf of Alaska fs invariably associated wfth
warm coastal SST and high SLH. While it fs true that wariu SST and
high sea levels are also generally associated wfth the mature
phases of tropical ENSO events, this relationship is less regular
and predictable than the connections with regional atmospheric
forcing.
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El Nino Effects in the Kuroshio
And Western North Pacific

Masaki Kawabe

University of Tokyo

1. Introrfuction

The relationship between the El Nino events and the oceanic and
atmospheric variations in the western North Pacific has been little
studied. On'ly for the trapical region have variables such as sea
level and wi nd stress been examined; it was shown, for example, that
the sea level i n the western tropical Pacific reaches very low
values at the time af El Nina  Hickey, 1975; Nvrtki, 1977, 1979;
Meyers, 1982!. In the subtrooical region, the flow pattern of the
Kurosh i o is highly variable  Fig. 1!, these long-term variations
appearing to be related to large-scale oceanic and atmospheric
variations. However, no clear relation between Kuroshio variations
and El Nino has yet been established. In this paoer the observed
variations af the Kuroshio path wi 1'1 be described in Sec. 3, and
the oceanic and atmospheric variations in the western North Pacific,
includinq the subarctic region, which seem to relate ta El Nino
events will be discussed in Sec. 4.

2, Data

Sea level, sea surface temperature  SST! and atmospheric terrperature
 AT! data were used. Daily mean sea levels at Kushimoto and Uragami
 Fig, 2 shows locations! are published in Tidal Observations issued
annual iy by the Japan Meteoro1ogica1 Agency~gaA~Month y mean
anomalies of SST in regions �! and  A!  Fig, 3 shows locations! and
af AT in the Hokkaido and Tohoku Districts, northern Japan  north of
about 37 N!, were calcu'lated by JMA . Also used were anomalies of
SST in the eastern tropical region  H! from 1949 throuqh 1982,
analysed by Aoki and Yoshina   1984!, and those from 1983 to 1984,
calculated by JMA.

3. Long-term Variations of the Kuroshio Path

Flow of the Kuroshio south and east of Jaoan exhibits large chanqes
aver time  Fig, 1!. East of Japan, the meanderina flow of the
Kuroshio Extension varies over the short. term with the frequent
formation of cold and warm eddies. South of Japan, from south of
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40'N Fig. 1
Flow patterns of the Kuroshio
from 1955 to 1964  after Masu-
zawa, 1965!.

140 E135 Fig, 2
Three typical paths of the Kuro-
shio: the large-meandering path
  thick 1 ine!, the nearshore
smal 1-meandering path  thin line!
and the offshore small-meander-
ing path  broken line!. K and U
indicate the sea level stations
at Kushimoto and Uragami, res-
pectivelyy,
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Fig. 3
Map of the regions where the SST
data were averaged  after JMA,
1984!.

0 160 160 160 140 120 F00 80'W
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Kyushu  about 131oE! to the Izu-Ogasawara Ridqe  about 140oE!, flow
patterns are relatively regular and can be rouqhly classified into
two stable types, the large meanderinq path  thick line in Fiq, 2!
and the small meandering path, The large meander persists for a few
tO 10 years and reappears after a similar iona interval. This is
the most conspicuous of the long-term oceanic variations near japan.
The small meandering oath has two stable short-time tyoes which



persist for I to 7 months. One is the nearshore path alonq the
south coast of Japan and passing Miyake-jima  thin line in Fiq. 2!;
the offshore path passes south of Hachijo-jima  broken line in Fig.
2!  Kawabe, MS !,

1912 � years
1922 � years
1944  about I
1955 � years
1963 � years
1980 � years
1984 � years

and 5 months!
and I month!

0 years!
and 5 months!

!
and 7 months!
and 11 months!

Apr. 1906 - Sep.
Feb, 1917 - Mar.
Mar. 1934 - early
Jul . 1953 � Dec.
May 1959 - May
Aug, 1975 � Mar.
Oct. 1981 - Aug.

The large meander has been present for 35 years and 5 months in the
period from 1895 to 1984, about 40K of the time.

Volume transport of the Kuroshio across lines south of Japan and in
the East China Sea  Fig. 5! have been calculated by Nishizawa   1981!
and Sai ki   1984!   Figs� . 6 and 7!. They oointed out that during the
large-meandering period the transport of the Kuroshio is small on
the KG line along 137oE and large on the KB line in the East China
Sea, This out-of-phase of transport variation can be also seen from
the figures in Nitani �972!; its reason has been discussed  Konaga
et al., 1980; Kawabe, 1980b! but is not yet understood clearly. The
transport of the Kuroshio across the KG line decreases from 1969 to
1971 significantly. This may correspond to the brief large meander
which was almost formed in 1969 but was not stable and so is not
ordinarily classed as a large meander. The variation of Kuroshi o
transport has periods of 3-4 and 7-8 years in the region around the
KF and KG lines  Minami et al., 1978! and of 5.5 and 8 years on the
KB line  Saiki, 1982!. The dotted line in Fig. 7 indicates the
composite of the 5,5- and 8-year variations.

4. Oceanic: and Atmospheric Variations in the
western North Pacific and Nino Events

Tropical region  south of about 15 N!,

Vertical distributions of temperature and salinity along 137oE in
January are shown in Fio. 8. At low latitudes the volume of warm
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Periods of large meanders of the Kuroshi o can be determined from
coastal sea levels. Sea level variations at Kushimoto and Uragami
ref1ect those of the regions to the west and east of these stations,
as indicated in Fig, 2 by the areas surrounded by dashed and dotted
lines  Tsumura, 1963; Kawabe, 1980a!. These variations in the two
areas are very different during small meanders and very similar
during large. The sea level difference between Kushimoto and
Uragami is a useful index of the large-meandering period of the
Kuroshi o  Moriyasu, 1958; Yagura and Goto, 1960; Tsumura, 1963;
Okada, 1978; Kawabe, 1980a!. From differences in daily mean sea
level between Kushimoto and Uragami  in Fiq. 4, the period of small
differences and large meanders is underlined! and from Okada �978!
for earlier years, the following periods of larqe meanders have
been identified:
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Fig. 5
Locations of the observation lines
for the estimate of Kuroshio
transport,

'60

Fig. 6 Volume transport of the Kuroshio south of Japan calculated
with reference to 1000 db and normalized by the mean value
in each season  after Nishizawa, 1981!;  a! K0 line,
 b! KE line,  c! KF line and  d! KG line. Solid bars in
the lowest part indicate the large-meanderinq periods of
the Kuroshi o.
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water above 28 C increased in 1970, 1971, 1972, 1974, 1976 and 1982,
extending meridionally to about 13oN and vertically to near 100 m,
Thus it appears that warm water accumulates in the surface layer
prior to the El Nino events of 1972, 1976 and 1982, and that the
volume of warm water then decreases during El Nino, although this
is not so c'Iear for the 1969 event. The large accumulation of warm



Fig, 7
Annual mean volume transport of
the Kuroshio across the K6 line in
the East China Sea referred to
700 db  solid line!, the composite
of 5. 5- and 8-year variations
which are dominant in the trans-
port variation shown by dotted
line and the large-meandering
periods of the Kuroshio  bars!
 after 5aiki, 1982!.
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Fig. 8 Vertical distributions of temperature �9, 28, 25, 200C!
and salinity �5.5, 35.0, 34.9K! in the surface layer
along 137oE in January, 1967 to 1983  after JMA, 1984!.

water corresponds to high sea level  Nagasaka, 1981!. In the
western equatorial region, water temperature at a deoth of 50 to
100 m correlate more closely with Nino events than does the sea
surface temperature  Japan Meteorological Agency, 1984!.

The variation of sa'linity distribution is more evident in the region
from 10 to 20 latitude than near the equator. The volume of saline
water north of 10o is very small from 1970 to 1977, esoecially from
1970 to 1973, but there is no obvious relation between the salinity
variation and El Nino.

Subarctic region  north of about 35oN!.

Figure 9 shows monthly mean anomalies of sea surface temperature
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Nonthly mean anomalies of SST and AT from the seasonal
variation.  a! SST in the eastern tropical region  N!,
 b! SST in the western subarctic region  A!,  c! SST in
the Oyashio region east of Japan �!,  d! AT in the
Hokkaido and Tohoku Districts i n northern Japan, north of
about 37 N. Thick lines indi cate 12-month runninq means.
Downward arrows in  a! i ndi cate the El Nina events, and
upward solid arrows in  b!,  c! and  d! indicate low
temperature corresponding to the El Nino events. Upward
dotted arrows in  c! i ndi cate mini ma which do not
correspond to El Ni no and cannot be seen for SST in
region  A!,
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 SST! from the seasonal variation in the region  H! �aS � 5 N,
90o � 100aN!.  A! �5o � 53aN, 130o � 180 E! and � ! �5a � 40 N,
140 � 150 E! and the anomalies of atmospheric temoerature  AT! in
the Hokkaido and Tohoku Districts, northern Jaoan  Fiq. 3 shows
locations!. Eight SST maxima in region  H!, indicated by arrows,
correspond to the Nino events: 1951-1952, 1953, 1957-1958, 1965,
1969, 1972- 1973, 1976-1977 and 1982- 1983   Fig� . 9a ! . High SST in
the regi on  H! also appears in 1980 which is as high as in 1953,
but i t is not regarded as a Nino event. The most remarkable feature
is that SST in the regions  A! and �! and AT in the northern aart
of Japan were low durina Nino events. Low SST in reqion  A!
occurred in 1953, 1957-1958, 1965, 1969-1970, 1976-1977, 1980-1981
and 1983  Fig. 9b!. The 6 minima, except for that in 1980-1981 were
at the time of El Nina, and 1aw SST in 1980-1981 may correspond to
the high SST in the region  H! in 1980. However, SST was nat low
at the time of El Ni no in 1951- 1952 and 1972- 1973. AT in the
northern part of Jaoan was clearly low in 1947, 1952-1954, 1957,
1964-1965, 1969-1970, 1974, 1976- 1977, 1981 and 1983  Fig. 9d!,
Among these minima, except for that in 1947, low AT in 1974 and
1981 does not correspond to El Nino, but the other 6 minima occurred
during Nina events and low SST in the reqion  A!. Thus, low SST in
the western subarctic region  A! and low AT in the northern part, of
Japan correlate clearly wi th most Ni no events �953, 1957-1958,
1965, 1969, 1976- 1977 and 1982- 1983 events!, wi tl, the exceoti on of
the events in 1951-1952 and 1972-1973.

A similar relation can be seen for SST in the Oyashio region �!.
SST in region �! is low at the time of El Nino in 1953, 1965,
1976-1977 and 1983, though it is not always low at the time of E1
Nino  only slightly low in 1957-1958 and not low in 1951-1952, 1969
and 1972-1973!  Fig. 9c!. Besides these minima, there are four
significant minima in 1958, 1963, 1974 and 1981 that do not
correspond to the El Nino events. Since these minima are not
evident in region  A! SST, they are thought to be caused by spatially
limited phenomena.

Variation of the southernmost extent of the Oyashio water is a,so
informative  Fig. 10!. The remarkable southward shift of the
Oyashi o water in 1958, 1963, 1973-74 and 1981 corresaonds well to
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Fig. 10 5-month running means of the southernmost latitude reached
by Oyashi o water as indicated by 5aC isotherm at a depth
of 100 m  after JNA, 1984!,
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Temperature distribution at a depth of
100 m in early May, 1984  after Saiki, 1984a!.
Shaded area is the region below 5 C.
8roken lines indicate the mean isotherms
averaged from 1965 to '1983,40

the 4 SST minima found only in region �!  the southward shift in
1956 and 1978 does not relate to low SST!. The largest southward
extension of the Oyashio water occurs from the end of 1983 to 1984
 Fig 11; Sai ki, 1984a ! and corresponds to extremely low SST in
region �!. Southward shift of the Oyashio water can be considered
as one of the causes for low SST in reqion �! not related to El
Nino.

Power spectra of the time series in Fiq. 9 are shown in Fi o. 12.
The dominant periods being siqnificant at the 90K level are the 3.6-
year peri od for SST in the region  H!, the 6. 1-year period for SST
in the regi ons  A! and �!. Other aooarent peaks are not
statistically significant,

The 6. 1 year SST variatian in region A is highly coherent with
variations of the same period of AT in the northern part of Japan
 significant at the 99% leve'I! and of SST in reaion �!  significant
at the 955 level!, with little difference in phase. The 6. 1 year
SST variation in region H is not so highly coherent with those of
the other time series, but is highly coherent at the 7 . 1 year
period  close ta the 80% si gnificance level!. The ohase of the 7. 1
year SST variation in reqion H lags SST in region A by 0.86 r:, SST
in region �! by 1. 16 n and AT in northern Japan by 0,92 ii, thus i s
almost opposite in phase to the other three variations. This
relates to the low SST and AT in the western subarctic region during
El Nino as suggested in Fig. 9. Oominance of a 6 year period is
also reported for variation of water temperature in the eastern
channel of the Tsushima Strait  Miita and Tawara, 1984!. 8esides,
SST in region H is hiqhly coherent with SST in reqion A at the 2. 1
and 3,9 periods with a phase 'Iag of 0.95 ~ and 0.88 ~ and with SST
in region �! at the 1. 9 and 3.9 year peri ods with a phase lao of
1.42 ' and 0.57 i above the 90$ level. Moreover, it is also
coherent with AT in northern Japan at the 3.6 and 1,8 year periods
with a phase lag of 0.41 iT and 0,43 n abave and close to the 80$
significance level, respectively.

Subtropical region   15 N � 35oN!

Oceanic and atmospheri c variations in the western subtropical region
show no obvious relation with the EI I'iino events; for examole, SST
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vertical bars in the right upper oortion indicate the
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Fig. 12

The spectrum of occurrence of the large meander in the Kuroshio is
shown in Fig. 14. The dominant period is about 20 years, and
noticeable but statistical'ly insignificant peaks can be seen at 3.4
and 8.5 years. The latter oeriods are similar to periods of the
Kuroshio transport south of central Japan, indicated by Minami
et al �978!, and the B. 5 year period is also almost the same as a
dominant period in the Kuroshi o transport in the East China Sea,
indicated by Saiki   1982!, 1ts coherence with SST in the region  H!
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in the region �!, �! and  8!  Fig. 3 shows locations!, AT in the
southern area of Japan and wind stress in small orids. However, one
interesting relation is indicated by Saiki �984b! who showed the
variation of strength of the Ogasawara Hiqh  western oart of the
Pacific High!, to correspond to the strength of the Trade tllind  Fiq.
13!. The Ogasawara High is weak before El Nino event and strenqthens
after its occurrence, while the large meander of the Kuroshio occurs
within 1 or 2 years after the rapid increase of strength of the
Ogasawara High in 1950-1951, 1957 and 1974, and disapoears as this
High weakens. The short-time meander in 1969, mentioned above, may
also relate to the rapid increase in 1968.



Fig. 13 12-month running means of 500 db height averaged in the
region of 20o � 30oN, 130o � 170oE, an index of strenoth
of the Ogasawara Nigh  after Saiki, 1984b!,
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3y y

Fig. 14
Power spectrum of the occurrence
of the large meander in the Kuro-
shio  Sept. 1897-Dec. 1982!,
normalized by the maximum power.
The vertical bars in the right
upper portion indicate the 60~
and 90% confidence intervals .
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is above the 90' siqnificance level at the oeriod of 3,3 - 3.6 years
and above the 80X level at the 8.5 year period. This suogests the
possibility of a connection between El Nino and the larqe meander
of the Kuroshio with a period of about 3.5 years,

5, Discussion

Some relations between El Nino and water temperature in the surface
layer of the western tropical reqion and SST and AT in the western
subarctic region are presented in this paper. The relation is less
obvious for oceanic variations in the western subtropical region.
It is noteworthy that the relation with El Nino seems to be more
pronounced in the subarctic region than in the subtropical region,
despite the greater distance from the trooical El Nino region.
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The 3.5 � 3.6 year variation is dominant for SST in the reoion  H!,
reflecting the occurrence of Fl Ni no; there are small oeaks of this
period in AT in northern Japan and in the occurrence of the laroe
meander in the Kuroshi o, these being hiqhfy coherent. Okada   1981!
pointed out that cool summers and bad croos occur in the Tohoku
District in the years near the generation and disapoearance of the
large meander in the Kuroshi o. The cool sutn33ers and bad croos must
be connected closely to low AT in the Hokkaido and Tohoku Districts
which occurs mostly at the time of El Nino, Thus there may be some
connection between El Nino and the large meander of the Kuroshio.



There are other spectral peaks, such as those at 6. 1 and 8, 5 years
that while not statistical'ly significant relate to significant
vari ati ons in relevant regions and variables. For example, the 6
year variation i s domi nant for SST in the western subarcti c region
and the 8 year variation is daminant in Kuroshia transport. It is
important ta examine the characteristics of these long term
variations through further analysis of suitab'le long time series
since these variations can be expected to have Pacific or world-wide
dimensions and to play an important role in global teleconnections .
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The 1982-83 El Niho Event off
Baja and Alta California
And Its Ocean Climate Context

J. Norton, D. McLain, R. Brainard, and D. Husby
National Marine Fisheries Service

Introduction

The 19B2-S3 El Nino brought extremely warm water to the coast of
Alta and Baja California as part of ane of the most intense ocean-atmosphere
events of the century. This report describes this event in terms of surface
and subsurface temperature, sea level, and large scale atmospheric pressure
changes. The 1982-83 event is examined as part af the continuum af events
accurring over the past 13 years �971-83!, a period containing two other
tropical El Ninas �972-73, 1976-7S! and two California warming events
seemingly unrelated to tropical warmings �979-80, 1980-81!. The 1976-77,
1977-78, 1979-80, 1980-81, and 1982-83 winters have been warmer than
normal. Consequently, the period before 1976 was anomalously cool com-
pared to the 13 year mean. These intersnnusl variations are discussed in
terms of physical characteristics af the California Current System and
associated coastal upwelling, which are the predominant ocean features
within 1000 km of the coast. The extreme nature of the 19S2-S3 event is
examined by comparison with other winters of the series. Time-distance
contour plots are used to graphically interpret interannusl variations over the
13 year period and over the 2123 km distance from the southern tip of Baja
California to the Alta California northern border.

The oceanographic term "El Nino", historically, has been applied to
ocean surface warming events in the equatorial Pacific off the coasts of Peru
and Ecuador. These events generally begin during the Christmas season.
Hence, the Spanish words El Nino refer to the Christ Child. Since El Nino
lasts through the northern winter, common ter minology refers ta two or more
calendar years. lvlore recently, El Nino became a generic term describing
anomalous warm events in eastern boundary current regions af the world' s
ocean  Wooster 1960!. Current understanding is that El Nino is par't of a
global ocean-atmosphere perturbation called "El Nina-Southern Oscillation"
 ENSO!  Quinn 1974, Rasmusson and Wallace 1983!. The Southern Oscillation
is a quasi-periodic cycle �-10 years! observed in the atmospheric pressure
differences between Pacific and Indian Oceans and the Tahiti minus Darwin,
Australia ses level pressure difference is a commonly used Southern Oscil-
lation Index  SOI!. Bjerknes �969! found that El Nina events occur as the
trade winds relax and the SOI drops sharply.
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ENSO may include the tropical El Nina  TEN! and a California El Nina
 CEN!. Like the TEN, the CEN is characterized by warming in the coastal
ocean's surface layers and both warm events may be synchronous, Other
oceanic warming events also occur along the greater California coast  see
below!. These are rnid-latitude warm  MLW! events. CEN events occur in
concert with the TEN events: MLW events dc not.

Major  'eographic and Oceanic Features

The coast of Baja and Alta California extends 19.1 degrees of latitude
from Cabo San Lucas at 22.9 N, to the northern California border at 42 N.0 o

East to west, the distance from Cabo San Lucas at 109.9 W to Cape0

Mendocino at 124.4 W is 14.5 �563 km!. In the following "California" referso, 0

to Alta California  USA!.

The California Current transports cool, low satinity subarctic water
southward along the greater California coast  Sverdrup, et al. 1942, Reid et at.
1958!. Warmer, more satine, eastern North Pacific Central Water lies west of
the California Current creating a positive temperature gradient from east to
west as well as north to south. Consequently, warming along the coast can
result from local heating and/or increased transport from the south and/or
west.

Off central, southern and Baja California, a countercurrent flows north-
ward inshore of the southward flowing California Current where it frequently
becomes the dominant nearshore circulation feature  Wooster and Jones 1970,
Wickham 1975!. North of Pt. Conception, the surface countercurrent is
generally most intense in Iate fall and winter �4.3 N!. However, recent0

studies by Wickham and Tucker show countercurrent activity throughout the
year during the warm 1978-80 period  Bird et al. 1984!. South of Point
Conception, the countercurrent is an important nearshore feature throughout
the year, but it is not necessarily continuous with the surface Counter Current
to the north  Reid 1960!. The California Current System is characterized at
depth by a weak poleward countercurrent having maximum speed and persis-
tence over the continental slope. The California Current thickens seaward of
200 km resulting in a deeper countercurrent  Reid 1965, Hickey 1979!,

The California Current System's western edge is a broad complex
transition zone joining the subarctic transition on the north to the subtropical
transition on the south as shown in Figure 1  Saur 1980, Bernal and McGowan
1981!.

Upwelling, caused by northerly winds and resulting offshore Ekman
transport is a dominant oceanographic process in spring and summer along the
entire California and Baja California coast  Sverdrup et al, 1942!. Cooter,
higher salinity subsurface waters are brought to the surface in a relatively
narrow coastal band and then mixed and carried offshore by other advective
processes  Smith 1968, Hickey 1979!, The resulting density distribution
enhances southward California Current flow. Upwelling occurs year-round off
Baja California under the influence of the North Pacific High pressure system.
Off central and nor them California, however, the atmospheric high weakens
and moves south in the winter as the Aleutian Low pressure system intensifies.
The winds off central and northern California reverse as these pressure
systems change. t3ownwelling occurs in winter under southerly winds asso-
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and subsurface temperature ste summarized.

ciated with intensified Aleutian Lo v, deepening the mixed layer and facilita-
ting poleward flow along the coast.

Connections Between Tropical and California El Ninos

El 'Nina years on the California coast coincide with El Nino years along
the South American coast because of energy transfer from the tropics ta mid-
latitudes by both oceanic and atmospheric processes. Each process has
recetved considerable attention in the literature  'McCreary 1976, Picaut 1984,
Rasmussan and Wallace 1983, Wallace and Gutzter 1981!.
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Tropical El Nino's are associated with slackening of trade winds blowing
fram east to west over the tropicai Pacific, As the trade winds relax, the
Southern Oscillation index  SOi! falls, and even reverses, resulting in a
downwelling disturbance which propagates eastward toward South America
with characteristics of an equatorially trapped Kelvin wave  Hatpern at al.
1983, Cane 1983!. The energy transfer that occurs along the equator is the
result af the radiation of many Kelvin waves that superimpose to form a beam
of energy that ptoprtgstes eastward and downward  Picaut 1984!. When the
eastern boundary is reached, poleward and downward-propagating, coastal
Kelvin waves are formed. These KeLvin wave packets bring dawnwelling
perturbatians to the California coast. This wave energy with subsequent



advective adjustment can produce s remotely forced CEN event. This is
consistent with subsurface temperature observations from the California coast
shown below.

The atmospheric connection to rnid-latitudes involves a mechanism
originally postulated over fifty years ago by Walker  Rasmusson and Wallace
1983!. As the Kelvin wave propagates eastward along the equator, it is
accompanied by anomalously high sea surface temperature  SST!, Through
evaporation and condensation processes, the warm water transfers increased
energy to the atmosphere. This energy appears to set up a quasi-stationary
tropospheric wave pattern as it propagates northward in great circle arcs
 Wallace and Gutzler 1981, Horel and Wallace 1981!. In this wsy, extensive
tropical SST anomalies can be teleconnected to rnid-latitudes through the
atmosphere, altering wind forcing on the eastern subtropical Pacific, thou-
sands of miles to the north  Bjerknes 1969, Quiroz 1983, Pan snd Dort 1983!.
These teleconnections appear most significant in winter and their impact at
mid-latitude depends upon ongoing subtropical processes  Wallace and Gutzler
1981, Rasmusson and Wallace 1983, Haney 1984!.

The Pacific/North American  PNA! Index was developed to measure
tropical to mid-latitude teleconnection  Wallace and Gutzler 1981!. This mdex
is derived from s linear combination of 500 rniilibar atmospheric height
anomalies at "centers of action" along the great circle standing wave pattern
from the tropics through the North-Pacific High, Aleutian I ow, North
American Continental High and Florida Low pressure systems. Each is
intensified by the standing wave, so that higher highs and deeper lows will
contribute positively to the index value. Three of these pressure systems are
indicated schernaticaliy in Figure 1.

Horel and Wallace �981! have presented important correlations between
the PNA pattern and TEN activity. However, Douglas et al. �982! point out
that P'NA type circulation can occur without TEN as it did in the winters of
1958-59, 1960-61, 1962-63, 1967-68, 1979-80 and 1980-81. Conversely, the
intense TEN of 1972-73 occurred without a fully distinctive PNA pattern. It is
probable that tropical forcing through the PNA pattern has maximum effect
when in phase with pressure patterns brought about by complementary
subtropical processes Rasmusson and Wallace 1983!. There also seems to be a
time lsg in the atmosphere's response to equatorial SST forcing  Pen and Dort
1983!. The 1982-83 ENSD brought extreme El Nina conditions to the eastern
tropical Pacific and the characteristic PNA pattern wss formed over the
North Pacific  Rssmusson and Wallace 1983, Halpern et sl. 1983, Toole 1984!.

Data Sources and Methods

EI Nino is of large space and time scale snd thus we based our analyses
on historical data files of weather observations and ocean temperature
profiles. The data were averaged by month for 3 longitude-latitude areas.0

Surface and subsur face temperature snd atmospheric pressure data were
obtained from the archives of the U.S. hlavy Fleet Numerical Oceanography
Center in Monterey, California  F NDC!. Sea surface temperatures  SST! were
obtained from the file of surface marine weather observations received in
real-time at FNOC. The wind speed and upwelling index data were derived
from the 6-hourly northern hemisphere pressure analyses  Bakun 1973, 1975!,
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The SST data were averaged by month in 1 latitude-longitude areas and0

then further aggregated ta provide means for the 3 latitude-longitude areasa

in transects along the coast and westward from the coast  Figure 1!. The total
number af observations in the study area for the 1971-83 period exceeded
300,000. Over half of the observations were taken within 100km of the coast,
Monthly means for SST may represent several thousand values depending on
location.

Subsurface temperature profiles were taken from the FNOC Ivlaster
Oceanographic Observations Data Set, which is an archive of bottle casts,
mechanical and expendable bathythermagraphs, and CTD casts. Although the
number of subsurface observations is an order of magnitude less than that of
surface observations, the improved accuracy of the individual observations
yields a more accurate data set.

Sea level data for tide stations along the west coast of the United States
were obtained from Mr. Ray Smith of the National Ocean Survey, Rockville,
Maryland. Sea level data for two Canadian stations were obtained from Dr. S.
Tsbsta, Inst.itute of Ocean Science, Sidney, British Columbia and data from
Baja California were obtained from Ing Francisco Grivel Pins, Instituto de
Geofisics, Mexico, D.F, Monthly means of sea level were campu'ted from daily
values.

Time-distance plots of the variables under study were produced ta
display large-scale fluctuations in time snd space  e.g., Figure 2a!. In each
plot, time is an the horizontal axis with years and months indicated. The
vertical axis is distance, either along the coast  as in Figure Zs! or offshore  ss
in Figure 4a!. The monthly mean values are contoured allowing objective
assessment of major patterns. Each contour line is interpreted ss the
excursion of an isopleth through time snd space. Areas north of California snd
south of Baja California are often inciuded in alongshore plots to allow greater
spatial continuity of features. Anomalies of variables from the long-term
mean were computed snd platted in time-distance form  as in Figure 2b! ta
show intersnnual changes.

Sea Surface Temperature

Figure 2s is a time-distance plot of sea surface temperature along the
coast from south of the tip of Baja California to Vancouver Island, A
pronounced annual cycle is shown by the large excursians of each contour line
 isotherm!, Farthest northward isotherm extension or maximum SST occurs in
summer and fall. Minimum SSTs, as shown by farthest southward isotherm
excursions, occur in winter or spring. Isatherms at higher latitude have
larger annual excursions, eg. the 12 C isotherm crosses 12-18 degrees of0

latitude while the 20 C isotherm has about half this latitudinal excursion.
The subtropical transition zone off southern Baja California is shown by the
denser packing of isotherms south af 29 N. Interannusl spatial variation in0

SST is weak south of 23 'N.

The extreme nature of the 1982-83 CEN is reflected in the 16 C
isotherm which extended as far north as San Francisco �7.8 N! in October0

1983. This extension was unprecedented in the previous 11 years and
represents an anomaly of 1.2-2,0 C or 2 ta 2,2 times the between-year0

standard deviation  sdu! for that month and latitude. The minimum SST
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during the previous spring was much warmer than usual. The rnaxirnum SST
during fall 1982 was unusually high, equalled only by the fall seasons of 1979,
1976 and 1972, a MLW and two CEN years, respectively. Water of greater
than 16 C was also present in an unusually large closed cell near 43 N.o o

Warmer winters since 1976 are indicated by the reduction in areas less than
8 C near 49 N and by the greater distance between the 16 C and 20 C0 o o o

isotherrns off Baja and southern California �3 -34 N!. The maxima of theo

20 C isotherm tend to follow those of the 16 C isotherm, but the 20 C
o 0minima sre much more stable, causing the 16 -20 C band to widen in winter

 Figure 2a!.

The extreme nature of the 1982-83 event becomes more evident when
the annual cycle is removed by taking anomalies from monthly mean values
 Figure 2b!. Areas representing anomaly greater than 1 C have wider0

meridional distribution snd persist longer during the 1982-83 event than in
any of the other warm events during 1971-83. The CEN winter of 1976-77
shows a comparable pattern. Figure 2b shows that during 1982-83, anomaly
exceeding 1 C appears as two vertical bands connected at 24 N and 36 N by0 o 0

persistent periods lasting from November 1982 through November 1983,
These vertical bands represent almost simultaneous occurrence of the anom-
aly over the range from 29 N to 49 N. Anomalies greater than 1 C occuro 0 0

first in the subtropical transition. The extreme anomaly �.0 C or 2,0 sdu!0

south of 29 N represents a northward shift of the 20 C isotherm due to
decreased or displaced input of cooler California Current water. Because of
the steep SST gradient in the subtropical transition, a small geographical
change in isotherm position will create relatively large anomalies. The area
of anomaly persistence near 36 'N on the central California coast probablyo

reflects a relatively large decrease in seasonal upwelling and climatological
tendency toward negative wind stress curl at these latitudes  Nelson 1977!.
Increased input of offshore water into the coastal region north of 46 N may0

ohave been responsible for persistence of the anomaly greater than 1 C in
these areas.

CEN warming effects were partially negated in spring snd summer 1983
oby spring upwelling when anomalies remained positive but less than 1 C.

Maximum SSTs normally occur in the inshore California Current System in
the fall when both the California Current and the countercurrent are near
minimum intensity and insolation has had maximum effect  Sverdrup et. sl.
1942, Reid et sl. 1958!. The second period of extreme anomaly corresponds
to this period of maximum seasonal SST. The tropical El Nino of this period
also hsd two maxima in temperature  Smith 1984!.

Generally warmer SSTs since mid-1976 are indicated by Figure 2b.
Much of the period after 1976 hsd positive SST anomaly and much of the
period before 1976 had negative SST anomaly. Extensive periods with
positive anomaly during the 1979-80 snd 1980-81 winters indicate MLW
events, since there was no corresponding TEN activity.

The SST anomalies were summed for the entire coast for each 6 month
period during 1971-84 to show large-scale features of the alongshore anorna-
lies. Scaled values sre plotted in Figure 3. A succession of warm events
after the first half of 1976 produced a positive shift in SST involving the
entire California Current System's inshore component. In the winter of 1976-
77, there was a California El Nino accompanied by s tropical 'El Nino. In
1977-78, CEN and ENSO conditions reoccurred. Winter and spring of 1978-79
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Figure 3. 5lx-month sums of 55T anomaly on elongshore transect
from Baja California to Vancouver Island. Abstract of data presented
in Figure 2b. Northern Anomaly 5urn is for northernmost 7 blocks of
transect snd Total Anomaly 5um is for eli 12 blocks of transect.

were relatively cool, but temperatures remained abave pre-1976 levels. in
1979-80, a MLW event occurred off California and Baja California. Similar
though less extreme atmospheric and oceanic conditions occurred in 1980-81.
The 1981-82 winter temperatures were near normal for the 13 year per lad.
More recently, the extreme CEN and TEN 198Z-83 season elevated coastal
temperature to a 13 year high. In 1983-84 SSTs remained above normal
through fall 1984. Note that during CEN years, the northern and southern
portions of the transect both contribute to the total but during MLW years,
the northern portion is dominant.

To examine the offshore extent of SST fluctuations, the data were
abstracted ta form three transects of nine 3 blocks extending fram the coast0

3000 km westward  Figure ll. A time-distance plot far the transect off
Southern California  Figure 4a! shows warm fingers reaching in from offshore
during summer and fall and caid fingers of California Current water
extending offshore ta near 126 W during the winter months.o

Regions of cool water  less than 14 C! are prominent features fromo

February through May in 1971, '72, '74, '75, '76, but appear in only one year.
after 1976 and this occurrence in 1979 is minor compared to the previous
years. Cool water is brought into the coastal area from the north by the
California Current. Upweliing is less important at the one month-> scales.
Lack of water less than 14 C since 1976 suggests a diminished Californiao

Current since 1976. During the third quarter of 1972, '76, '78, '79, '82 and '83
SSTs of greater than 18 C occurred over the entire zonal range  Figure 4a!.
In general these events precede MLW and CEN winters, and probably
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represent early surface countercurrent influence. Normally the areas within
the 16 C isotherm are broken into inshore and offshore regions by the cool

o

California Current maximum which occurs 200 � 400 km offshore. The
absence of persistently strong California Current flow since 1976 has allowed
the area greater than 16 C to become zonally continuous in summer snd fallo

during five of the last eight years.

In 1980 snd 1983 offshore water was cooler than in other years; SSTs
greater than 22 C were absent at the western end of the Southern California

a

transect  Figure 4a!. Negative SST anomalies were widespread offshore in
fall  Figure 4b!. Both events followed winters of intense PNA-type strnos-
pheric circulation. In both preceding winters, a deep Aleutian Low created
high winds af long fetch blowing eastward across the Pacific. These intense
and persistent winds may have redistributed the warm surface water of the
central gyre and transition zone, decreasing horizontal density gradients in
the upper layers and thereby decreasing the baroclinicity of the California
Current Region. The warm water displaced onshore by southwesterly winds
near the coast would tend to increase paleward countercurrent activity which
would in turn bring more warm water into the coastaL zone fram the south,

aComparison of Figures 4a and 4b shows that the absence of 22 C water
offshore in 1980 snd 1983 represents extreme negative anomaly  ta -1.6 C,a

sdu ta 2.4!. Nearshore, positive SST anomaly is associated with each event.
During 1983, the shoreward extension of the 20 C isotherm was the mast0

extreme of the series, ss shown by anomalies to 1.2 C  sdu ta 2.5! in fall 19830

 Figure 4b!.

The SST anomalies along the offshore transect tend to be af opposite
sign in nearshore snd offshore areas  Figure 4b!. Note similarities among
197l, 1973, 1974 and 1975, which were cool years. Negative anomaly
occurred in nearshare areas from 1971 through 1976, accompanied by positive
anomaly offshore; producing horizontal density structure conducive to an
enhanced California Current. In 1976 snd the years following, negative
anomaly commonly occurred offshore, accompanied by positive anomaly
nearshare; apposing California Current baraciinicity.

Warm winters since 1971 were compared by summarizing the three
offshore transects  Table 1!. Offshore areas were divided into three 1000 km
zones, with the nearshare zone containing most of the California Current
System and the middle zone in the transition region  Figure I!. The outer
zone of the northern transect extends into and sometimes through the
northerly meander in the North Pacific and Subsrctic Currents  Kirwsn et al.
1978! where temperatures are more characteristic of the Subarctic Region.
The transect off southern California reaches inta the central gyre and the
offshore zone of the Baja California transect remains in the subtropical
transition.

In Table 1, the 1982-83 winter is shown ta have the warmest SSTs of the
series inshore and the coolest offshore. If the full length of each transect is
considered, the 1982-63 CEN must be considered a cool SST event. In the
inshore zone, the 1976-77 and 1983-84 winters were es warm as in 1982-63.
Winter 1963-84 probably represents residual warming of the 1962-63 CEN.
Note, the inshore zone remained warm in 1983-64, but offshore the coal
anomaly of the previous year was last in the southern and Baja California
transec ts.
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Table 1. Summary table of SST anomaly during warm event winters  Nov.-Feb.!
since 1971 along the three offshore traosects; Northern California, Southern California,
and Sajs California, 55T anomalies are summarized for l000 km zones along each
transect. The symbols represent SST anomaly in each zone along a transect; "W"
represents areas having more than 50% positive SST anomaly and "C" represents areas
having more then 50% negative anomaly. The numbers under each column are weighted
average SST anomaly indices in each zone for each of the three trensects; positive
numbers representing positive anomalies and negative numbers representing negative
anomalies. The anomaly indices are summed by winter in the sixth column and compared
to event type  see text!,

Winter
 Nov-Mar! Transect Offshore

2000-
3000

Event Type
 Warm Index

Total!

Zone
Niddle

i 000-
2000

?ashore
0-

1000 km

1972-73 Nor th
South
Baja

C
w  -4!
W

CEN
 -9!

W
C  -15!
C

W
C �0!
W

1976-77 North
South
Baja

CEN
�3!C �5!

W

W
W �2!
W

W
W �5!
W

1977-78 CEN
�5!

Noz th
South
Baja

W �9!
W

C
W �!
W

C
W �5!
W

1979-80 North
South
Baja

NLW
�0!W �0!

C

W
W �0!
W

C W �0!
W

19BQ-81 North
South
Baja

C
W  -4!
W

NL'W
�7!

W
W �2!
W

W
W �9!
W

1982-83 North
South
Baja

C C  -19!
C

C
C  -9!
W

CEN
 -1!

W
W �7!
W

1983-84 CEN
�8!

North
8 outh
Baja

C
W �0!
W

C
W �!
W

W
W �6!
W

Since 1976-77, each warm winter has shown a tendency to negative SST
anomaly offshore in the northern transect  Table 1!. This could be the result
of increased mixing by high winds in this area and/or a southward shift of the
subarctic transition under the influence of basin-wide forcing due to per-
sistent PNA circulation.

During the 1979-80 and 1980-81 MLW winters, warming occurred in the
middle zone of all three offshore transects. Since this also occurred under
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The 1976-77 CEN occurred at the end of a cool onshore - warm offshore
period  McLain 1985!, It appears that in this winter the central gyre
remained warm from the previous period and that the inshore zone warmed
under CEN influence. Overall, the SSTs of the 1976-77 CEN were the
warmest of the series.



PNA pattern influence, the suggestion ls that surface water is being trans-
ported from west to east under the influence of the intensified Aleutian Low.
ln the case of the MLW winters, warm surface water is moved from offshore
into the middle zone. The Aleutian Low was even stronger in winter 19S2-83
 Quiroz 1983!. Mare water moved to the south and east in the offshore and
middle zones bringing cooler water to the surface in the middle zone and
extreme Ekman convergence at the coast. This is indicated by the 1982-83
pattern shawn in Table 1. When extreme wind forcing relaxed in 1983-84, a
more stable pattern returned offshore even though the inshore zone remained
warm,

Subsurface Temperature

Mean monthly temperature time-distance plots at 100 snd 200m depths
for the same alongshore transect used for SST are shown in Figure 5. The
seasonal cycle at 100m is influenced by vertical motion of the thermocline,
especially aff northern California where turbulent mixing causes mixed layer
depths greater than 80m in winter  Husby and Nelson 1982!. As with SST,
subsurface isotherms make greater latitudinal excursion in the north  see
Figure 2a!. Isotherms are also mare closely packed in the south, but the
temperature gradient of the subtropical transition is not as large at 100m as
it is at the surface.

In 1982-83, two nar thward excursians af the 10 C isotherm mark
anomalous warming at 100m associated with the 1982-83 CEN  Figure 5!.
The first warming occurred in winter 1982-83 and after cooling in spring and
summer, the second major warming occurred in late summer, fall and winter
1983. Resulting positive anomalies of up ta 1.5 C �.1 sdu! occurred between0

46 N and 49 N in the first warming episode. The extreme excursions of the
o 0

10 C isotherm off central California in 1982-83 caused anomalies ta 1.5 Co a

�.0 sdu! and 1.4 C �.8 sdu! for the 1982-83 winter snd 19S3 fall respec-
tively. Farther south between 29 N and 34 N, anomalies were 2.3 to 3.0 C0 0 o

�.8 ta 3.0 sdu! in winter 1983 and to 1.8 C �,6 sdu! the following fall. These
0were the most extreme positive anomalies encountered in the study. The 8 C

isotherm was depressed below the 100m level for the entire 1982-83 event
 Figure 5!. Relative extent of the two northward isotherm excursions varies
with latitude and depth. The TEN associated first peak is more persistent with
depth snd distance south. This persistence is clearly suggestive of oceanic
connection between tropical El Nina snd California El Nina.

Extreme excursions of the 10 C isotherm at 100m are also seen duringo

the 1972-73 CEN and the 1979-80 MLW winters. If northward excursion of this
isotherm is considered alone, the 1979-80 winter is the most extreme,
producing an anomaly of 1.6 C �.7 sdu! at 43 N. The extremity of this winter0 o

was also evident at the surface  Figures 2a,b and 4s,b!. These two events
represent extremes of quite different forcing processes. The 1972-73 CEN
was unaccompanied by a fully developed PNA pattern and the 1979-80 IvlLW
event was unaccompanied by anomalous equatorial Kelvin weve activity
 �ouglas et al, 1982, Cane 1983!.

The excursions of the 8 C isotherm during the 1972-73 CEN were asa

large at 200m as they were at 100m in the 10 C isotherm  Figure 5!. The0

1972-73 signal was also strong to the south in the subtropical transition, where
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Table 2. Summary table of temperature at l00 m during warm event winters
since 19'7l along the three offshore transect. Symbols snd numbers ere the same as
in Table 1.

Winter Zone Event Type
 Nov-Mar! Transect Offshore Middle Inshore  Warm Index!

1972-73 W
W �9!
W

CEN
�7!

North
South
Ba ja

W
W  8!
C

c  o!

CEN
 -7!

1 976-77 W
W �6!

North
South
Baja

C
c  -16!

C
c  -7!
C

1977-78 North
South
Ba ja

W
c  -6!

C
C  -4!

C
c  -12!
C

CEN
 -22 !

1979-80 North
South
Baja

W
c �!
W

W
C  -14!
C

NLW
 -11!

W
c �!
W

1980-81 North
South
Baja

C
c  -3!
W

W
w �7! C  -9!

C

MLW
�!

1982-83 North
South
Baja

C
c  -2!
W

C
C  -4! w �0!

W

CEN
�4!

1983-84 North
South
Baja

C
 -1!

W

CEN
 Io!

C
W  -5!

W
W �6!

the extent of 16 C water at 100m was as great in this period as at any othera

time in the series.

In contrast to the 1972-73 CE xi, the 1979-80 iv! W event's signal was
halved at 200m and it appears not to have had pronounced influence in the
south. This rnid-latitude warming event is an example of locally forced
coastal warming. Its signal is attenuated with depth and distance from areas
of direct energy transfer.

Table 2 summarizes the offshore 100m temperature anomaly in the same
form as Table l. The 1982-83 event produced a temperature anomaly pattern
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The 100m and 200m alongshore temperature data for the 1972-73 CEN
clearly suggest remote forcing from the south. The persistence of signal with
depth without apparent attenuation indicates poleward and downward propaga-
ting coastal Kelvin waves  fvlcCreary 1976!. Although strong MLW events
af f act temperature at 200m, attenuation occurs with depth. Anomaly
computations show the signal for the 1972-73, 1976-77 and 1982-83 CEN
events to be stronger in terms of sdu below the thermocline than abave. This
trend is also shown in Figure 5 where the 1976-77 CEN appears stronger at
200m in the 8 C isotherm than at 100m in the 10 C isotherm. These are the
years when a strong Kelvin wave signal would be expected  Cane 1983, Picaut
1984!.



at 100m similar to that observed at the surface. The patterns at the surface
and 100m were also similar during the following warm winter, 1983-84

In contrast to the 1982-83 CEN, the inshore zone was cool at 100m
during the 1976-77, 1977-78, 1979-80 and 1980-81 warming events. This may
represent a large scale density adjustment with depth, Presumably similar
adjustment occurred below 100m during the 1982-84 period.

Figure 5 shows conspicuous coastal warming at 100m during the 1976-77,
1977-78, 1979-80 and 198D-BI winters in the alongshore 3 blocks. However,0

the 3 latitude by 9 longitude areas summarized in Table 2 show that these
winters have predominantly negative anomaly at l00m, Quite possibly, this
points to the distinction between the coastal countercurrent, which appears
instrumental in increased coastal warming in warm winters, and the diffuse
offshore countercurrent or undercurrent, Kelvin wave influence would be
expected to occur first in the region of the countercurrent. Offshore, it
appears that the undercurrent becomes weaker as the California Current
weakens  Table I, Figure 4a! during warm events, leading to cool anomalies
at depth in the inshore zone  Table 2!.

The persistence of negative winter SST anomaly offshore on the
northern transect as shown in Table 1 may represent a southward shift of the
subarctic transition. It appears that a similar shift occurs in the 100m index
four years later in winter 1980-81 and persists through winter 1983-84. This
is shown by negative anomaly index in the offshore zones of the two northern
transects. Examination of more detailed data shows that the cooling in this
region began in 1977. This trend to cooler water in the offshore zone may
represent a time-dependent deepening of the mean oceanic circulation
brought by increased frequency of the PNA atmospheric pattern over the
north Pacific. This climatic shift, which apparently favors warmer coastal
water, undoubtedly contributed to the extremity and persistence of the 1982-
83 CEN.

Sea Level

To examine the effects of the 1982-83 California Ei Nino on sea level,
6-month sums of sea level anomaly for Neah Bay, Washington and for
Crescent City, San Francisco, Monterey, Los Angeles and San Diego, Califor-
nia were added together to give a value for the entire west coast of the
United States. These scaled values are plotted with the corresponding scaled
SST anomaly sum in Figure 6. The extremely high sea level anomaly values
that occurred during the 1982-83 CEN event suggest an anomalously warm
water column as the result of atmospheric and oceanic forcing of convergent
ocean currents along the greater California coast.

The 1982-83 CEN resulted in the most extreme sea level anomaly in the
1971-83 record. If cool negative anomaly events are excluded, the 1972-73
CEN was next in extremity followed by the 1976-77  CEN!, 1977-78  CEN!
and 1979-80  MLW! events. Greatest anomalies were in winter 1982-83 when
anomalies greater than 20 cm occurred from San Francisco north to Sitka,
Alaska. Anomalies of this magnitude and duration are unique in the National
Ocean Survey's records for the west coast of the USA. A 90 year dally sea-
!eve! height maximum for San F rancisco occurred on January 27, 1983. The
26 cm monthly anomalies for February and March 1983 at San l=rancisco were
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Figure 6. Six-month sums of anomaly of sea level at 6 tide
stations along the northern portion of coast from San Diego, CA. to
hieah Bay, WA. Six-month 55T anomaly for the northern portion of
coast are also included from Figure I for comparison.

without precedent in the 90 year record. High positive anomalies also made
the 1983 yearly mean unique in the 90 year series. In southern California
anomalies were less extreme with the largest monthly anomalies ranging
from 10 to 15 cm.

Chelton and Davis  l982! related the f'erst empirical orthogonal function
of monthly sea level anomaly along the coast of North America to bifurcation
of the North Pacific Current as it approaches the eastern boundary under the
influence of basin-wide atmospheric forcing, When bifurcation favors north-
erly flow, there ls sea level rise along the coast of Alta and Baja California.
This represents the warm oceanic event response characterized by the years
since 1976  Figure 6!. in the opposite extreme, the cool subarctic water
flows south in an anomalously cool California Current and there are lower sea
level heights,

This analysis agrees well with the implications of the above ternpera-
ture data. Northerly winds in the western Pacific basin bring more cool
subarctic water into the North Pacific Current allowing the subarctic
transition to move south. This brings cool water to the offshore end of the
northern transect  Tables 1, 2!. The PNA-associated intensified Aleutian Low
favors an increased northward flow of subarctic water. Consequently, the
California Current System receives less cool water.

Wind Mixing and Upwelling index

Wind stress on the sea surface mechanically mixes the ocean's surface
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layers snd induces surface currents, The mixing effect of the wind is
directionally independent and the rate at which turbulent kinetic energy
becomes available ta mix the upper ocean is proportional to the third power
of the wind speed  Niiler and Kraus 1977!.

An index of the turbulent wind events along the California coast was
calculated fram the 6-hourly northern hemisphere pressure/wind analyses afa
the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center at six coastal locations fram 24
ta 39 N for the period 1974-84. The daily mean wind speed cubed was
calculated fram the mean of the four 6-hourly wind speed cubed values. Ta
investigate the lnterannual variability in the atmospheric forcing, these daily
time series of wind speed cubed were examined in !eries of the number of
daily means greater than a threshold value of 400 rn /s and the persistence
of events abave the threshold, It is emphasized that these wind speed values
are representative of the large-scale wind forcing, characteristic af the
approximate 3 x3 grid spacing of the northern hemisphere analysis.a a

Wind events far the central California coast �6 N! during the winter
quarter  Dec. - Feb.! from 1974-75 to 1983-84 are de~crjPed by the product of
the number of daily means greater than the 400 m /s threshold times the
mean value of the wind speed cubed for these days  Table 3!. This product is
a relative index of the turbulent energy added ta the water column during the
various winters. The greatest turbulent mixing appears to have occurred in
the CEN winters of 1977-78 and 1982-B3. The third most turbulent winter
was the mid-latitude warming event winter of 1979-80. These three winters
occurred in winters when the PNA-type atmospheric circulation was strong
 Wsilace and Gutzler 1981, Quiroz 1983!. This pattern was also observed at
the other coastal locations, but with smaller magnitudes in the extreme
events.

Equatarward winds blowing parallel to the California coast cause
surface water to be moved offshore and subsurface water ta rise in the
upwelling process. Conversely, poleward winds cause surface water ta be
pushed toward shore, causing downwelling snd northward flow. The upweiling
index  Bakun 1973, 1975! provides a large-scale estimate of the onshore/
offshore Ekman transport based on FNOC pressure/wind fields.

A time-distance plot of monthly mean upwelling index  Figure 7! shows
that in the area south of 33 N, winds favoring coastal upwelling occura

throughout most of the year. North of 33 N, winter winds favor onshore0

transport and resulting dawnweliing. These areas are seen in Figure 7 as
cusps that extend southward ta latitudes fram 33 to 39 N. The hatched
areas within the negative regions represent extreme daw~welling of less than
-200 cubic meters per second per 100m of coastline  m /s/100m! At 42 N
the upwelling index exceeded this negative value for only twa months in the
entire 13 year record. These occurred during the anarnalously warm 1982-83
winter. The shaded cells centered near 33 N represent periods of strong
upwellinp in spring snd summer when the monthly values are greater than
+200  m /s/100m!. Note the increase in upwelling at 21 N which occur in thea

spring and summer after 1976. These may be the result af a southward shift
snd/ar intensification af the North Pacific High pressure center.

To examine the interannual variability in the upwelling index the
consecutive positive values of the index greater than +200 at 33 N were

0

summed for summer seasons during the 1951-84 period. The negative
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Table >. Summary of severe winter  Dec.-Feb.! turbulent wind events off central
California �6 N! during winters from 1974-75 to 1983-B4. Computed from 6-hourly
pressure fields froru I-'ieet Numerical Oceanography Center. The first column g !veI 
the number of days when the daily mean wind speed cubed was greater than 400 m /s
and the second column gives the mean wind speed cubed value for those days, The
third column gives the product of number of days times the mean wind speed cubed
and indicates the amount of turbulent energy added to the water column. The last
three columns summarize the turbulent energy !ransfer es events by giving the number
of events of wind speed greater than 400 m /s, the mean duration of the events, and
the standard deviation of the duration of the mean.

0.72.828496109626

0.32.36840760

0.02.02064516

8,8146227

2.219 836

1388 3.924

0 32.31548

0.885416

0.83 ~ 331 1261

0.32.3161012

upwelling index values at 42 N were also summed for each winter down-0

welling season  Table 4!. The most extreme downwelling af the last 33 years
occurred during the 1957-58 and 19S2-S3 fall and winter seasons which were
two and three times the mean, respectively. During the winters of 1979-80
and 1980-81, the PNA-type circulation occurred over the North Pacific.
They also had higher than average downwelling values at 42 N. The 1979-8 !
and 1980-Sl winters were probably important in maintaining the anomalously
war m SST regime since 1976.

Large negative values of the downweliing at 42 N are associated witho

the occurrence of PNA atmospheric circulation. Upwe ling in the following
spring and summer appeac decoupled from winter downwelling. However,
upwelling can also influence the overall impact of warm anomalies. Note
that in the 1982-83 two seasonal influences related ta upwelling lead to high
California coastal 55Ts, First, there appears to have been unprecedented
downwelling which promoted northward coastal flow and warming during
winter 19S2-83. This was followed by indication of below average upwelling
during the fallowing spring and summer. This, in turn, was followed by the
highest SSTs and highest EST anomalies  in srlu.! during fall 19S3  see Figures
2e,b!.
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SEaSON

1974-75

1975-76

1976-7'7

1977-78

1978-79

1979-80

1980-81

1981-82

1982-83

1983-84

WINO SPEED CUBED > 400re /e
3 3

�! �! �! �! �! �!
NO. OF BEAN FOR NO. QF DURATION OF EVENT
DaYs DAYB~400 �!x�! EvENTs stEAN s.o.

39474

15884

33312

17028

13664

39091

19320



Tabte 4. Summary of monthly upwelling index for winter and summer seasons from
1951-52 to 1983-84. The second column is the sum of negative monthly mean upweging
index values at 42 N during the winter downwelling season. Seasons with downwellingo

sums more negative than -300 units at 42 N are marked with double minus   � !. The
third column is a similar sum of positive upwelling index values during the following
spring and summer at 33 N. These are the sum of consecutive monthly mean values
greeter than +200 units . Upwellrng seasons with sums greater than +1500 units are
marked with double plus  ++!. The fourth column indicates the occurrence of tropical Ei
hiino  TEN! snd Pacific/North American circulation  PNA!.

42N 33N
SEASON NEG. POS. EVENT

42hi 33N
SEASON NEG. POS. EVENT

�19! 1310

�98! 1383

�21! 1217

TEhi�94! 448

�13! � 814

�15! 491

�46! 1813++

�3D! 1656++

�D! 1439

�44!- 1535++ TEN, PNA

�39! 1955+i PNA

�4', 105 5

�28! 1266 TEN, PNA

�66! � 798 TEN, PNA

 99! 1446

�69!-- 1629s+ PNA

�83!-- 1546++ PNA

�15! 1157

�65!-- 984 TEN, PNA

�78! 1191

�01! 349

�09!- 809

�4! 792

�04! 1053

�68! 2261++

�10! 1161

�97! 1211

PNA

PNA

DOWN 42; MIN. �0!
MEAN �51!
MAX. �65!
--LT. �00!

TEN

�65! 1319

�89! 1511++ PiNA UP 33: iviIN. 349
MEAN 1224
MAX 2261
++ MT 1500

�69! 1584++

�53! � 1404

�31! 1354

 92! 1209

TEN, PNA
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Discussion an i Conclusions

Our analyses suggest that the severity of the 1962-83 CEN was the
result of several warming factors. Remote forcing occurred bath through the
atmosphere and through the ocean to cause warming in the California
Current System which had already been warmed by remotely forced and local
events af lesser, but similar nature.

Two maxima characterized 1982-83 warming that occurred within
300km of shore  Figures 2a,2b,4a,4b!. The first maxima occurred nearly in
phase with the tropical El Nino at all depth levels studied. At the surface the
second peak which occurred in late summer and early fall 19S3 was the most
extreme. At the 100 and 200m depths, the first peak, which was mast likely
associated with coastal Kelvin wave activity, was the most extreme. The
second maxima at 100m was reduced in expression south of 32 N and with

a

depth  Figure 5!.

Maximum temperature anomalies af 2 C, 3 C and 1.2 C occurred ato o 0

the surface, 100m and 200m respectively. In terms of sdu, the highest value
was 3.6 off Baja California with values to 3.0 throughout the alongshore
transect at 100m. Anomalies with sdu values ranging ta 2.0 and 2.5 at the
surface and 200m, respectively, indicate a relatively unattenuated signal
below the thermocline consistent with coastal Kelvin wave theory.

Comparison of the 19S2-83 CEN with other warm events af the series
hss aHawed considerable insight into the causes of its severity snd persis-
tence. The 1972-73 CEN occurred without the PNA atmospheric adjustment
which occurred in 1976-77, 1977-7S and 1982-83. The 1972-73 CEN, which
has a number of similarities to the 1982-83 event  Figure 5! provided an
example of the oceanic tropical to mid-latitude connection. In contrast, the
1979-80 Ml W event was accompanied by the distinctive PNA atmospheric
pattern in a period without tropical El Nina act.ivity. This coastal warming
event also had several points of similarity ta the 19S2-83 CEN  Figures 4a,b!.
Overall, the 1977-76 CEN is similar ta the 19S2-83 event, though less
extreme  Figure 4b, Table 3!.

The 1982-83 event brought anomalous cooling in an area reaching from
1000-3000 km offshore. If the 3000 km area adjacent to the coast is
considered, the 1982-83 CEN was a cool event rather than a warm one
 Figure 4b, Table 1!. This was the result of unprecedented develapment of
the Aleutian low that occurred in winter 1982-83. As noted abave, this low
was probably the result of extra-tropical forces acting in concert with the
tropical atmospheric connection. Cooling in the area 2000-3000 km offshore
at 40.5N appears characteristic of years when snornalously warm water
occurs at the coast  Tables 1, 2!. However, na other offshore cooling event
of the 13 year series was as extensive as the one that occurred during the
1982-83 CEN  Figure 4b, Table 1!.

Coastal subsurface temperature patterns at 100m and 200m during the
1976-77, 1977-78 snd 1982-63 CENs suggest downward and polewsrd propaga-
ting coastal Kelvin wave influences, since the signal at 200m appears
stranger, in terms af sdu, than at thr. surfer e  Figure 5!. The warming signal
decreased with depth far the 1979-80 warm event, which appeared unrelated
ta tropical warming.
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Coastal winds during 1982-83 winter were extreme  Figure 7, Tables
3,4! In terms of negative upwelling index, indicating a general tendency to
Ekman convergence at the coast, the 1982-83 CEN winter was the most
extreme of the 33 year series  Table 4!. The 1957-58 CEN winter which also
occurred with PNA atmospheric adjustment was second. Although the 1957-
58 event is considered extreme, the accumulated seasonal downwelling index
at 42 N was only 70% of that abtained for the 1982-83 winter. Extreme

0

downwelling index or negative upwelling index is associated with the PNA
atmospheric pattern, though not absolutely  Table 4!.

Atmospheric and oceanic remote forcing appear i.o produce California
El Ninos by enhancing normal processes that lead to warming, according to
the following scenario. Coastal Kelvin wave activity depresses the thermo-
cline along the coast. This in turn facilitates northward coastal counter-
current flow, which will bring anarnalously warm water into the coastal zone,
as indicated by Figures 2a, 2b, 3, 4a and 4b. Basin-wide forcing defiects
subarctic water north away from the California Current. Consequently, more
warm water reaches the California coast  Figure 6!. Atmospheric patterns
associated with mid-latitude adjustment to tropical influences may also cause
local downwelling winds  Table 4! causing Ekman convergence at the coast,
thereby inducing northward surface currents  Figure 6!. These three warming
processes contribute to positive temperature anomalies occurring at the
coast during CEN years.

The data presented suggest that a climatic change occurred after the
winter of 1976-77. The period before 1976 was characterized by pasitive SST
anomaly offshore  Figure 4b!, negative anomaly in the California Current
System  Figure 3, 4a, b!, negative sea level anomaly  Figure 6! and coastal
winds favoring upwelling  Table 4!. Four of the six winters since 1976 are
classified as anamalously warm on the coast. These were accompanied by
positive sea level anomaly and downweliing winds. The 1982-83 CEN
occurred in an already warm period. This also contributed to its severity.

The 1972-73 CEN appears equal in positive anomaly ta the 1982-83 CEN
in subsurface temperature  Figure 5! and sea level  Figure 6!. However, its
expression, particularly at the surface  Figure 2b!, was attenuated in the
California Current System because it was opposed by locally forced processes
rather than augmented by them.

Summary

Coastal ocean warming associated with the 1982-83 California El Nino
was the most extreme of 1971-83 period. This warming appears Lo have
been the result of at least two remote connections ta the tropical El
Nina, one through the acean and the other through the atmosphere.
Two major peaks of snamalous subsurface warming occurred. The
earlier peak may primarily reflect oceanic propagation while the latter
peak seems to be the result af the atmospheric tropical to mid-latitude
conn ec ti on.

2. Atmospheric patterns associated with the 1982-83 event brought ex-
treme cooling in an area reaching from 1000 to 3000 km offshore. The
1982-83 period was a cool rather than a warm year if the entire 3000
km offshore area is considered. Offshore cooling is characteristic af
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other coastal warming events  eg. 1979-80 and 1980-81! that can occur
without tropical El Nina activity.

Persistence of warm anomaly below 100m during the 1982-83 event
suggests the presence of oceanic propagation from the tropics consis-
tent with coastal Kelvin wave activity, Similar strong persistence at
depth occurred during the 1972-73 Cali fornia El Nino, which was
unaccompanied by atmospheric patterns associated with 1976-77, 1977-
78 and 1982-93 California El Ninos. In contrast, the strong surface
warming which occurred during 1979-80 unaccompanied by tropical E!
Nina activity, attenuated rapidly with depth.

In winter 1982-83 monthly anomalies based on 3 latitude-longitude0

areas exceeded 2.5 C at 100m with lesser magnitudes at surface and0

200m.

Maximum alongshore SST warming occurred in fall 1993. During winter
1982-83 accumulated downwelling index at 42 N was three times the0

average value indicating a tendency to extreme Ekman convergence.
This is the largest accumulated downwelling index recorded �3 year
series!. Non-directional wind mixing parameter for winter 1977-78 was
as great as for 19S2-S3, but the downwelling index value was only half
that recorded for 1982-83. The extreme accumulated downwelling
value for 19S2-83 represents local expr ession of the PNA pattern
circulation.

Indirect evidence points to weakening of the cool California Current,
onshore transport of offshore water, increased downwelling and
counter current intensification as primary local mechanisms through
which the oceanic and atmospheric remote forcing bring warming to the
California coast. Atmospheric snd oceanic forcing of warming pro-
cesses occurred together during the 1982-B3 California El Nina.

The second half of the 1971-93 study period is warm relative to the
first half. The change occurred rather abruptly in winter 1976. Since
five of the next. seven winters were characterized by warm coastal
waters and characteristic atmospheric circulation, residual warm
effects have accumulated so that the 1982-93 California El Nina
occurred in an already warm period with an atmospheric circulation
already favorable to coastal warming. This warm setting also contri-
buted to the extreme nature of the 1982-93 event.
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Comparison of Ej. Nino Events
Off the Pacific Northwest

G.A. Cannon, R.K. Reed, and P.E. Pullen
Paciftc Marine Environmental Laboratory, NOAA

Abstract

Observations show that El Nino events of 1940-41, 1957-58, and
1982-83 had large coastal effects off Washington and Hritish
Columbia. Subsurface temperature anomalies wer e comparable during
the three episodes, and average profiles between the roast and
127'W had anomalies of about 1.5'C at 100 m, individual anomalies
sometimes exceeded 3'C, with the highest values near the coast.
Positive anomalies were observed to extend over 200 km offshore and
to depths of about 500 m. These scales were similar to those
farther north in the Gulf of Alaska and were about half the
offshore extent off southern California, Monthty average sea level
anomalies showed that the largest increases occurred almost
simu'itaneously from California to Alaska. Thus we suggest these
data support the concept that the events are initiated by long
ocean waves but that subsequent development is strongly affected by
anomalous coastal winds.

Introduction

Ouring the 1982-83 El Nino event dramatic ocean temperature changes
occurred off the coast of Washington at 47'N  Reed, 1983, 1984!.
Positive thermal anomaties were observed above 500 m and were
greater than 1 C in the upper 200 m. Earlier, Enfield and Allen
  1980! showed that during 1950-74 only the 1957-58 El Nino event
resulted in large sea level and coastal sea surface temperature
changes as far north as 47'N. In fact, some of the larger tropical
events in the 'fast 100 years have not been observed north of
central California. The El Nino events of 1891, 1925, 1940, 1957,
1972, and 1982 all had very large effects in the tropics  Ramage
and Hori, 1981; 0uinn et al., 1978; Wooster, 1983!. A recent
compilation of sea level revealed little change from the 1891,
1925, or the 1972 events north of California, but large changes are
clearly visible along the coast into southeast Alaska during 1941
and 1958  Hicks et al., 1983; also see Roden, 1960!.
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The events of 1940-41, 1957-58, and 1982-83 thus appear to have
been the only ones producing major changes in sea level off the
Pacific Northwest. The purpose of this paper is to examine and
document the offshore temperature changes at death, as well as the
histOrlcal record allOws, during these sea-level events. Reed has
presented same of the 1983 observat',onS with which we will compare
effects during 1941 and 1958. Ne have restricted the area of this
study primari ly to north of' about 45'N because of aur interest in
the effects on fisheries in this region.

Sea-level Anomalies

Nany of the previous inferences about El Nina effects at
mid-latitudes in the eastern North Pacific have been made from sea
level data  e.g., Enfield and Allen, 1980!. For this study we have
extended their 1950- 4 period by using monthly mean sea level
values through 1980 fram Hicks et al.   1983! and for 1981-83 from
manuscript data of the National Ocean Survey, The sea levels were
corrected for changes in atmospheric pressure at nearby weather
Stations by first calculating the monthly atmospheric pressure
anomaly from the 'long-term pressure mean for each station. This
anomaly then was added to the monthly sea level values, and the
data at each station were detrended by a straight-line least
squares fit. Long-term monthly mean sea levels were computed for
all available data through 1982, and month'iy anomalies of sea level
were calculated by subtracting the lang-term monthly means from
the corrected sea levels  Figure 1!.

El Nino events that have had effects on sea level all along the
west coast are indicated by vertical lines in Figure 1, The events
of 1940-41, 1957-58, and 1982-83 are evident, but the 1972 event
did not produce changes everywhere. The average maqnitude of the
sea level anomaly in early 1983 ls slightly larger than that in
1958, and the 1982-83 event appears to be virtually simultaneous
from La Jolla to Yakutat. The largest increases ln adjusted sea
level for the 1982-83 event  Figure 1! occurred during
October-November 1982 for all three California locations,
September-October 1982 for Neah Bay, December-January 1982-83 for
Sitka, and November-December 1982 for Yakutat. The 1941 anomaly is
broader than the others from Neah Bay northward. There also seems
to be the suggestion of a very slow rise in sea level as far north
as Alaska several months after the 1976 event ln the tropics  see
also Royer and Xiong, 1984!.

In addition to the rise in sea level associated with these events,
there also were large, but spatially incoherent, rises at other.
times. Lower than normal sea level seemed ta occur before mast of
the major events. This is especially evident during 1955-57 at all
stations. There was a sharp trough present from La Jolla to Sitka
in 1939-40, but low va'iues were less pronounced before the 1982-83
event, The rise in sea level during 1958 according to our data
also was characterized by an offshore surface geopotential anomaly
increase  relative to 1000 db! af about 15 dyn cm compared to 1957.
Tabata �984! noted a similar characteristic of the 1982-83 event.
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Figure 1 Sea level anomalies along the west coast of North
America. Vertical lines indicate the E1 Nino events in 1941,
1958, and 1983. Arrows with dates indicate oceanographic
observations off Washington referred to in the text. Atmospheric
pressure corrections were not applied at Crescent City after 1964
 dashed vertical line!.
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Temperature Anomalies

Oceanographic observations were made aff the coast of the Pacific
Northwest by the University af Washington using the RV CATAlYST in
July of 1940 and 1941 and using the RV BROWN BEAR during 1957-58 as
part of the IGY and are available in Oceanic Observations of the
Pacific, Pre-1949, 1957, and, 1958  pub1lshed by Scripps
Institution of Oceanography!. Reed  '983! used observations along
47 N by the NOAA ship DISCOVERER in May 1983, and we have
supplemented these with observations along the Ocean Station PAPA
line  approximately 48'N! from Tabata   1984!.

Reed �983! calculated the vertical structure of the temperature
anomalies by taking the temperature differences between stations
along 47'N during the El Nlho event  May 1983! and during a
relative1y normal time with comprehensive observations  September
1973; see Figure I!. He then averaged all the differences at the
same depths between the coast and 127'W to form an average anoma1y
profile which is used here  Figure 2!. Since the seasonal
temperature signal is above 100 m  Oodimead et al., 1963!,
anomalies at this level and below were derived from reference data
from different seasons where necessary. We calculated additional
average anomaly profiles to supplement Reed's for 1982-83 alang
approximately 48 N using individual station data alang the Ocean
Station PAPA section presented in Tabata �984! and referenced ta a
1959-81 long-term annual mean  Figure 2, middle!. The data used
for 1957-58 are from stations along 46.9 N. Anomalies were
calculated for various times using February 1957, one year prior to
the peak af the event, as the reference  Figure 2, top!. The 1940-
41 data canslsted of four stations each along 47.6 N in July af
1940 and 1941. Anomalies were calculated from the differences
between the two years  Figure 2, bottom!. Individual cruise data
were used as references for our 1957-58 and 1940-41 data as well as
for Reed's 1983 data because there were insufficient observations
to form a climatological base at locations south af the PAPA
line.

The average anomalies for February 1958 were calculated using four
station pairs and were greater than 1'C ln the upper 400 m and were
0.3'C at 700 m  Figure 2, top!. The surface anomaly of almost 3'C
is included because the reference month is also February �957!.
Standard deviations from the mean anomalies at each depth were
generally less than half of the means. Oata from November 1957
 referred to February 1957! showed relatively sma11 anomalies which
indicates thai the major warming occurred after then. In July
1958, five months following the sea-level anamaly peak, there still
was a temperature anomaly of 0.5'C at 100 m and 0.4 C at 200 m.

The analogous buildup and decay af the 1982-83 event can be shown
using Reed's �983! average temperature-anomaly profile for May
1983 and average anomaly profiles we calculated from Tabata's
  1984! individual profiles for November 1982, March 1983, and late
June 1983  Figure 2, middle!, referred to mean annual conditions
during 1959-81. Tabata's data are slightly north of Reed's but
extend about the same distance offshore. The anomalies were
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Figure 2. Average temperature anomalies between the coast and
127 W between 47 and 48'N. T~o : November 1957, February  large
dots!. Harch, and July 1958 minus February 1957. Middle:
November 1982, Inarch 1983  large dots!, and June 1983 minus 1959-
81 annual climatological mean  adapted from Tabata, 1984! and Hay
1983 minuS September 1973  from Reed, 1983!. Bottom: July 1941
minus July 1940  large dots! compared to July 1958 and late June
1983 anomalies from above.
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greatest in irlarch 1983 and were greater than 1-'C in the upper
400 m. This was about the same as the February 1958 anomalies, the
peak of that event. Comparison of the late June 1983 and the arly
July 1958 profiles suggests that the 1958 event may rot have 'lasted
as long as in 1983. The 1957-58 event, however, started about six
months earlier 1n the year 1n the tropics than in 1982-83  guinn
and 2opf, 1984!.

Temperature anomalies also were calculated from four pairs of
stations for July 1941 relative to the previous July  Figure 2,
bottom!. The anomalies were between 0.3 and 0.6'C in 1941; in 1983
the July anomalies extended to below 500 m, but those for July 1958
were detectable only to about 200 m. The peak 1n sea- level anomaly
at these latitudes, however, occurred earlier in the year  winter!
both in 1940-41 and 1957-58. Thus the temperature effects of the
1940-41 event may have been as large as the 1957-58 and 1982-83
events off the pacific Northwest. However, data from other times
could not be located.

The offshore and vertical extent of the 1957-58 El Nino event is
shown by the temperature anoma11es at individual stations along
47'N  F1gure 3!. The inset shows the corresponding surface
temper ature anomalies. The section is along the southernmost
stations an ihe chart. The greatest values exceeded 3"C, and they
were close ta the surface near the coast.  This figure is
unchanged if the 0-100 m interval is shown in more detail; in 1983,
however, the maximum anomalies wer'e at 100 m and decreased at 50 m
accord1ng to Tabata, 1984.! The anomalies appeared to extend a
little over 200 km offshore to 127'W. At the next stat1on
westward, anomalies greater than 0.5'C occurred only very near the
surface. This 1s consistent with our choice of about 127'W
longitude as an offshore limit far calculating the average
temperature anomaly prof1les along latitude 47'N in Figure 2.
Anomalies greater than 1 C were associated with water of 8-10 C in
February 1958; in February 1957 temperatures in this section were
8 C or less,

Discussion

The effects at mid lat1tudes �7-48 N! appear to have been similar
for the 1957-58, 1982-83, and perhaps the 1940-41 El Niho events.
The sea-surface temperature anomalies in 1958 were larger than in
1983; they occurred during w1nter, however, and did not persist
through the following surrmrer. Ouri ng 1983, the surface
temperature-anomaly peak occurred later  April!, and warmer than
normal temperatures extended through the surrmrer.

The offshore extent of the anomalies was about the same in all
three years  shown here for 1958 in Figure 3!. Unusually warm
water extended to about 127'W, more than 200 km offshore, which is
about half the extent off California  Reid, 1960; Lynn, 1983;
Simpson, 1983!. However, this emphasizes that the effects are more
than just a coastal phenomenon at the higher latitudes, which is
all that can be determ1ned from analysis of sea level data. In
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addition, the vertical extent  -500 m! of the warming indicates a
large volume of water is involved.

Salinity anomalies for the data in Figure 3 during February 1958
were about -0.5'/.. at 100 m but were less than 0.05'/" at deeper
depths. In May 1983 the 100-m salinity anomaly was also negative,
but slight positive anomalies were evident at 300-500 m  Reed,
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Other studies have indicated E1 Nino effects farther north than the
area exami ned here. Tabata �961! showed at Ocean Weather Station
P �0 H, 145 W! an increase in temperature between the surface and
1000 m for the first half of 1958 relative to the 1950-57 average
and attributed the warmer water to northward transport into the
region. Oodimead et al.'s   1963! maps of temperature on salinity
surfaces showed about a 1 C increase in temperature from winter
1956-57 to winter 1957-58 in the upper 200 m from the Strait of
Juan de Fuca northward to the head of the Gulf of Alaska. The
offshore extent appeared to be about 200 km. Royer and Xiong
�984! observed positive thermal anomalies off Alaska in 1983, and
Reed �984! noted surface warming in the Gulf of Alaska and the
8ering Sea in 1982-83.



1984!. Tabata  personal communication!, however, generally Found
positive subsurface salinity anomalies i n 'late '9B2 � early 1983.
Reed'S temperature-salinity analysis showed an 'ncrease over the
normal percentage of equatorial water during May 1983, and the
temperature sections examined for thi S study strongly suggested
northward flow along the continental slope in February 1958. Ihus
it appears that the El Nina effects near the peak of the
temperature anomalies were associated with a northward movement of
water which extended offshore about 200 km. Simpson   1984!,
however, argued for onshore transport of Subarctic water off
California instead of poleward transport. Large-scale wind
patterns support more onshore Flow off southern California, but
more alongshore  northward! flow off the Pacific Northwest  gulroz,
1983; M. Wallace, personal communication!. Also, the anomalous
wind patterns star ted later  January 1983! than the onset of the
sea-level anomalies  September-December 1982! For the 1982-83
event. Furthermore, smith and Huyer �983! Found anomalous
northward currents starting in October 1982 off Oregon. Thus the
onset of anomalous conditions occurred rapidly over a vast region
before extreme atmospheric cyclogenisis, which suggests initial
poleward advectlon by a long wave.

Other El Nino occurrences have not had major effects at high
latitudes. For example, during the 1972 event the winds along the
coast at the higher latitudes were opposite to the norma1 pattern
and were to the south throughout the Gu 1f of Alaska  shown in
Figure 4c, but not discussed, in Enfield and Allen, 1980!. It
seems possible that southward wind drift may have altered the
normal northward flow expected during an El Nina event. On the
other hand, winds were strongly northward during both the 1957-58
event  Enfield and Allen, 1980! and later stages of the 1982-83
event  Ouiroz, 1983!, which may have contributed to their
considerable poleward extent.

Not al 1 of the warmi ng events which have been observed off the
Pacific Northwest, however, are associated with El Nina episodes.
In 1981 a surface warming, with anomalies as large as 3 C, was
observed to propagate northward along the coast  Freeland and
Giovando, 1982! and inta the Puget Sound estuarine system  Mearns
and Patten, 1982!. Our comparison of data during this event with
those at other times, however, indicate that this was only a
surface phenomenon and did nat extend to appreciable depth as was
the case following the El Nino events.

Finally, our use of individual cruise data to calculate temperature
anomalies points out the gap in observations sufficient to farm a
climatological data base between the northern end of regularly
sampled CALCOFI stations  approximately northern California! and
the Ocean Station PAPA section  vancouver Island!. In spite of
this, we feel our data are sufficient to demonstrate, at least
qualitatively, same offshore effects with depth of El Nino events
at these latitudes.
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El Kino Effects Along and Off
The Pacific Coast of Canada During 1982 � 83
S. Tabata

Institute of Ocean Sciences, Canada

Abstract

The anomalous warming of surface water and the anomalous rise of mean
sea level along the Pacific coast of Canada in early 1983 indicated
the effect of El Nino along the coast and there have been earlier El
Nino signals evident in the large changes of' temperature in the sub-
surface waters off the coast before 1983. The 1982-83 episode is
compared with the similar one that occurred during 1957-58.

Introduction

The Fl Ninos of 1940-41 and 1957-58 can be considered as the two major
events that resulted in a widespread, anomalous warming along the
Pacific coast of North America, Oceanographic data were scarce for
the earlier event, but the later, 'l957-58 event is well-documented
 see for example, Sette and Isaacs, 1960!. Along the coast of
British Columbia  B,C.! sea-surface temperatures  SST! were anomal-
ously high during the two periods  Fig. 1!, and associated with the
increase in SST were higher mean sea levels. Off the coast during
1957-58 warming was evident in the sub-surface layers  Tully et al.,
1960! and extended at least as far as Station P �0oN, 145oW!
 Tabata, 1961!.

In addition to data available from the regular monitoring of coastal
sea-surface temperatures and salini ties, and sea level hei ghts,
oceanographic data taken between Station P and the B.C. coast are
available at a few to several months intervals during 1981-83. The
location of oceanographic stations taken during this period is shown
in Fig. 2 . These data form the basis for the present di scuss i on on
the El Nino effects along and off the coast.

Results

There has been an irregular, increasing trend of SST along the coast
since i,he early 1970s, reaching its maximum in 1963  Fig. ',!. More
detailed monthly ano~alies of SST  Fig. 3! showed that an accelerated
rise occurred during the winter of 1982-83, reaching maximuii  +2oC!
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Figure l. Anomaly of monthly mean sea-surface temperatures   C! for
Pine Island and Race Rocks along the Pacific coast of Canada,
based an 33-year means �950-82!.

in March-May 1983. Although they dropped during the remainder of
1983, positive anomalies  +1 oC! persisted along the northern coast
whereas they became "normal" or became negative along the southern
coast. Sea level heights, on the other hand, although exhibi ting a
similar trend to that af SST, showed an appreciable ~ise in early
1982, followed by an even greater rise in early 1983, reaching maximum
i n February  Fig. 3! . Thereafter the anomalies decreased unti 1
another sharp rise and fall occurred in the later part af 1983.

Continuous observations of SST along Line P  line between Station P
and southern coast of B,C.! during November 1982 and March 1983
revealed that while the earlier data showed a large positive anomaly
only wi thin 30 kilometers   km! of the coast, later data showed a large
anomaly �-3 times the standard deviation! occupied an area wi thin a
few hundred km of the coast. The intrusion of warm water during this
period is well-depi cted in the satellite-deri ved SST, as shown in
Fig. 4.

Away from the shore a remarkable warming occurred in the subsurface
layers Over the continental shel f and slope before November 1982 and
in offshore waters in early 1983. This event can be examined by com-
paring the sequence of temperature profiles available for this period
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Figure 2. Oceanographic stations occupied during 1981-83 cruises.
Not all the stations indicated were taken during each cruise.

 Fig. 5!. During the period September to November 1982, an appreciable
increase in the subsurface temperatures occurred over the continental
shelf and slope in the upper 800 m depths, being largest at a depth of
200 m  Station Pl-P6!, in a relatively narrow band   100 km of the
coast!. An increase as much as 5 C occurred in the layer between 50
and 100 m over the shelf No significant warming was noted beyond the
continental slope during this period, but subsequently between November
1982 and March 1983 a spectacular increase in subsurface temperatures
resulted i n the offshore waters, particularly between Stations P6 and
P12, a distance of only 100 km. The largest increase occurred in the
layer between the depths of 125 and 175 m and was as large as 3 C, In
terms of standard deviation, the increase represents 10 times at a
depth of 150 m. While such a large increase occurred in the offshore
waters, in contrast only a limited increase occurred in the inshore
waters, at depths between 50 and 300 m, and a decrease occurred at
greater depths by as much as loC. By end of June 1983 the large pos-
itiveve anomaly in the subsurface layers had either been reduced apprec-
iably or in some cases had disappeared. However, along the northern
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Figure 4. Satellite-deri ved sea-surface temperatures   C! off the
Pacific coast of Canada and State of Mashington  Time: 22:01 GMT,
18 March 1983; NOAA-7, Orbit No. 8943!. These temperatures were
obtained through field-calibration, based on 74 SSTs taken by a
research ship during 16-18 March 1983. The temperatures are
esti mated to have an accuracy of 0.3oC.
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Figure 6. Distribution of temperature   C! along isopycnal, at = 26.0:
 a! 17-30 September 1982
 b! 24 November � 5 December 1982
 c! 16-30 March 1983
 d! 17-26 August 1983

line, warming continued during March-August 1983 in a narrow band
 ~ 100 km! between Stations R'l0 and R13.

The areal extent of subsurface warmi ng off the coast duri ng the sum-
mers of 1982 and 1983 can be examined by comparing the temperatures
along isopycnals such as on ot = 26 .0   Fig. 6! and 26.8   Fig, 7! for
successive periods. The depth of at = 26.0 is about 100 m and of
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~ i-- Figure 7. Distribution of temperature  oC! along isopycnal, at = 26.8:
 a! 17-30 September 1982
 b! 24 November - 5 December 1982
 c! 16-30 March 1983
 d! 17-26 August 1983

ot = 26.8, 300-400 m  Fig, 8!. As is evident from Fig. 6 warming
between September and November 1982 is only conspicuous near the
coast but between November 1982 and March 1983 a widespread warming
occurred wi thin approximately 200 km of the coast. By August 1983
the warm water off southern B.C. had retreated southward. The 9oC-
water present in March 1983 now occupies a small area along Line P.
It is uncertain where the warm water lying off the queen Charlotte
Islands to the north in March 1983 had gone by August 1983, It is
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speculated that it might have propagated westward as a consequence of
baroclinic Rossby waves, Other data are being examined to see if this
speculation has substance. In the deeper layer where at = 26.8 the
warming between November 1982 and March 1983 and the cooling between
March and August 1983 are both present  Fig. 7!. There is, however,
still evidence of a presence of relatively warm water lying northwest
of Yancouver Island in August.

The deepening of the isopycnal surfaces along the Pacific coast of
North America is also considered an effect of El Nino  Fig. 8!. The
three isopycnals  Ot = 26.0, 26.4 and 26.8! all show deepening be-
tween November 1982 and March 1983. However, there is some difference
in the behavior of these isopycnals from one period to another and
from one locatio~ to another. For example, at the two inshore stations
 P4 and P6! the isopycnal, at = 26.0 remained deep until August where-
as at the offshore stations  P8 and P12! it had returned to "normal"
depths by late June. A somewhat analogous trend is noted for the
isopycnal, at = 26.4; however, at Station P4 the deepening was evident.
earlier, between September and November 1982, The relatively deep
at = 26.8 isopycnal exhibited changes that were occasionally different
from those of the other two. Here. while the large increase in the
depths occurred between November 1982 and March 1983, as for the other
isopycnals  ct = Z6.0, 26,4!, it was already deep compared to the cor-
responding long-term means in early 1982, particul arly at the inshore
stations   P4 and P6 ! and conti nued to remai n deep until August 1983 .
It is to be noted that the deepening of the isopycnal at the offshore
station   Pl Z! is much less than at other stations inshore of i t,

Comparison Between the Effects of 1982 � 83 and 1957 � 68

The 1982-83 and the 1957-58 warm episodes were similar in that during
both periods the SST increased and the mean sea level rose along the
coast  Fig. 3! . However, some differences also occurred. For in-
stance, the recent event is featured by a sudden rise of SST during
the winter, reaching a maximum that persisted for a few months, and
decreased gradually. The earlier one is characterized by a slow,
gradual inc rease during 1957-58, reaching maximum in summer, then
fo'Ilowed by a sharp drop, For the sea level heights the recent event
had a sharp rise in early 1982, followed by a rapid decrease, and a
rebound from whence it increased slowly until winter when a sudden
increase occurred, wi th maximum in February, The peak in late 1983 is,
at the moment, unexplained. The sea-level anomalies during the earli-
er event also increased earlier in the year �957!, followed by
another increase in winter. During this event the maxi mum which
occurred in February, as i n the 1 ater one, lasted for only one month;
then both events slowly decreased during the remainder of the second
year. Hoth in terms of the anomalies of SST and sea level heights,
the magnitudes for the recent event are larger than the correspond-
ing values for the earlier events.

The recent warming in the subsurface layers is much larger than during
the previous 1957-58 event. During the 1950s the peleward advance
of the 8o isotherm on the isopycnal surface of at = 26.0 started from
the vicini ty of California and Oregon coast in 1955-56 and reached
the washington coast in 1958,   Tully et al ., 1 960! . Only later, in
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the winter of 1959, was such an isotherm located off the B.C. coast.
During the recent event such an isotherm was present off the B.C.
coast by March and large temperatures greater than 9aC were encount-
ered. In the deeper waters on the isopycnal surface of ot = 26.8,
however, the isotherm 5.6oC appears to have extended farther north-
ward during the earlier event than for the recent one. While the
anomalous warming of the recent event is mare intense than the
earlier one, its area extent is smaller, being restricted to a few
hundred kilometers of the coast. The earlier one, though not as
intense in magnitude, had a much greater influence aver a larger
area of the northeast Pacific.
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On the Interannual Variability of Eddies
In the Northeast Pacific Ocean

Lawrence A. Mysak
The University of British Columbia

Introduction

Schumacher and Reed �983! recently discussed some aspects of the
interannual variability of the circulation, sea surface temperature,
sea level and atmospheric conditions in the Gulf of Alaska. How-
ever, in their review, little attention was given to describing the
year-to-year changes in the eddy fie'id in this region. Ouring the
past few years a number of studies have shown that in the Northeast
Pacific and its inshore waters, there is significant mesoscale
activity whose occurrence and strength in any one location change
interannually, Perhaps the best known example of this is the large,
clockwise-rotating Sitka eddy, recently described in some detail by
Tabata �982!. The main purpose of this note is to present obser-
vational and theoretical evidence which strongly suggests that the
intermittent appearance of this eddy  at around 67'N, 140 W--see
Figure 1! may ultimately be due to interannual changes in the
North Pacific winter atmospheric circulation.

However, before giving this evidence we shall mention a few other
cases of observed interannual variabi'Iity of eddy energy in the
Northeast Pacific. It is conceivable that some of the arguments
presented in connection with the Sitka eddy phenomenon may also
apply to these examples.

In their study of the 'low-frequency   periods of a few days! current
fluctuations in Shelikof Strait, Alaska, Nysak et al �981! noted
that the amplitude 'level and t:ime scale of this eddy energy changes
from season to season and, for a given season, from year to year.
The fluctuations were shown to be due to baroclinic instability of
the along-channel mean flow, and si nce this and the mean stratifi-
cation have a strong annual signal. the seasonal changes in the eddy
field are understandable. However, the mean flow during fall 1976
was much stronger than in fall 'l978, indicating the presence of
significant interannua1 variability. Along with the reduction in
mean flow, the peak eddy energy in Shelikof Strait dropped by
several factors and shifted toward longer time scales. Some evi-
dence of interannual changes in the subsurface eddy energy  periods
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of 10-25 days! and seasonal mean flow conditions in the central part
of the Strait of Georgia has recently been reported by Yao et al
�984!. However, the mechanism for producing the current fluctua-
tionss and the reason for the year -to-year changes in the mean flow
are unknown and remain as a challenge to the theoretician.

110'

50'

~ 5'

50 ISO 155 150'
145'

Fig. 1 Geopotential anomaly at the sea surface relative to the 1000 db
surface  JK g '! in the northeast Pacific during March-April
1958  from Tabata, 1982!. The anticyclonic  clockwise-
rotating! Sitka eddy is centered at approximately 57'N, 140'W.

In connection with the recent 1982-83 ENSO episode, Tabata �984!
noted the presence of a relatively large, warm-care subsurface eddy
off queen Charlotte Sound, British Columbia during spring 1983, the
peak period of the local warming. Although the data is sparse for
earlier years, it appears that like the Sitka eddy, this may be an
intermittent phenomenon. However, its generation mechanism is not
known. Further offshore, Emery et al �984!, in their study of
satellite-tracked drogued buoys in the Gulf of Alaska, presented
some evidence of the interannual variability in the near-surface
eddy field during August 1 981-larch 1 983. During winter 1 982, when
the atmospheric circulation was anoIIjalously weak, the drogue tracks
contained a considerable number of meanders . However, during the
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next winter, when the Aleutian low expanded and intensified, rela-
tive'iy straight tracks  and strong currents! were observed,
especially along segments of the California-Alaska coast.

The seasonal variability of the eddy field off Vancouver Island has
now been reasonably we'il estab'iished   Ikeda et al, 1984!. However,
since the formation and growth of the meanders  which later develop
into the eddies! is due to baroclinic and  to a lesser degree! baro-
tr opic instability of the California Current system and the latter
has significant interannual changes  Chelton et al, 1982; Simpson,
1983, 1984!, it is conceivable that for a given season the eddy
field off Vancouver Island should contain an interannual signal.
The search for this signal would make an interesting topic, for
future research.

The Sitka Eddy and Its Generation

From an analysis of historical hydrographic data and satellite-
tracked buoys  Kirwan et al, 1978! in the Gulf of Alaska, Tabata
�982! noted the occurrence, in a number of years, of a baroclinic.
clockwise-rotating eddy a few hundred kilometers to the west of
Sitka, Alaska  located at 57'N, 1 35'W! . The eddy  herea fter called
the "Sitka" or "Tabata" eddy! is typica1 ly 200-300 km in diameter,
extends to a depth of about 1,000 km, and has a maximum  axial!
speed on the order of 40 cm s t  relative to the 1,000 db surface!.
An example of a well developed Sitka eddy is shown in Figure l.

In any year of occurrence the Sitka eddy generally first appears
during the spring-summer period and then persists for up to one
year, often moving slowly westward  at - I-2 km d >! during this
time. Since the eddy is not observed every year, interannual
effects appear to be important for its generation . In this spirit,
Will mott and Mysak �980! suggested that a generation mechanism for
this and other Northeast Pacific eddies is atmospherically-forced
interannual   period - 5-6 years! baroclinic Rossby waves that
undergo multiple reflections at the coastlines of British Columbia
and Alaska. However, it was recognized  Willmott and Mysak, 1980;
Tabata, 1982! that topographic irregu/arities off the Alaskan pan-
handlee could aiso contribute to the production of the Sitka eddy .
Recently, Swaters and Mysak �985! have proposed a theory for the
generation of the Tabata eddy by the interaction of a steady coastal
current with a variable bottom topography.

The idealized bottom topography  Figure 2! used in the theory of
Swaters and Mysak contains two bathymetric features found in the
vicinity of the Tabata eddy: the collection of high seamounts
centred around Pratt seamount �6'N, 143'W! and the broad seaward
protrusion at the base of the continental slope off Bara nof Island
 on which Sitka is located!. Starting from the conservation of
potential vorticity on the f-plane, Swaters and Mysak �985!
showed that a northward-flowing baroclinic, latterally-sheared
current representative of the Alaska current  see Figure 2!
encountering this topographic configuration generates a large anti-
cyclonic  clockwise-rotating! baroclinic eddy which possesses many
of the characteristics of the Sitka eddy  e,g., horizontal and
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vertical structure, diameter and transport!, An example of the sur-
face flow pattern obtained by Swaters and Mysak is shown in Figure
3. For a moderate incident upstream current, two stratified Taylor
columns get trapped over each topographic feature, but encircl1ng
both of these small anticyc'Ionic eddies is a large anticyclonic eddy
 diameter � 400 km!. It is this circulation which probably
approximates best the observed Tabata eddy.

CURRENT

Fig. 2 Three-dimensional plot of topographic model used to generate
the Sitka eddy bythe interaction of an incident coastal cur-
rent  shown at lower right!  from Swaters and Mysak, 1985!.
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Fi . 3 Horizontal contour plot of surface stream function computed
9. by Swaters and Mysak �985! for an upstream current of

5.9 Sverdrups. The x axis points to the northwest and the
topographic features are centered at �, 0.25!  the slope
protrusion! and �.6, 0.75!  the "Pratt Seamount" !. A unit
distance on the axes corresponds to 400 km.
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From a parameter sensitivity study, Swaters and Mysak found that for
the eddy field to have closed streamlines  at the surface!, the up-
stream surface current must be less than about 20 cm s-> . Maximum
axial current speeds occur, however, for an upstream current of
about 5-7 cm s-~ . For upstream surface speeds less than this, the
surface si gnature of the eddy is very weak. Thus the intermittent
appearance of the eddy could be due to interannual changes in the
strength of the upstream surface flow, which in turn could be caused
by changes in the atmospheric forcing.

interannual Variabiiiiy of Upstream Conditions
And Atmospheric Circulation

Figure 4 shows the baroclinic transports across Line P for the
period 1959-1981. Since Line P cuts across the path of the
northward-flowing Alaska Current  modelled by the coastal shear flow
shown in Figure 2!, the interannual variability of the transport
across this 'line can be used as a measure of the year-to-year
changes in the upstream current, Also indicated in Figure 4 are the
times when eddy has been observed  arrow! and has not been observed
 dashed 'fine!, The large number of years during which there are no
lines or arrows arise because no data were availab'le during these
times. Although the evidence is limited, the data suggest that the
Sitka eddy tends to form  in spring-summer! duri ng or shortly after
a slight re'laxation of a strong upstream flow  an upstream transport
of 6-7 x 1 Osms s-i . i .e ., 6-7 Sverdrups ! . Such a condition will
arise just after the occurrence of an expanded and intensified  or
deepened! Aleutian low, a phenomenon which often happens during
winter of the second year of a major El Nina episode, but also
during non-El Ni"no years  e.g., 1977 - see Figure 5!. When such a
low occurs, the wind-driven upstream flow across Line P is very
strong, and according to Swaters and Mysak, precludes the trapping
of an eddy by the topography. However, when such a low weakens  in
spring � see Hamilton, 1984!, the transport across Line P will tend
to decrease slightly  ocean spin-down effect! and hence produce a
favorable  i.e., a moderate! coastal current for eddy production by
mean flow-topographic interaction. According to Swaters and Mysak,
this occurs when the upstream transport is about 6 Sverdrups.  The
theoretical upstream transport associated with Figure 3 is 5.9
Sverdrups .! On the other hand, when the upstream transport is weak
 e.g., winter 1962!, the transport across Line P is relatively
small  - 3-5 Sverdrups! and consequently no surface eddy is formed
because of a very weak mean flow-topographic interaction.

These results relating the Tabata eddy occurrence to the upstream
transport and atmospheric circulation are summarized in Table 1,
which a'iso includes data for the 1982-83 El Nino event. In view of
the pattern found in Table 1, Swaters and Mysak �985! predicted
that a Sitka eddy would be formed in spring 1983, following the
occurrence of the expanded and intensified Aleutian low during
winter 1983  Simpson, 1983!. Only a few weeks before this con-
ference, this prediction was confirmed by Andrew Thomas who produced
an i nfrared satellite image of the Sitka eddy from data collected
and archived at U.S.C.'s Department of Oceanography remote sensing
facility  see Figure 6!. It is interesting to note the substantial
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Fig. 4 8aroclinic transports �0~m~s >! across Line P  from 48'N,
126 40'W to 50 N, 145'W! for the period 1959-1981  from
Tabata, 1983!. Numeralsdenote the number ofstations used to
estimate transports. The arrows  dashed lines! at top indicate
when the Sitka eddy has been  has not been! observed.
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Fig. 5 Seasonal mean sea level pressure chart for winter 1977  Emery
and Hamilton, 1985!. The dashed line denotes Line P .
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entrainment of offshore cold water �ight shade! along the north
side of the eddy, a phenomenon consistent with a clockwise-rotating
motion.

Summary

We have presented evidence which suggests that the intermittent
occurrence of the Tabata eddy is due to the interannual variability
of the upstream f'low, which in turn is likely caused by changes in
the sea level atmospheric circu'lation. In particular, we have shown

Table

Dates of eddy occurrence and corresponding Line p transport and
sea level atmospheric circulation in the North Pacific . A strong
winter circulation corresponds to an intensification of the c'lima-
to1ogical Aleutian low, whereas a weak circulation corresponds
rough1y to a weakened Aleutian low shifted westward and a weak high
pressure intrusion from the southeast.

Date of

Oceanographic

Datar
Eddy present near
Sitka

Probab'ly  data for
region incomplete!

No
No

1954, Aug-Sept Moderate to
strong
Weak
Weak

8�!Yes Str ong

1959, Jan-Feb Moderate to
weak

Aug-Sept
1960, Jan-Feb

6
4.5 Moderate to

strong
7
7
3
5,5 Y!

July-Sept
1961, May-June
1962, May-June
1967, February

Yes
Yes
No
No

1977, Mar-May

1983,4 March
 Fig. 6!

Yes

Yes

' Tabata   1 982!; eFig . 4  from Tabata, 1 983!; s Emery and Hamilton � 985!;
4Second year of intense tropical ENSO espisode; sSimpson �983!
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1956, May-June
1957, Ju'iy-Aug

1958,4 Mar-Apr
 Fig. 1!
June-Aug Yes  but eddy

observed further
offshore
No, but 1958 eddy
observed still
farther offshore!

No
Starting to form

Baroclinic Winter  DJF!
transport

s 3 -I N. P i f'ac ic
atmospheric

across Line P 2 circulations

Strong
Weak
Weak to
moderate
Very strong

Very strongs



that following the expansion and intensification of the Aleutian low
during winter  e.g., in 1958, 1961, 1977 and 1983!, the eddy was
generated next spring-summer. Conversely, when the winter ci rcula-
tion was weak  e.g., in 1956, 1957, 1962 and 1967!, no evidence of
the eddy was found in the data examined by Tabata �982!. On the
basis of this pattern and the recent study of the winter circulation
in the North Pacific by Emery and Hamilton �985!, it appears
reasonable to make the following predictions regarding the past
appearance of the Tabata eddy in most of those years for which no
published data are available. Emery and Hamilton �985, Table 1!
reported the existence of a strong North Pacific atmospheric circu-
lation during the winters of 1953, 1963, 1964, 1970, 1978 and 1981
 in addition to the years given in our Table 1!. Further, Figure 4
shows transports across Line P which are on the order of 6-7
Sverdrups during those years  except for 1953 � no data!. Hence
according to the pattern established in Table 1, the Sitka eddy
should have been generated during those years. Conversely, during
winters of 1947, 1949, 1950, 1965, 1968, 1969, 1971, 1972, 1980 and
1982, Emery and Hamilton classified the atmospheric circulation as
weak  and also weak in the years noted in our Table 1!. Also for
the years in which data were available, Figure 4 shows Line P
transports on the order of 4-5 Sverdrups  except for the years

Fig. 6 Thermal infrared satellite image of the Sitka eddy, 6 March,
1983. Oark shades correspond to warm water and light shades
to cold water. The maximum temperature change from the
warmest to the coldest parts of the eddy is about 1'C.
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l969 and 1980!. lhus we infer that dur1ng the weak circulation
years  but poss1bly excepting 1969 and 1980!, no Tabata eddy was
generated .

In practice, it may be difficult to separate the two generating
mechan1sms proposed for the Sitka eddy: topographic generation
 Swaters and Mysak, 1985! and the superposition of forced Rossby
waves  Willmott and Mysak, 1980!. However, on the short-time
sca'Ie    1 year!, the initial formation ot the eddy west of Sitka
eddy could be due to mean f1ow-topographic interaction. But once
the eddy is formed, long-time scale  several years! dynamics
associated with 1nterannual baroclinic Rossby waves becomes
important and produces the slow, westward drift of the eddy, which
has been observed by Tabata �982!. Also, during this time the eddy
could decay due to friction and/or entrainment.

Fisheries Implications

According to P,A. Lark1n  personal communication, 1984! the timing
and return migration route of the mature Skeena River sackeye have
been known to change from year to year, especially around the
occurrence of a major El Nina espisode which affects the mid-
latitudes. Since the return migration route of these sockeye passes
near the Tabata eddy, it is conceivable that its occurrence or nat
could ultimately influence the distribution of the annual fish
catch.   If t.he returning fish encounter anomalous currents due to
the eddy, they may choose a different return route, away from the
waiting fishing fleet which 1s anticipating the "normal" route.! The
strength and nature of this physical-biological interaction is not
known, but clearly, because of the economic implicat1ons, deserves
further study.
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Coastal Temperature and Salinity Anomalies
In the Northern Gulf of Alaska, 1970 � 84

Thomas C. Royer
University of Alaska

Introduction

Caastal temperature and salinity measurements were collected on the
continental shelf in the northern Gulf of Alaska from 1970 through
1984. These data have large seasonal signals with occasional
warming associated with El Nino-Southern Oscillation events  ENSO!
and a 1inear trend which results in an average increase of tempera-
ture throughout the water column of 1.5'C. This 14 year trend in
temperature is accompanied by a slight decrease in the salinity at
a11 depths ta 250 m. The seasonal changes can be explained by the
local influences of heating, coastal fresh water discharge and wind
stress, The ENSO warming is apparently driven by large scale
atmospheric changes over the Northeast pacific rather than as a
planetary wave in the ocean. The cause of the temperature elevation
of 0, II'C/year is unknown.

The warming and freshening of the coasta waters of the Northeast
Pacific could increase the dynamic height at the coast, passibly
altering its cross-shelf gradient and hence increasing the flow of
the Alaska Caastal Current. Advection of warmer water fram the
south wi11 increase, enchancing this effect. The atmosphere should
also be warmed, which might increase 91acial abIation in the region
which might also increase the intensity of the coastal current.
However, the increased sea surface temperature will cause increased
evaporation and possibly increased cloudiness. The decreased
insolatian could cause a growth of the glaciers in the region.
The Aleutian Low could be affected by the warming, increasing its
strength and altering its position, though global atmospheric circu-
lation effects might be more important than this regional heating.

There are several reasons for the 1982-3 ENSO warming event in the
Gulf of Alaska to have large effects on the biota. It has a
relatively long duration  more than a year! and temperature ampli-
tudes of greater than 2'C. It also occurs at a time when the local
water temperature has experienced a 1ong term increase over the past
14 year s, allowing the temperature effects ta be cumu/ative.
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two locations in the nor them Gulf of Alaska  from Royer, 1983!.

Seasonal Temperature Cycle

The northern Gulf of Alaska undergoes extreme seasonal variations
in atmospheric conditions with intense downwelling in winter and
very weak upwelling in summer  Fig. I!. In winter, 'low pressure
atmospheric systems, usual'ly designated as the Aleutian Low, often
form in the central Pacific and propagate northeastward into the
Gulf of Alaska. Their onshore movements are blocked by coasta't
mountain ranges and these storms usually stagnate in the Gulf of
Alaska, though occasionally they continue southeastward along the
North American coast. As the coastal waters are downwelled by the
winds associated with the low pressure system, the central waters of
the gulf are upwelled. In surmer, the North Pacific High advances
northward, pushing the Aleutian Low into t.he Arctic. Summer winds
are very light and eastward in the northern Gulf of Alaska. Small
coastal upwelling and slight central gulf downwelling often occur
in summer.

The solar input in this high latitude region has a very large
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seasonal variation, toa. !n winter sun angles are law and the
passible number af hours of sunlight are much less than in summer
when solar heating is much more significant.

The seasonal fluctuations of the atmospheric circulation cause
changes in the coastal precipitation rate and the rate of fresh
water discharge along the coast  Royer, 1982!. The maximum coastal
fresh water inf1ux occurs in fall, nearly roncurrent with the maxi-
mum precipitation. There is a slight offset since in November, the
air temperatures drop below O'C which ties up the preci pitation as
snow, to be released at some later, undetermined time. In spring,
precipitation rates are low but there is a slight increase in the
fresh water influx from spr~ng melting. This usually occurs in May.
Depending on insolation, Iocal air temperatures and albedoes, there
can be a net annual storage or depletion of snow in the glacial
fields that comprise about 20% of the coastal region,

The seasona1 progression of water temperature and salinity throughout
the water column at a station called GAK1 at the coast �9 50.8' N,
149' 28' W! near Seward, Alaska is i]lustrated in Figure 2  Xiong
and Royer, 1984!, The months assigned to the seasons are March, April
and May for spring; June, July and August for summer; September,
October and November for fa11; December, January and February for
winter. The hydrographic data used in this seasonal discussion was
gathered at irregular interva1s between December 1970 and July 1982.
It is best ta discuss the salinity and temperature structure
together as they are dependent upon each other. In summer there is
a halocline in the upper 20 m with a more uniform layer beneath.
Within the halocline the salinity increase is about 0, 17 ppt/m, At
the bottom of the hal ocl inc the salinity i ncreases from 30. 9 ppt to
32.9 ppt at a depth of about 200 m and to about 33.0 ppt at the
shelf bottom. The surface salinity is about 27,5 ppt. In winter,
mixing causes the halocline in the upper 20 m to disappear with a
salinity of about 31 ppt in this mixed layer.

A wel'I developed thermocline exists simultaneously with the halo-
cline in summer but the bottom of the thermocline is much deeper
�5m! than the halocline �0 m!. This suggests that there are
different mechanisms causing the formation and decay of these two
features. The temperature profile can be altered by vertica'1
displacement of warmer water from either above or below  See Fig. 2!
whereas the salinity changes monotonica11y with depth. At the
surface, the average summer temperature is about 11 C. Below the
thermocline, the temperature decreases gradually to a minimum of
about 4.7'C at 150 m and then increases to to about 4.9'C near the
bottam at 264 m. In winter, there is a temperature inversion
between 15 and 200 m. This inversion begins much deeper �5 m! in
spring. Spring is also the time of extreme values at the surface in
both temperature � C! and sa1ini ty �1.4 ppt!. The seasona1
progression in temperature shows that ihe range at the surface is
greatest, but also that the range of temperature at the bottom is
greater than at mid-depth, such as at. 150 m. Salinity has its
largest range at the surface but its range decreases with depth
throughout the water column. The minimum salinity in the upper 30 m
occurs in August while at depths of 50 m and greater, the minimum
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Figure 2. Seasonal cycles of temperature  upper panel! and salinity
 lower panel! at GAKl near Seward, Alaska  from Xiong and
Royer, 1984!.

takes place in November. This de'lay in the salinity minimum ls a
result of the upper layers being controlled by the fresh water
discharge at the coast while at greater depths, it is the winds
causing upwelling and downwelling which alter the phasing of the
salinity cycle. This results in the salinity being a maximum in the
lower layers in autumn not quite coincident with upwel'ting wind
conditions, The salinity response is delayed by about a month,
which could represent the time required for the higher salinity
water to be advected across the shelf from the shelfbreak. The
absence of strong downwelling conditions here will allow deep,
nutrient-rich waters to be advected onto the shelf in the northern
Gulf of Alaska. High production could be due to an -inactive wind
system, in contrast to productive shelves elsewhere that require an
active, upwelling wind system.

Irrterannual Variability, 1970 � 'i984

Using the seasonal temperature and salinity cycles as described
in the previous section, the interannual variability of these
parameters is determined by subtracting the seasonal ~ignals from
the original data set. The temperature anoma'Iies are greatest at
the surface  Fig. 3, upper panel! with a range of about 4 C. The
temperature anomaly amplitudes are fairly uniform with depth beneath
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the surface. In the early 1970's, the temperatures throughout the
water column were less than normal with the largest negative
anomalies occurring in 1971 and mid-1972. A "major" increase in
temperature occurred briefly in 1976, followed by a sustained
warming throughout most of 1977. This warming is best seen in the
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temperatures at 150 and 200 m. At the surface, the next warming
took place in late 1979 but this event was not followed by
temperature increases beneath the surface.

For the 1983-4 temperature elevation in the northern Gulf of Alas ka,
the salinity throughout the water column was below normal  Fig. 4!.
These conditions are in contrast to the temperature anomaly in
1976-7, when the 0 and 50 m salinities were below normal and the 150
and 200 m were above normal.

The salinity anomalies for the period of 1970-1984 show much less
dramatic changes those of temperature  Fig. 3!. There are very
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In early 1983 after less than normal temperatures in the fall of
1982, a sustained elevation in temperature began throughout the
water column  Fig. 4!. Higher than normal temperatures occurred at
all depths, with the greatest anomalies found at depth. Maximum
anomalies exceeded 2'C in summer 1983. By June 1984 the subsurface
anomalies were less than 1"C though the temperature anomaly at the
surface was greater than 2"C. A conclusion is that temperature
anomalies are not the result of local effects since they do not
propagate downward from the surface. Horizontal advection is a
likely mechanism for the creation of these anomalies. The exact
cause of these temperature anomalies is unknown, but their timing
of 6-9 months after an ENSO event suggests a connection between
them. Since 1970 there have been three El Nino Southern Oscillation
events. With the exception of the 1972 event, all of the events
during this time period have produced temperature anomalies at
Seward. Enfield and Allen   1980! indicate that the 1972 event did
not propagate to high latitudes, so it is reasonable that it did not
appear in this record.



large salinity anomalies at the surface from 1970 through 1975.
From 1976 to 1981, the salinity followed the expected seasonal
cycle. If the surface salinity influenced by local runoff, one can
assume that unusual runoff conditions occurred in the earlv 1970's .

The local wind conditions are estimated from the upwelling index
 Fig. 3, lower panel! as determined by Bakun using the Fleet
Numerical Oceanographic Central  FNOC! 3x3 degree sea level
atmospheric pressure. There is little apparent relationship between
the fluctuations of upwelling index anomaly and either the temper-
ature or salinity anomalies, suggesting that the anomalies are not
caused by local winds.

Though no other routine hydrographic data exist for the northern
Gulf of Alaska, some extrapolations are justified based on the
knowledge gained through the existing 14 year record. Xiong and
Royer �984! established that the air temperature at Seward and the
sea surface water temperature anomalies for the time series are well
correlated  r = 0.43; significant at 75" .confidence interval!.
Because the air temperature data for Seward extends back to 1916, it
is possible to construct a "proxy" record of sea surface temperature.
For example, the air temperature over the southeastern and southern
coasts of Alaska and the precipitation for these areas has been used
to construct a hydrology model that predicts the coastal fresh water
influx along this coast since 1931  Fig. 5!.
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A set of sea surface temperature observations for the entire North
Pacific since 1947 has been compiled by Namias  Chelton, 1984!. A
comparison of those data for the Northeast Pacific with the hydro-
graphic data for Seward reveal some similar trends. Looking again at
Figure 3, a linear regressian curve fit seems in order of the
temperature and salinity anomalies. Those calculations reveal very
high confidence levels to those fits, exceeding 99.954 for all
depths. The best fit is for the 250 m temperature and the largest
slope is for the temperature at. 150 m where it is 0.126 C/year. The
average temperature increase for the water column was about 1.5'C
over the 924 years. Clearly this cannot continue indefinitely, By
comparing the hydrographic data with the longer, Namias series for
the Northeast Pacific  Chelton, 1984! and the air temperature data
for the coast  Fig. 5!, it can be seen that the temperature has been
steadily increasing in each series since about 1970, This is a trend
that will probably end in the near future. IThe linear regression
analysis on the salinity shows a decrease in the salinity over this
same time period but the confidence interval is not as high as it is
for temperature.] The close match of the sea surface temperature for
the Nartheast Pacific and the temperatures at depth near Seward is
not surprising if one looks at the density surfaces far the twa
locations. The density surfaces slope upward as one progresses
offshore in the Gulf of Alaska and they intersect the surface some-
where between the shelfbreak in winter and the central gulf in
summer. Thus the surface temperature in the area from the central
gulf to the shelfbreak are on approximately the same density surface
as is the deep water �50-250 m! at the coast. This allows the
possibility of reconstructing the deep water temperatures over the
shelf in the Gulf of A'laska using the sea surface temperature.
Unfortunately, the temperature features that have been associated
with El Nino-Southern Oscillation events are not readily apparent in
this "proxy" record, but the longer period interannual temperature
fluctuations and the~ r impact on the biota can be addressed.

Climatic Implication s

Warming of the Northeast Pacific over the past 14 years should have
some climatic influences. The most obvious is an increase in the
local air temperature, which can be seen in Figure 5. The increase
in water temperature will also increase the evaporation which should
increase the cloud cover and the precipitation. This trend can best
be seen in Figure 5 where from 1940 to about 1970 there was a
decrease in the air temperature  sea surface temperature! accompanied
by a general decrease in the precipitation, These trends have been
reversed since 1970. The influence of the warming in 1956-8 can be
seen in both the air temperature and the precipitation-

The increase i n precipi tation might result i n an i ncrease in the
transport of the Alaska Coastal Current which is dependent on fresh
water as a driving mechanism. However, the increased cloudiness
might cause more water to tied up in the glacial fields, reducing the
amount available to drive the coastal flow,
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It is probable that that the increased water temperature will have
some inf'!uence on the overlying atmospheric pressure systems. The
intensity of the Aleutian Low and its position might be affected
which would, in turn affect the position and intensity of weather
systems elsewhere such as over North America,

The influence of the 1982-3 ENSO event on the biota in the northern
Gulf ot Alaska is probably enhanced because of the long term trend
of increasing water temperatures over the past 14 years. Thus, the
ENSO heating is combined with this other effect to produce
temperatures of nearly 3 C above normal and more than a year of
temperatures greater than one degree above normal.
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Southern Oscillation/El Nino Ef fects
In the Eastern Bering Sea

H.J, Niebauer
University of Alaska

Abstract

F1ve relatively long time series �8 to 30 years! of
deviations from monthly mean atmospher1c  surface winds and North
Pac1fic Oscil lation  NPO! and ocean1c  sea surface temperatures
 SST! and ice cover from the eastern Bering Sea! parameters are
caspared with a 30 year time ser1es of a Southern Oscillation
Index  SOI!  Trenberth, 1984!. The SOI  figure 1! is the
deviations from the mean normalized Tahit1 minus normalized
Darwin, Austra'lia surface air pressure, the SST  F1gure I! are
from a 300 km square around the Pribilof Islands, the winds
 F1gure I! are the north-south component of the surface winds from
the Pribilof Island airport, the ice cover' is the per cent 1ce
cover for the eastern Bering Sea and the NPQ is the Pribilof
Island minus Edmunton, Alberta surface a1r temperatures. The data
were all smoothed by a gmonth running mean and samp'led every 4
months  J,A,J,O!. The four Bering Sea data sets were then
cross-correlated and lagged against the SOI  eg. Figure 2!. The
confidence levels were calculated using the Student's t
d1stribut1on using an effective number of degrees of freedom
 Neff! after Davis  lg76! and Trenberth �984! as shown in Figure
2.

The results for wind and SST vs SOI  Figure 2! show
significant correlation peaking with SST and wind lagging SOI by 9
and 15 months respectively. Similar results were found for the
other data sets with lags ranging 6 months to a year  Niebauer,
1984!. Overall, this suggests that the ocean and the atmosphere
in the region of the Bering Sea respond significantly to
El-Nino-Southern Oscillation  ENSO! events with "warm1ng" in the
Bering Sea follow1ng an ENSO event. The physical mechanism is
undoubtedly the deepening of the Aleutian Low and its movement
south and east of its mean position over the Kamchatka Peninsula.
This results in southerly flow from the North Pacific northward
over the Bering Sea. Thus ENSO events tend to result in
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Figure 1. Southern Oscillation Index and sea surface temperature
and north-south component of the surface winds from the eastern
Bering Sea. Thin 'lines are the deviations from monthly mean, thick
lines are 9-month running mean. Arrows are maj or E1 Nino events.

"warming" of the Bering Sea as shown by the sign of the
correlation coefficients in Figure  I, that is, a decline in the
SO[ correlates with a ri se in SST and a reduction in northerly
winds.
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THE BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE





A Case History of an Anti-EI Nino to
El Nino Transition on Plankton and Nekton
Distribution and Abundances

Paul E. SIIIith
National Marine Fisheries Service

Introduction

The management of coastal pe1agfc schooling fishes fs complicated
by vast changes in recruitment and avaflabilfty. 'Whfle an El Nf!fo
event can be a tragic economic event in the histary of a fishery.
ft can alsa be a natura'1 experiment for biological oceanographic
monf torfng to gather important dynamfc information. The
motfvatfon and funding to monitor an event like "El Nf fo" usually
arrives after the onset is well fn place  McGowan, 1984!. To find
a time when~ by chance, the onset of an El Nfh'a was wel 1
monftored, we must return to the 1955-9 event.

'While there seems 1fttle doubt of the magnftude of the 1983-84 El
Niffo event. the anchovy population continued to spawn eggs at the
same rate in 1983-4 as fn 1980-2  F92edler, et al.. MS!  Table I!.
Although the process of spawning is energy intensfve  Hunter and
Leong. 1981!, spawning continued as the apparent productfon of the
anchovy habitat declined  McGowan, 1984; Ffedler~ 1984!. Local
catches were also reduced for the coastal pelagfc and continental
she'I f fishes and increased for tropical and temperate tunas as
expected for these aceanfc condftfons  Table 2!. The comparable
fncrease of tropical fish catch in 1957 compared to the average of
the previous five years was barracuda 2.4 x. yel'!owtail 4.6 x.
bonito 5.6 x. yellowffn tuna 18.8 x skfpgack tuna 82.3 x. and
dol phfnff sh 876.6 x. for only the first nine months of the year.
Young sardine were noted fn the lfve anchavy baft catch along the
entire coast from San Diego to Monterey Bay far the first time fn
years.  Anan. 1958! ~

Reexamination of a Case History

The 19579 El Nfno was discussed fn the rancho Santa Fe
Symposium". The report of that meeting. and particularly the
personal contacts between quantftative and theoretical
meteorologfsts and oceanographer s, launched the discipline of
"afr-sea! fnteractfon  Sette and Isaacsi 1960!. A bfologfcal
study of great magnitude �.461 plankton observations on 20
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Table 1. Northern anchovy  E0g! ILL ~ ~! central population
reproduction parameters.

Mortality rate
Z 5/d

Spawning bi asass
'000 t g/m

Spawning area
 Sq. mi.!

PART A
Cruise

36
13
nil
15
17
16

.453

.138
ni 1

.158

. 184

.170

13 8
6 5
7 5

870
635
372
415
652
309

Mar. 1980
Feb. 1981
Apr. 1981
Feb. 1982
Feb. 1983
Mar. 1984

19000
23000
17000
24000
28000"
18000

Mean interval
days

Speci f ic fecundity
m-eggs/d/t

Fema'te weight

g
PART B
Cru1se

7 9 8 8
ll
6

30
33
34
33
24
42

17
13
16
19
11
12

Mar. 1980
Feb. 1981
Apr. 1981
Feb . 1982
Feb. 1983
Mar . 1984

"About half the area of the state of Washington.

cruises quarterly for five years separated into 18 taxonomic
groups! was begun as a result of that climatic change  CalCOFI
atlases by Isaacs> Flem1nger and Miller~ 1969; isaacsi Fleminger
and Miller, 1971; and Fl eminger, Isaacs and Wyl 1 iei 1974! and a
principle components analysis was reported by Colebrook �9777!.
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I have divided the fishes of the CalCOFI region into those which
occupy an area larger than the CalCOF1 survey; those wh1ch inhabit
the coastal currents of the eastern boundary; and those which are
mostly confined to the continental shel f. Most of the f1sh we
have studied are planktivorous so I have 1ncluded a brief section
on plankton. In the "High Seas" category, I have included the
tunas, the jack mackerel, the saury, and the mesopelagic fishes.
In the fishes of the coastal currents, I have 1ncluded anchovy,
sar dine~ and Pacif1c mackerel. The flatfishes and rockfishes are
cons1dered under the heading "continental shel'' f1shes. Hake are
included as continental shelf fishes for the purpose of this paper
because that is where most of the feeding takes place  Bailey, et
al.~ 1982!. The primary reason for d1v1ding the fishes into these
categories is to more precisely interpret the effects of E1 N A'o.



Table 2. Commerc al 1 andi ngs from Callforn a eaters.

We ght
Rank Wa ght Value ratioSpec es Rank WeIght Value

Coastal PelagIcs 117.5 18.8 59.1 12.8 0.50

Mackerel
Market squid
Northern anchovy
Pac1 f 1c bon I to
Paclflc hake
Thresher shark

54.9
16.3
42.1
2.1
1.0
1.1

10.1 1
14
10
12
17
20

48,8
1.4
4.1
3.2
1.0
0.6

9,1
0.6
0.4
1.3
0.2
1,2

0,89
D.D9
0.10
1.52
1.00
0.55

1 4
2

15
21
20

3.6
1,9
1.0
0.2
2.0

Shelf 6 Slope 76. 8 67.1 54. 5 43. 8 0.71

18.8
5.1
7.2
1.0
0.7
9.7
1.0
0.5

1D.6
1.D
1.0
5.2
3.1
2.2

Tesperate Tuna 3.4 4.7 4.5 5.7 1.67

9 4.5 5.7 1.67
unrank

Albacore tuna 13 2.7
Bluef1n tuna 24 D.7

3.9
0.8

Trop cal tuna 9.7 14.8 37.7 39.9 3,89

3.7
5.1
6.0

2 18.8 15.3 4.82
16 1.0 5.7 1.25
3 17.9 18.9 3.58

Skfp!ack tuna
Srord f  sh
Yeller f n tuna

10
23 9

3.9
0.8
5,0

Weight Is In thousands of metr c tons.
Value Is In mill ons of dollars to the f shermen.
Mackerel Is Pac1f1c mackerel and pack mackerel combined.
bm bocaccIo and ch111pepper rockf1sh.
po Peel f c Ocean shrimp.
t thornyhead rockf sh.

Nekton

Htgh seas

between the catch rate of young blueffn tuna  ~tttttg ~f1103Ua! off
Japan and the Untted States. Tn parttcular there appeared to be a

l23

Ch nook salmon
Dover sole
Dungeness crab
Engl sh sole
L ngcod
Pacl fIc herr ng
Petrel e sole
Rax sole
Rock crab
Rockf1 ah
Rockf  sh  b m"!
Rock f  sh   t< >
Sabl ef1sh
Sea orch n
Shr mp  poa!

11
6

12
18
19
5

22
25
unr ank
3

14
16
7
8

17

3.3
10. 0
3.0
1.4
1,4

10.3
0.8
0.7

21.8
2.3
2.0
9.5
8.3
2.0

25
5

18
15
19
6

23
21
22 4
11
13 8
7

24

0,4 1.8
8.4 4.1
0.9 3,1
1.2 0.8
0.8 0.5
8.0 12-5
0.6 0.8
0.6 0.5
0.6 1.1

14.0 8.6
3.5 1.8
1.7 0.8
6.1 3.2
7.2 3.3
0.5 0.9

0,12
0.84
0.30
0. 86
0.57
0,78
0.75
0.86
+

0.64
1.52
0.85
0.64
0.87
0.25



Table 3. Crude composition of zooplankton in the upper 140 m of the California Current

Weight
Ratio Change

Functional
group Rank WeightRank Weight

12
2
2

74
3
2

32.91 0.22 -117.44 100150.35TOTAL

Weight is in grams per 1000 cubic meters to 140 meters depth.
Change ls the difference in grams betueen 1956 and 1958.

is the categOry charge as a percent of sum of categories change.

low 1 ate of return of Juveniles to Japan during the El Nifl'o
per1ods. He postulated that durfng the El Nino more Juvenile
bluef fn m1grated to the Pack f ic coast of Amer f ca than usual and
then those fish migrated to the southern hemisphere off Chi'le. He
also pointed out that the Japanese sardine mfgrated out to the
albacore tuna ffshfng grounds during the recent El Niifo.

Pacific migr ants in the temperate zone. The 1957-8 El Nino was
associated with inverse trends 1n the California sport boat and
Canadian J igboat catches; between 19SS and ]959 the annual
catches of the sport boats was 577a 482. 304a 48, and nil tons
the Canadian J1gboats nil, 17~ 8i 74, and 212 tons  Laurs 1983!.
It is now thought that local water clarity may play a large role
fn determining the feeding migration patterns <Fiedler. Laurs and
Montgomeryi MS! of albacore and the catch by df fferent method,
Changes in prey distribution, vertical and geographic' and local
temperature gradients must also have an effect on ffshing success
on albacore and the dfstrfbutfon of all the ocean1c properties fs
altered by El Niffo.

f4a J or pr edator s from the tropi cs 1 nhab1 t
Cal 1 fornia Current waters warmer than 20 C. This includes
ski pJacki bfgeye. and yellorf1n tunas and the bfll fish <~~
kklki~a ~lJlkk SgUPSJJS, ~ktUlM ~a5 iLLRR, Q~L<1 /gJLf~i and
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Copepoda
Chaetognatha
SiphOnOphora
Thaliacea
Euphausiacea
Medusae
Decapoda
Pteropoda
Radiolaria
Cr'ustacean larvae
Amphipoda
Larvacea
Dstracoda
Ctenophora
Cladocera
Heteropoda
Mysidacea

2 4 5 1
3 6

10
14 9
12 7
ll
13 8
17
15
16

27.9 1. 14.2 D.51
63 2 44 070
6.1 3 3.6 0.59

91.4 3.3 0.04
71532045
3.1 6 1.2 0.39
1.2 7 0.6 0.50
0.3 8 0.6 2.00
1.4 9 D. 4 0.29
D. 8 10 0.3 0.38
1.8 ll 0.2 0.11
09 12 02 022
0.4 13 0.2 0.50
1.5 14 0.2 0.13
O.DZ 15 0.2 10.00
0.1 16 D.l 1.00
0.03 17 0.01 0.33

-13.7
-1.9
-2.5

-88.1
-3. 9
-1.9
-0.6
0.3

-1.0
-0.5
-1.5
-0.7
-0.2
-1.3
0.18

-D.02



5jyh~ gjM~!. The northerly extent of these species appears
to be lfmfted by surface temperature. Blackburn �965! found that
the existence af a suitable temperature was not always accompanied
by the presence of tropical predators. Schaeffer �960!
consfdered the chfef cause of the occurrence of tropical tunas aff
Calf for nfa to be actfve migration during warm conditions because
the warming at that time was due to heat exchange rather than
ad vect1on of w ar m water.

from an area averaged 2 per square meter in 1950-1957 to fewer
than 0.3 per square meter between 1958 and 1960  MacCal 1 and
Stauffer, 19883!. The relative recruitment strength of the stock
fn 1958 was 2 times that in 1959 and 1960. It fs obv1ous that the
abundance of larvae of this species fs not effective as an index
of spawning biomass but f s 1 nstead responsive to several
env1ronmental influences. Sfnce the outer and northern range of
spawning fs not normally encompassed by the larval surveys, the
var1at1on may signal changes fn the degree of overlap of the
survey area and the spawning area. The change of temperature>
alone, fs probably incapable of exerting more than a two-fold
1nfluence on development ratei thus the 5-7 fold change is
probably fndfcatfve of a change fn fecundfty rather than a change
fn spawnfng biomass. During the radfcal change between 1957 and
1958, the prfmary dffference appeared to be the number of samples
w fth large numbers of larvae. suggesting a change fn repraductfve
per capita output  Ahlstrom, 1969!. Cursory examfnation of the
larval mortal fty rate between 3 and 11 mm does nat reveal an
obvious change between 1957 and 1959 but this constancy could be
confounded with an abnormal growth rate.

It fs not clear whether jack mackerel changes its dfstrfbutfon fn
relatfon to temperature d1rectly to fts temperature-related food.
The food of another jack mackerel specfes 1n a similar current
system off the Paci fic coast of South Amer fca,  Konchfna. 1983!
consists of primarily Euphausf fds �4%!, fish �0%!, decapods
�2%!i copepods �%!~ and cephalopods �%!. Df the fish 40% were
engraul fdsi 25% were gonostomatfds. and 2 l were normanfchthyfds.
Almost all oft he euphausf fd shrimps were 14M
The seasonal maxfmum of fish in jack mackerel was fn August
 Southern hemisphere w1nter! at 35% owing to the addition of

between hake and jack mackerel overlappfng mainly fn the feedfng

understand the effect of El Nflfo on jack mackerel one would have
to observe changes in euphausifds. and at least 3 groups of fish.

Saury spawnfng below 30' north latitude virtually ceased
between 1957 and 1960, Either the adult ffsh were not there
or they were unable gafn sufficient surplus energy to spawn. This
species exhfbfts a trans-Pacfffc dfstrfbutfon and fs thaught to be
a zooplankton feeder  Smith and Ahlstram, 1973!. There was also a
small decline fn the abundance of eggs off southern and central
California. Thfs could be explained by more rapid hatching tfme
in the warmer water. Another explanation would be that the
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zooplankton abundance was lowered which changed the per capita
rate of spawning. Also~ the northward migration of tropfcal
predatory birds. fish and mammals could be a contributing cause of
the decreased abundance of eggs by predation on the spa«ning
adults or consumption of egg masses. Off Japan saury may be
replaced by fncursfons of ~~ ' ~iJLLr~  Schaeffer ~ 1980!;
although this occurred in 1958 off Japan ft was determined whether
some oceanic boundary of the saury habitat shifted ar the Packflc
mackerel population expanded its range inta the saury habitat.

Even though the main effects of the El Nfllo
may be above the habitat of the adult mesopelaglc ffshes. the
larvae of some mesopelagfc fishes inhabit the upper mixed layer.
An examination of an atlas of the most common mesopelagfc ffshes
 Ahlstromi 1972! reveals several different responses to the onset
of the 1957-59 El Nflfa.

Three of the mesopelagfc specfes have epfpelagic �00 m or less!
larvae. One of the most massive distributional changes occurred

restricted to south of 30 N fn the antf-Nflfo period 1955-56 and ft
spread to the oceanic areas off San Francisco to 35 north latitude
by 1960. Primarily because of fts increased "overlap" «1th the
Ca!COFI survey area. the abundance of g. ~i~ increased an
arder of magnitude between 1956 and 1959. In a similar but less
extensive change of geographic distribution larvae af JZ~11J ega
   f1b~~. tripled in apparent abundance through a 240 nautical

anti-Nf Illa or Nf fo; the southern limit af distribution remained aff
San Diego through the entfre period.

Two of the mesopelaglc specfes also have mesopelagic larvae. The
number of larval ~m~lymf g ~~ declined by 6-fold between
1957 and 1958; this appeared to be caused by the decline in
spawning tn a southern center off Punta Eugenfa> Baga California
as the northern limits dfd not appear to shift.
~~ larvae doubled ln apparent abundance during the nft o
perfad> apparently by slight increases in abundance fn spawning
centers and by dra«fng closer to the coast. The larvae of
~~~ ~~, a subarctlc species. decreased slightly
during the warming apparently due to a «lthdrawal from the coast
and ta the north. The depth distrfbution of this species is not
wel 1 known.

The onset of El Nil os ln 1957-9  Ffg. 1> and 1982-3
 Table 1! had remarkably little effect on the apparent production
of eggs and larvae. In fact the "antf-El Nil a" with its colder
«aters and invasion of subarctfc fauna appears to have a negative
effect an the abundance of these planktlvorous fishes. In 1957-9
increase with the onset of El Nfffo. There were large increases in
the abundance af larvae aff central California and moderate
increases off the southern Gal 1 fornfa coast more than 300 km. In
the egg production time series from 1980 to 19884 there continued

,to be productfan rates of more than 200 eggs per square meter per
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day throughout the l os Ange'les Bight. In addition, durfng El Nfffo
fn 1983' there were mor e than 100 eggs produced per square meter
per day from 200 km to 250 km offshore. Sfmf1 ar rates were
sustained 1n 1984 out to 200 km. Therefore, the predfction of
diminished northern anchovy fecundity caused the apparent law
zooplankton volume and chlorophyll  McGowani 1983; 1984! has not
been substantiated. Similarly. fn 1957-9. the diminished prfmary
production and zooplankton volume was met wfth equal or greater
spawning of northern anchovy  Smfth and Eppley, 1982! fn the Los
Angeles Bfght area.

As with the anchovyi the sardine ,'z LCI j~ ~i~u
appears to be adversely affected by the cold "anti-El NI ro" and
favored by El Nfffo  Fig. 2!. Murphy �960! used temper ature as a
"convenfent Index" for other ocean1c properties fn hfs dfscussfon
of the sardine. He stated that "...cooler temperatures al ong the
Cal fforn1a Current are assocfated wfth accelerated southward
transport. and more vigorous upwel ling with its attendant offshore
mavement of water. Plankton densities are increased." He noted
that the warm years of the late 30's and early 40's appeared to
have been favorable for sardfne recruftment and the coaler years
1943-1956 were accompanied by a precipitous and sustained decline
In the species. The specfes reached a spawnfng biomass of 2
million tons durIng the El Nfifo of 1941. However> fn the El Nfiffo
of 1982-3 off Chile, the large $~~~ populatIon faf'led to
recover fts normal fat content in the summer and fn the next
spawning season the fat cantent of the population was again
reduced by a factor of 2  Vfdali Chfle Pesquero, December 1983 p.
13!.

~9m~. A high rate of parent per capfta recruitment accurred fn
the years 1958-60  Parrfsh and MacCal1 ~ 1978; Schaeffer. 1980!.
WhIle the catch records of Pacff1c and jack mackerel are
frequently combined for statfstical purposes. the species are
radically different. The 1 f fe span of the jack mackerel Is
several tfmes that of the Pacffic mackerel and the adult phase of
the jack mackerel Is found in transitional waters between the
Central Water Mass of the North Pact f fc and the West Wind Dr I ft
and California Current. Juvenile jack mackerel school wfth
Pacific mackerel fn the coastal currents off California but at the
age of 3 or 4 they resume the high seas distribution
char acterfstfc of their parents. There they live for about 25
years  MacCall and Stauffer. 1981!. Pacfffc mackerel live fn the
coastal current region of the subtropical and temperate zone af
the Gulf of California, Baja California and southern Cal ffornIa.
The maximum age of Pacfffc mackerel fs 11 years  Schaeffer> 1980!
and they probably remain fn the coastal currents region.

Despite the increased recruftment of Pacffic mackerel fn the 1957-
9 Nfffo the sport catch off Cal I fornf a was 1/2 normal fn this
period. The Mexfcan catch of Puef fic mackerel declfned by a
factor of 5 in 1957 and decl rned yet another factor of 5 In 1958,
These conflIcting facts are probably explafned by a more northerly
distribution of thfs species at this time so that they are
unavailable to the fishery from the traditional ports.
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Figure 1. The increase of anchovy sparrning betveen 1954 and 1960 in the southern
Ca'll fornla 'Inshore region. The circles are at the natural log of the monthly average egg
abundance for all Stations in the region. The triangles are at the natural log of the
monthly average larvae abundance for all stations In the region. The line 15 a resiatant
non-parametr1c smoother for these points IVelleman, 1980!.
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F1qure 2. The inCreaSe Of Sar dine sparr ning betWeen 1934 and 1960 in the SOuthera
Cal I fornia inshore region. The circl es are at the natural log or the monthly aver age egg
abundance for al 1 stat1ons in tne region. The tr 1 ann 1 es are at the ratural log of
monthly aver age larvae abundance for al I stations In the regl on. The line Is a r esistant
non-parametric smoother for these points.
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Detailed studies of growth have not been conducted on the Pacific
mackerel so changes in length at age which are observed for this
species  smaller during El Nifio! may be due to greater sur vival of
the sma!ler members of the cohorts or sealler members of the
population transported in from the southern, more subtropical
sectors of the distribution  Kl ingbeil ~ pers. comm.! or larger
f i s h migrating to the n or th.

Elm!Irgr}Nues,. The red crab. ~~~ g~~, is a benthic
animal of the Gulf of California and the south Baja California
continental shel f  Longhurst, 1966!. During most years the
j uvenile pelagic phase drifts back and forth in the coastal
currents over the adult habitat but important numbers of offspring
are entrained in the California Current extension and carried into
the tropics. During El Nilio~ similarly important numbers are
carried north as far as southern California in a band 160 km wide
and in a narrow coastal strip into ~aters off central California.
New data from trawling for anchovy adults shows a similar
northerly transport  Fig. 3! of red crab juveniles of fshore.
Although sightings of red crab are at the surface, it is not known
at what depth the organisms are transported. Since the adults
live in depths as great as 300 meters it is conceivable that some
transport is in the California Undercurrent. The pelagic phase of
red crab is about 2 years in duration but mature individuals have
not been collected off Alta California thus the origin of all the
young is considered to be at 25'N latitude or 1000 km south of
where many young are transported  Boyd' 1967!.

Shelf Fauna

The fishes and invertebrates of the continental borderland are
likely to exhibit some diversi ty of response to El Ni fo.
Planktivorous species or older organisms may be in part be
isolated from the immediate effects of a brief El Nitro. In
general hake are mesopel agic spawners which feed on the
continental shelf, the rockfish as a group are pelagic over
canyons and around islands and the flatfish are demersal over the
gentler slopes of the continental margin. The time series of
larval catches of these species may permit identification of some
changes associated with El Nif o.

The Pacific hake does not continuously occupy the
zone of coastal currents  Bailey et al., 1982!. During the spring
and summer, the adult population migrates 1000 km northward to
feed on the continental shel f of the north temperate eastern north
Pacific. Depending on the age structure and the temperature at
depth  Smiths 1975!t the hake migrate to various distances to the
south in the fall and spawning is conducted in winter. Since the
onset of the El Nitro was in April 1957' the first year of effect
on hake larvae was fn 1958. An index of larvae from winter
abundance in 1954-1960 was Si 8i 14' 21. Qi Z~ 3. That portion of
the larval index in the region seaward of about 300 km for the
same years is 2i 4i 11 ~ 15' 3~ ~i and .9. The survival of the
1957-9 spawn to fishabl e age was low relative to 1960 and 1961.
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Since the larval fndex was high fn 1957, the per capt ta sur vfval
of spawn must have been extremely low for that year.

Kg!~/. The f irst ef fects of the 19519 El Nfno on the
productfan af rockffsh larvae were noted fn 1958. Since the onset
of El Nf8o condftfon was fn April of 1957 after the most rockffsh
births  rockffsh bear 1 fve young! had occurred for the year. At
42'N there was an apparent increase fn the number of rockf fsh
larvae fn 1958. At 37'N there were moderate decreases fn 1958 and
1959. At 32'N the number of rockf f sh larvae per stations
decreased by more than hal f fn 1958 and again by a factor of three
fn 1959. The decl fne of larvae was similar at 27'N. There were
no obv f ous effects af El Nf Jfo on the commercial f f shery. The
decline fn larval abundance may have been caused by the decl fne of
the productivity of the waters adjacent to the cantfnental shel f.
The El Nf Jfo may have had a profound effect on the reproductive
rate of this group of species. A description of these time serfes
is found in Ahlstram. closer and Sandknop �978!. Thfs arctic to
temperate genus has 69 speci es 1 n the eastern North Pacific and
about 40 species are taken fn commercial and sports fisheries fn
Ca 1 f forni a.

Of eight kfnds of flatffshes that Ahlstrom and closer
�975! analyzed only four shawed major declines fn abundance
during El Nfffo of 1957-9. The species which decl fned less than 2-
fold  possible temperature/development rate effect! were the

Oover sale. ~LgS~ ~~r~. The species whfch appeared to

interesting to know the feeding habits of these two groups and
what mechanism df fferentfates their response to El Nfffo.

Pjankton

The plankton sampling program of CalCOFI was designed to
quantftatfvely capture the eggs and early larval stages of fishes
whfch occupy the euphotfc zone. Thus, observatfons of organisms
whfch occur fn and deeper than the 140-m depth of the Gal COFI
oblique tows must be interpreted cautiously. For example. the
adults of many euphausf fds substantially evaded the bridled rfng-
neti even at night, and most euphausfids range throughout the
upper 600 meters  Brfnton and Townsend, 1981!. Important amounts
of copepod bfomass were not retained by the .505 mm mesh apertures
of the Ca!COFI standard net. Important fractions of the
zooplankton are totally destr oyed by contact with the filtering
surface under taw and others are extruded from the mesh during
vigorous washing. That f aceans shr f nk greatly before the
dfsplacement volume fs taken fn many samples the large thai faceans
were discarded before fixation owing to the lack of adequate
containers and fixative  Thraf 1 ki 1 1, pers. comm.!. Pl anni ng and
sample design, 1 fke that conducted for the eggs and larvae of
sardine, would be a prerequfsfte for a quantitative analysfs of
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any of the 500 or so populations now captured fn the fish egg and
larva surveys. Stf'll the regularfty of the sample techniques has
perm1tted advanced analysis and fmportant conclusions about
widespread b1ologfcal oceanographfc phenomena and much of the
interpretatfon fs based on the strength of the non-seasonal
changes durfng the 1957-9 Nfffo and the cooler period which
preceded 1 t  Bernal, 1981!.

As pofnted out by Smith   197 1! most of the change fn zooplankton
valume during the El NfIfo of 1957-59 was caused by a radfca92
diminution in the volume of thaliaceans  salps, pyrosomes and
dolfolfds! and larvaceans. This category comprised 75% of the
zooplankton fn October of 1956 and by Aprf1 of 1958 thfs category
was only 7%. The crustaceans had durfng the same per1od risen
from 17% to 60%. These r el ati ve changes f n pl ankton gr oup
composftfon cannot be interpreted fn terms of productfvfty s1nce
changes fn standing crop merely represent changes fn the relative
rates of natal fty, growth and mortal fty. One would need to know
much more abaut the demographics af the planktonic populations and
the vulnerabflity of the lffe stages to sampling to make useful
inferences about zooplankton production.

Thalfaceans domfnated plankton collect1ons in the Californfa
Current region in 1956 being more than triple the quantity of
copepods and 13 tfmes the volume of euphausifds. The rank order
was thalfaceans, copepods, and euphaus1fds. By 1958 the copepods
had decreased to 50%. the euphausf ids had decreased to 45%. and
the Thalfaceans had decreased to 4% of their volumes. Table 3
lists these funct1onal groups with the other 14 for compar1son.
Following the climatic shffti copepods became the most abundant
group fn the bfomass and the thaliaceans and euphausfids were
nearly equal at fourth and fffth rank abundance. The chaetognaths
had risen from fourth to second rank and the sfphonophores had
risen from fifth to th1rd rank.

~i~if0%,. Thai iaceans were most abundant seaward of 150 km in
the main branch of the Calf farnfa Current  Figure 4! The annual
average reached a maximum of 200 grams per 1000 m fn 1956 and
decreased to less than 10 grams per 1000 m3 by 1958 and fn 1959.
The annual average temperature shifted from 14 to 16.5' degrees fn
this outer r egfon over the same per fod  F1g. 5!. Alongshor e
thalfaceans changed fram 140 cc per 1000 m fn 1956 to nfl fn 1958
and remafned there fn 1959 fn the Vfzcafno Bay region  Ffg. 6!.
There were parallel temperature rfses along the entire coast  Ffg.
7!.

Our fng the actual onset of El Nf 6'o fn Apr 1 1 of 1957, the
thai facean displacement volume declined 20-fold between April
and July. In a sim11ar period fn 1956 the thai faceans increased
5-fold fn the southern California section.

CQkeQSuis kGd. E4?hk	%1'~. Across the coastal currents and main
branch of the Cal1fornfa Current the annual average abidance of
copepods decreased from about 50 and 10 grays per 1000 m fn 1955-
57 to about 20 and 6 grams per 1000 m fn 19589  Ffg. 8!.
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Figure 4. The decrease of thai 1 acean displacement vol ume betveen 1955 and 1959. The
f fr st bar I s the vo'lume eel cul ated f rom the average of al 1 stations in the southern
California 1nshore reglOn for the entire year. The Second bar is the same value for the
southern Ca'I 1 fornI a of f shore region, The third bar I s the same value for the southern
California seaward region.
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Figure 5. The increase of 10 meter temperatures bet«een 1954 and 1%0. The first bar Is
the 10 m temperature calculated from the average of all stations in the southern
Ca11fOrnl a InshOre regiOn fOr the ent'Ire year. The SeCOnd bar 1s the Same Value far the
southern California offshore reg1on. The third bar Is the same value for the sauthern
Ca11fornl a sea«ard region.
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FIgure 6. The decrease of thai I acean di apl acement volume betreen 1955 and 1959. The
f Irst bar Is the vol ume cel cvl ated f rois the average of al l stations in the Southern
Cai Ifor nia inshore regior for the entire year. The second bar Is the same value far the
Baja California Inshore region. The third bar Is the same value for the Sebastian
Viacaino Bay reg1an, The fourth bar Is the same value for the south Bafa Insha~e region.
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figure 7. The Increase af 1D m temperatures betreen 1954 and 1960. The first bar is the
average 10 m temperature calculated fram al 1 stations in the southern Cal ifarni a Inshore
region for the entire year. The second bar is the same value for the Bags Cal I for nia
inahOre regI On. The thIrd bar IS the Same Value fOr the Sebaati an V I ZCa inO Bay regi On.
The fOVrth bar IS the Same Value far the South Ba]a Insr Ore regIOn.
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Ffgure 8. The deCreaae Of COpepOd dISpl aCement vclume betWeen i 955 and I 959, The fir St
bar is the volume calculated from the average of all stations in the southern Californi a
Inshore region for the entire year. The second bar 'Is the Same value for the southern
Gal ifurnia Offuhare regien. The th1rd bar I S the Same value wcr the SOuthern Cal ifOrnI ~
seaward region.
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F1gure 9. The decrease of copepod displ acement volume between 1955 and 1959. The first
bar is the volume calculated from the average of all stations in the southern California
1nShcre regiOn fOr the entire year. The SeCOnd bar 1S the Same value fOr the BaJa
Gal I forn1a 1nshOre regIon. The third bar Is the same value for the Sebastian V lwcalno bay
region, The fourth bar is the same value for the scutha BaJa inshore region.
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Southward along the coast 1n the coastal currents zane the
decrease fn the southerly reg1ons was more dramatfc for the
copepods. from 140 grams per 1000 m to 20  Fig. 9!. Euphaus1fds
decreased by a factor of three <Ffg. 10 and 11!.

During the onset of El Nf ffo fn April 1957, the inshore copepods
decreased by a factor of 4 and the euphausiids decreased by a
factor of 3 by July. In the same period in 1956 the volumes were
equal over the 3 month span fn the southern Cal 1fornia inshore
area.

Presumed Secondary Production

While secandary production 1s difficult to infer from zooplankton
displacement volume, ft may be interesting to note that the slope
of the seasonal increase of zooplankton is similar tn the southern
Cali farnf a 1nshore area fn the years 1955 through 1959  Fig. 12
and 13!. One can infer from this that the r eproductfve capacity
less the predation rate favor ed tncreases in zooplankton volume
both when the system was dom1nated by thaltaceans and when
dom1nated by copepods. The second ffgure fs a d1splay of the
adjacent month d1fferences displayed as ratios. In this area one
can expect sustained increases from 10 to 60% per manth in the
wfnter and spring months whether the system fs dominated by
thaliaceans or copepods and at either the 14' temperature of the
1955-56 period or the 16.5' temperature of the Nfho period. Stnce
the currents are sluggish fn this area one would expect local
growth to dominate aver transport as a factor in this rate of
increase. transport 1n the gyre 1s largely from the south and west
with only m1nor entrafnment of the California Current as fnd1cated
from the offshare posftfon �70 km at 11ne 90! of salinity less
than 33,4%   Ber n al . 1981! .

Primary Production

Unfortunatelyi there were na primary productfon estimates at the
time of the 1957-9 El Niilo. There are no spat1al ly and
tempo ally coherent tt me ser 1 es of an area the s1ze of the
Cal 1 forn1a Current region. A coastal ttme series reported by
Smith and Eppl ey �982! did captur e one extremel y high
phytoplankton production rate of 1.41 g C per m per day tn June
of 1975 and a rel at1vely 'tow value of 0.1 g C per m per day in
October of 1976 and February 1977. Assum1ng the Seri pps Pter
Temperature Anomaly was related to primary production fn the same
way fn the years 1955-59 the annual average production declined
from 0.4 to 0.2 g C per m per day and December minima of 0.1 were
obta t ned 1 n 1957 and 1958. There appeared to be moderate
agreement fn the change in values of zooplankton volume over the
same period Table 4.

Summary and Kecommendation for Future Study

Re-exam1nation af the more thoroughly sampled transtt1on from
anti- to El Mflfa cond1tians 1n 1955-9 suggests answers to the
question wWhy was the effect on anchovy spawning so moderate 1n
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Figure 10. The decrease of euphausi ld displ acement volume between 1955 and 1959. The
firSt bar 1S the vclume CalCul ated from the average Of all StatIOnS in the Snuthern
Cali fornia 1nshore reg1on for the entire year. The second bar is the same value for the
southern California offshore region. The th1rd bar 15 the same value for the southern
Cal I fornia seaward region.
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Figur e 11. The decrease of euphausf id displacement volume between 1955 and 1959. The
f1rst bar fs the vo'Iume calculated from the average of all stationa in the southern
California inshore region for the ent1re year. The second bar Is the same value for the
Ba!a Cali fornIa inshore region. The third bar is the same value for the Sebastian
vizcaino Bay region. The fourth bar is the same value for the south Ba/a Inshore region.
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Figure 12. The time series of smal 1 zoop'1ankton vol ume between 1954 and 1960 in the
southern Gal!fornia inshore region. The Jagged line is the natural log of the average of
all stations on a monthl y interval with missing values  about 10% mostly August or
September! interpolated 1 lneariy. The smooth line ls a resistant non-para!aetriC smoother
fOr these pointS. The aim ll arity Of SeaSOnal slepes ln anti-Nlilo �954-60! and k! IIO
<1955-59! years is an indication that the growth rate per unit lnftial zooplankton volume
is similar for both conditions.
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Figure L3. The time series of monthly differences of small zooplankton volume expressed as
a ratio between the displacement volume of a given month and that of the previous month ln
the southern Cal ifornia Inshore region from 1955 to 1960. Rawi interpolated and smoothed
data ln Figure 12.
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Zooplankton
stand1ng

stock
g/m2

Pr  mar y
produ~tfon
g C/m /day

Change
g/mz/qtr

1955 March
June
Septmnber
Decmnber

0.5
0.7
0.3
0.3

11
25
13
13

14
-12

0

1956 March
June
September
December

0.5
0.7
0.4
0.2

17
42
23

4
25

-19

1957 March
June

Sap tmnbsr
Dec cuber

0.3
0.5
0.3
0.1

-8
-I

1958 March
June
Septmnber
Decmnber

0.2
0.6
0.3
0.1

7
11

2 2
2
4

-9
0

1959 March
June
Septmaber

0.2
0.3
0.2

3
4

-2

1983-42" The energy required for anchovy spawning could have been
"gleaned" from local island and coastal enriched areas «hich would
be inadequately represented 1n «ide-scale oceanfc surveys.
Anchovyi Pacffic mackerels and sardines may draw substantially on
stored reserve energy from preceding seasons  Smith and Eppl ey,
1982! and may delay growth  Table lb.! Another possibi'i i ty is
that diminished populations of sal ps, dal ial fds and pyrasomes
 thaliaceans! allowed greater production of other herbfvoresi like
crustaceans which are fn the anchovy food chain.

G1ven these elements of resilience fn the anchovy, Pacf ffc
mackerel, and sardine populatfons, one can speculate on why the
spawn product1on of Jack mackerel and saury was so low following
the 1957 onset of El Nfifo. The pack mackerel spawning adults
occupy the same habitat as the thai faceans. This area fs so broad
and homogeneous that the twenty-fol d decl inc in thai faceans
signaled a similar seven-fo1d decl1ne in larval production by Jack
mackerel. This could have been mediated by the production of
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crustacea on which jack mackerel depend tn part, or by the
withdrawal of key mesopelagfc fishes toward the north without
equivalent rep'lacement from the south. I would favor the
mesopelagfc fish exp'lanat1on because the zooplankton predator,
sauryi dfd not change fts spawn production rate markedly. Thus
the mobf1 tty of the jack mackerel was not adequate to compensate
for the scale of El Ntlfo event fn the main and outer branches of
the Ca'lfforni a Current.

The responses of the hakes rockf1sh and f1 atf tsh to the onset of
the El Nflfo appear sfmilar. The hake feeds along the canttnental
shelf of the British Columbia, Washington. Oregon and northern
Calffornfa coastlines. In the 1955-59 ant1-and El Nfito transttfon
the main branch of the Cal fforn1a Current impinged on these
continental borderlands and the rockftsh and flatfish are
permanent members of that conttnenta'l border. Thus the sfmflar1ty
of response was probably med1ated by the 1nterruptfon of the usual
high rate of primary and secondary productfv1ty usually ascribed
to these coastal areas. Sfnce these fishes and the jack mackerel
all prey on the sardines and anchovies. one must assume that the
predatfon withdrawn to the north roughly counterbalanced the added
predation from the tropfcal and temperate tunas during the Nfifo.
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Introduction

El Nino events can have drastic ecological and economic consequences
for fisheries. This has been most widely recognized from fluctu-
ations in the fishery for the Peruvian anchovetta  Cushing 1982!,
but abundances of other species are affected as well. A tropical El
Nino is characterized by anomalous environmental conditions often
detectable along the west coast of North America as increases in
surface and near-surface water temperature, a rise in coastal sea
level, an increase in depth of the thermocline, and anomalous coastal
currents  Enfield and Allen 1980, Huyer 1983, Lynn 1983, Smith and
Huyer 1983, Reed 1984, Tabata 1984, cannon and Reed, this volume! .
Changes in the planktonic community also occur  McGowan 1984!.
These physical and biological changes may alter the distribution and
extent of spawning effort and the transport and survival of eggs and
larvae. To the extent that some of these conditions are extreme
compared to the range of conditions encountered by fish stocks,
particularly successful or unsuccessful year classes may result.

Unfortunately, little is known about the effects of El Kino on
subarctic  cold temperate water ! fishes. Most documentation on
subarctic effects involves records of subtropical species occurring
in subarctic regions such as reported by Squire �983> and Schoener
 this volume !. Our discussion of other possible effects therefore
must remain quite speculative' First, we present an overview of how
an El Nino event potentially influences spawning and egg and larval
stages of temperate marine fishes . These potential effects include
chanqes in: 1! distribution of highly migratory species during
spawning; 2! fecundity of spawning fish; �! physiological condition
of eggs and larvae; �! transport of eqgs and larvae; and 5! the
predator-prey community to which eggs and larval stages are exposed.
Examples are given where data are available. Since there are few
data on El Nino effects on subarctic fishes we draw heavily from
what ia known about subtropical  warm temperate> fi ches, includinq
those from the southern hemisphere. Second, we examine historical
data on recruitment of fish stocks from the eastern and northeastern
Pacific Ocean to consider possible impacts of past El Mino events,
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and we suggest general patterns which seem ta apply to these data.
Even fox' the better documented subtropical stacks, cause and
effect relationships appear equivocal. The patterns we describe
based on the limited but available data therefore must be viewed as
preliminary.

Potential Effects of L'i Nino on Reproduction and Harly Life History

Heteorological and oceanographic conditions during an El Nina event
are detailed in other papers in this volume. There is now adequate
evidence to suggest that most El Nino events are associated with
anamalously warm sea surface temperatures  SST! north of the sub-
arctic boundary  see Cannon and Reed, this volume; Tabata 1984!.
The precise combination of factors responsible for positive temper-
ature anomalies along the west coast of North America are not well
quantified and probably vary with latitude and between events. Warm
anomalies begin during autumn or winter and probably are initiated
by a coastally trapped wave with concomitant increases in poleward
flow of water  Enfield and Allen 1980; Smith and Huyer 1983!. After
this, several factors may be equally important in maintaining or
increasing the positive SST anomalies. These include the following:
�! poleward flow of watex may continue due to unusually persistent
southex'ly winds; �! coastal upwelling may become established later
than usual, may be weaker than usual, or may not develop; �! even
if upwelling becomes established, the &ermacline may be deep enough
that upwelled water is warmer than usual. Finally, at some latitudes,
there may be shoreward movement of oceanic water. Salinity may
provide a clue to the source of surface water along the coast, but
interannual changes are generally small and may be masked by local
modifications due to climate. The source of apparent warming and
attendant rates and direction of transport are important in consid-
ering the interactions of early life stages with their environment.

The El Nino of 1983 is summarized as an example of the physical
anxxxalies along the west coast of North America. Off California,
SST was elevated up to 4~ C  HcLain 1984! and salinity increased by
0.1-0.2 ppt above normal  Lynn 1983!, Sea surface temperature was
2 C above norxxal off Oregon, where salinity possibly was lower than
average  Huyer 1983!. Shelf waters off Canada were up to 5~ C
warmer than usual, and positive temperature anomalies were observed
down to 150 m  Tabata 1984!. Rayer and Xiang �984! report positive
temperature anomalies of 2 C in the northern Gulf of Alaska during
summer 1983. Extremeiy strong northward currents were observed
along the California and Oregon coasts during summer 1983  Smith and
Huyer 1983!.

The potential mechanisms of impact of El Nino conditions on recruit-
ment success of fishes can be considered first by grouping species
according to migratory behavior. Far sedentary or "homing" species
 Table 1!, which remain in, ar return to, the same area regardless
of El Nina, there can be a direct physiological impact of temperature
on spawning effort involving effects on fecundity, timing of spawning
and condition of spawned eggs. There will be direct physiological
impacts on eggs and lax'vae involving rates of development, metabolism,
etc . Changes in abundance, species composition and/ar temporal
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dynamicsof the prey community can be expected, due either to the
intrusion of a different water mass or to the effect of increased
temperature on local species assemblages. This could affect spawn-
ing effort of fish, depending on the nature of the adults' diet and
patterns of energy storage and mobilization for reproduction.
After spawning and hatching of eggs, the quantity and type of prey
would affect larval feeding conditions' planktonic predators also
may change because of a new water mass or because of local warming,
and these changes have the potential to affect egg and larval stagese
Also, it is well documented that migratory vertebrate predators
 fish, birds! change in response to ocean warming  e.g., they travel
further north than customary!; thus a new cast of vertebrate pred-
ators may be present as a result of El Nino.

Table 1. Summary of potential effects of Fl Nino conditions on
sedentary or "homing" species.

1 ~ Impact of elevated temperatures on spawning effort
-fecundity
-timing of spawning
-condition of eggs

2- Effect of changes in food abundance on spawning effort
 depends on nature of prey and spatial and temporal pattern of
energy storage and mobilization for spawning!

3. Elevated temperature effects on eggs and larvae
-physiological tolerance
-development time
-metabolism

4. Indirect ef fects of elevated temperatures on eggs and larvae:
predator and prey communities
� abundance
-species composition
-t inung

5- Effects of new water mass on eggs and larvae
-same as above

6. Ef fects of migratory vertebrate predators that follow ocean
warming, and which may feed on eggs and larvae

-timing
-new species

For highly migratory species of fish  Table 2!, physiological impacts
of temperature can be minimized or avoided hy migrating with appro-
priate conditions, but spawning then would take place in a different
water mass and/or at different latitudes than usual. The planktonic
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and nektonic communities encountered by the spawned eggs and larvae
of these species may or may not be unusual depending on whether the
migration occurred within a water mass or followed temperature pat-
terns which propagated faster than the advective rate of poleward-
moving water. The latter condition would result in an overlap of
communities which ordinarily remain more distinct, and both
conditions would result in a temporary, northward expansion of
range for spa~ning. The new territory thus encountered provides
opportunity for colonization  successful recruitment! but could
also prove hostile to the egg, larval or post-larval stagese

In contrast to the species considered above, adult fishes inhabiting
deeper slope waters may be isolated from El Nino conditions in the
upper water column. Nonetheless, shallow pelagic eggs and larvae of
such species still would be exposed to anomalous conditions of
temperature, predators and prey, At present, neither the extent of
biological change nor its likely consequences are adequately
understood.

Table 2. Summary of potential effects of Ei Sino corditions on
highly migratory  nomadic ! or mobile species.

These species may minimize adverse physiological impacts of
elevated temperatures on adults, but there are costs, including.

1. Extra energetic expenditure on migration which may affect
spawning effort
-fecundity
-timing of spawning
-condition of eggs

2. Spawning may take place in a different water mass than usual
-predator and prey communities may be difterent  abundance

and species composition!
-local dynamics  timing! may be different

3 ~ Spawning may take place further poleward
-opportunity for "colonization" or "expansion" may be

successful or unsuccessful
-new interspecific interactions
� colonized area may be physically inhospitable after El Nino

conditions subside

Finally, for all species, anomalous transport of planktonic stages
is likely to be a factor in recruitment success. Transport processes
are considered important in recruitment of several subarctic and
subtropical stocks  Hayman and Tyler 1980; Parrish, et al. 1981;
Methot 1984!.
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Effects of El Nino Conditions on Reproduction
And Early Life History: Examples

Reproductive physiology.

The influence of El Nino events on egg production by adult sub-
tropical fishes is fairly well documented. Nost of the examples we
present are for anchovetta or sardine, but many similar effects can
be expected for subarctic stocks when the event extends its influ-
ence inta their ranqe ~ The most immediate effect on reproduction
appears to be a decline in reproductive output. This may happen as
a result of fewer fish in the population maturinq their gonads
 Tsukayama and Alvarez 1980!, a shortened spawning season  Tsukayama
and Alvarez 1980! or a failure to utilize fat reserves for the
production of gonads  Santander 1980!. A recent example for a North
American species is from the 1983 KL Nina, when blue rockfish
  :1 t a t  '  lot yhyl t 'ght dhal go dr
output  D. VenTresca, Calif . Dept. Fish and Game, Nanterey, CA,
pere. comm.!.

Several examples of altered spawning times exist. During an El Nina
anchovies and sardines appear ta spawn earlier than during other
years  Ahlstram 1967; Santander 1980! . However, English sole
 Kruse and Tyler 1983! and Pacific hake  Bailey, unpublished data!
appear to experience delayed spawning. The effect of unusually
early or Late spawning an survival is unknown, but either presumably
influences the match or mismatch of larval food availabilty to
feeding readiness, a condition conceivably critical to larval
survival and ta recruitment success of many species  Cushing 1975!.

Distributional changes.

Changes in spawning distribution of adults during El Nino are well
documented. Several species shift spawning locations poleward
during such events, including hake  Bailey and Francis, in press!,
anchovetta  Santander 19807 Welsh et al. 1980; Fiedler 1984! and
sardine  Ahlstrom 1967; MacCall 1979; Anon. 1984!, For stocks
which spawn in localized habitats or that are homing and spawn in
specific locations, such as salmon, possibly herring  Blaxter and
Hunter 1982! and some rockfishes  D. Ventresca, Calif. Dept. Fish
and Game, Monterey, CA, pere ~ comm.!, EL Nino conditions might
prevent return of spawning fish to their home habitat during a
period or in physiological condition which favors success for their
progeny.

Changes in the geographical distribution of eggs and larvae during
El Nino conditions result either from displacement of spawning adults
out of their normal spawning region or from advection of eggs and
larvae by anomalous current patterns. There is ample documentation
for changes in spawning range of adults  e.q., Fiedler, 1984!, but
little documented evidence of changes in ichthyoplanktan distribution
due to advection. One possible exception involves the observed
hi.gb abundance of larval anchovy, normally found offshore, at
samplinq stations near the Oregon coast during 1983, which Brodeur
et al. �984! speculate was due to anomalous onshore transport.
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Changes in community structure and productio~.

A major effect of El Nino events is altered production of food for
planktivorous life stages of fish- This is best documented for the
California Current system, where El Nino results in reduced plank-
tonic production. During the 1983 El Nino off California, nutrient
concentrations were low, primary productio~ was reduced and the
chlorophyll maximum layer deeper than normal. ln the normal area
of peak zooplankton abundance, approximately 150 km offshore,
zooplankton biomass was about 5% of normal  mcGowan 1984!. Nost
fish larvae eat capepod nauplii early in their feeding history.
Since naupliar production depends largely on the abundance of adult
copepods and the phytoplankton standing crop, it appears a safe
conclusion that naupliar abundance was extremely low off California
during 1983 compared with most other years. The decrease in zoo-
plankton production was translated into little or no growth for
adult fishes such as anchovy and rockfish  Parrish, cited in NcLain
1984; Mais 1983a,b; D. VenTresca, Calif. Dept. Fish and Game,
Nonterey CA, perse comm.!. NcLain   1984 ! hypothesized that even
though El Nino caused a decrease in production off California,
production in subarctic waters may have been enhanced due to
warming, increased stability and reduced offshore transports This
hypothesis is supported in part by a 23 year time series of zoo-
plankton biomass at Ocean Station P in the Gulf of Alaska, showi~g
that 1958-60 had anomalously high biomass, with 1958 showing the
maximum biomass in the time series  Frost 1983! . By contrast,
1958-59 were years of extremely low zooplankton biomass off the
California coast  Bernal and HcGowan 1981! . However, Frost �983!
points out t'hat while the subarctic Pacific and California Current
systems appear from existing data to be aut of phase with respect
to zooplankton biomass, this contrariety is not necessarily linked
to a common cause.

Community species composition differs between offshore and nearshore
areas in the subarctic Pacific  Lebrasseur 1965!, Bering Sea  coaney
and Coyle 1982, Smith and Vidal 1984! and off Peru  Walsh et al.
1980; Santander 1981!. Latitudinal changes also occur, such as
between subtropical waters off California and subarctic waters
farther north. Santander   1981! reported striking changes in the
species composition of copepods during the 1976 El Nino in Peru.
Changes in the prey community due to enhanced poleward flow and/or
onshore transport during an El Nino event could be important tn
fishes. For example, Cushing   1982 ! attributed changes in growth,
maturity and recruitment of herring in the North Sea to a shift in
the dominant copepod species from small calanaids to larger species.
Such shifts would be important to larval fishes that depend on
certain species or sizes of microzoopiankton for food  e, g., Lasker
1975; Chec'kley 1982!. However, El Nino may nat always be bad far
larval feeding conditions. Barber and Chavez   1983! reported a
dl *d dy d' Ol d fd d d *' g dd 1976 dd N'
and this dinoflagellate appears to bs suitable food for larval
anchovy  Lasker 1975!-

Changes in predator communities also have been documented. Onshore
transport during El Nino can result in increases of several species
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of predators, such as siphonophores and euphausiids, in the larval
nursery  Santander 1991!. Some siphonophores  Purcell 1981! snd
euphausiids  Theilacker and Lasker 1974! are important predators on
fish larVae. During the 1972 El Kino, blOoming pcpulationS Of
medusae and voracious pelagic crabs  ~Eu hilax dovii!, probably
originating from the north and west, occurred in the anchovetta
nursery grounds off Peru  Valdivia 1978!. In addition to planktonic
predators, which are transported, many larger pelagic predators
may invade subarctic or coastal waters during El Nino. Examples are
squid, which prey on young anchovy, and rockfishes, such as Canary
rockfish and boccacio  Henry, cited in NcLain 1984!, which eat
small fishes  T. Echevarria, Southwest Fisheries Center, Tiburon,
CA, pere. comm.!. Another COneideratiOn iS that if zOoplanktOn are
less abundant, pelagic predators may switch from their normal prey
to feed on greater numbers of fish larvae. Finally, El Nino some-
times results in a collapse of some important predator populations,
such as birds and pinnipeds  Barber and Chavez 1983!, the former
being important predators on early life stages of some fishes.

Physiology of eggs and larvae.

Eggs and larvae of subarctic fishes that are spawned or entrained
in waters with subtropical or oceanic characteristics are subject
to new conditions that can influence physiological processes.
These conditions include increased temperature and salinity, and
possibly decreased oxygen concentrations. Little is known about
the ambient oxygen concentrations required for normal development
of eggs and larvae of most temperate Pacific fishes . Alderdice
and FOrreSter �971a! give 2-3 ppm oxygen as a lower limit for
development of cod eggs and larvae, which seems low relative to
ambient concentrations of 4 � 5 ml 02/1 �-7 ppm! in subtropical
waters off Peru reported by Nalsh et al ~   1980! However, Santander
�981! reports concentrations of 1 mi 02/I  about 1.5 ppm! during
an El Nino. Since oxygen demand increases with higher temperature
and oxygen concentrat.ions decrease with warming, Santander   1980!
noted that oxygen concentration during an El Nino could influence
survival of anchovy larvae. Brett   1970! commented that even at
100% saturation, oxygen may limit performance of salmon fry when
temperature and activity are high.

The hatching success of fish eggs with changes in temperature and
salinity varies by species, many species, such as herring, are
euryhaline and eurythermal  Fig 1a, from Aiderdice and Velsen
1971!, By contrast, Petrale sole is stenothermal and stenohaline
 Fig. 1b, from Alderdice and FOrreSter 197 lb! and PaCifiC Cod is
stenothermal and euryhaline  Alderdice and FOrreeter 1971a!.
Consequently, larvae of sensitive species such as Petrale sole that
are spawned or entrained in warm and saline water should have
reduced survival in habitats that are impacted by El Kino.

Increases in temperature  below lethal limits! result in shortened
egg hatching time, higher metabolic rates and faster utilization of
yolk reserves by recently hatched larvae. Herring eggs, fcr example,
developing under warmer conditions hatch larger larvae, but at the
expense of their yolk reserves. Larger larvae have larger mouths,
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Fig. 1. A coraparison of calculated iaopleths of percent total hatch and
percent viable hatch in relation to salinity and temperature of
incubation for eggs of herring and petrale sole  from Alderdice
and Forrester 1971, and Alderdice and Velsen 1971!, A. Isopleths
of percent total hatch of herring, B. isopleths of percent viable
hatch of herring, G. isopleths of percent total hatch of petrale
sole, D. isopleths of percent viable hatch of petrale sole.

which increases the size spectrum of prey which can be ingested;
they swim faster and have more advanced visual ability, which
increases food searching and capture potential compared with smaller
larvae <Blartter and Hempel '19631 Blaxter and Hunter 1982!. Conse-
quently, the feeding abi lities of larger larvae should be improved
over small larvae. Studying larval turbot, Rosenberg and Haugen
�982! found that smaller larvae do appear to be more vulnerable to
starvation compared with larger larvae reared under the same con-
ditions. Larval growth rates are temperature dependent  Laurence
1978; Hunter and Kimbrell 1980! with faster growth and higher RNA!
DNA ratios  Buckley 1982! at higher temperatures. However, growth
rates also depend on food availability and decline when metabolism
consumes too much of the daily ration  Brett et al ~ 1969!. Ryland
and Niehols   1967 ! showed a temperature dependent optimum in growth
of larval plaice ~ At low temperature, metabolic rates were low,
but enzymea required fOr digestiOn were not effiCient. At high
temperature, most energy was used in respiration. Finally, given
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ample food and faster growth rates in higher temperatures, the time
to metamorphosis is decreased  Laurence 1978! ~ Other things being
equal, this should reduce losses to predation.

Effects of the 1958 � 59 El Nino on Recruitment of Subarctic Stocks
Data on recruitment of 38 fish stocks along the west coast of Worth
America have been compiled by Hollowed, Bailey and Wooster  unpub-
lished manuscript! ~ Relative values of recruitment f rom 1955 � 65 are
available for 23 stocks  Figs. 2-5! . These estimates of recruitment
strength are derived from cohort analyses or from age frequency
analyses, and reflect relative year class strength when entering
the fishery. The data originate from published and unpublished
literature, and from numerous personal communications. The various
pitfalls and assumptions involved in using these data, as well as
the complete time series for each stock and sources of data, are
given in the above manuscript- In the present analysis, the 23
stocks have been divided into three geographical regions: the
California coast, the Oregon-washington coast, and the Canada to
Gulf of Alaska coast. Very little information is available from
the Bering Sea during thiS time period,

Off California, information is available for four pelagic stocks.
The 1958-59 El Wino resulted in relatively strong recruitment of
the 1958 year class to stocks of Pacific sardine and Jack mackerel.
In fact, these were the strongest year clasees recorded for the 11
year period. For Pacific mackerel, '1958 was a stronger than average
year class, markedly stronger than either 1956 or 1957, but also
not as strong as the 1960 year class. For the anchovy, 1958 was a
weak year class, whereas 1959 was a strong one ~

Off the Oregon-Washington coast there is recruitment information
for three stocks. For all three coastal. stocks: Pacific Ocean
Perch, Dover sole and English sole, the 1958 and 1959 year classes
were below average in strength.

Nore historical data on stack dynamics is available from Canada due
to the early pioneering efforts of Retchen, Forrester- Alderdice
and Stevenson. Petrale sole, for which only a few years of data
are available, was the only demersal stock showing an increase in
recruitment during the 1958-59 El Wino. The 1958 and 1959 year
classes of halibut, POP, cod and rock sole were poor in this region.

Further to the north in the Gulf of Alaska, the 1958 year class was
strong for both halibut and POP, whereas 1959 resulted in moderate
to weak year classes.

The largest coll. ection of data on year class strengths for any
species exists for Pacific herring off Canada. Herring spawn in
the near cOaatal ZOne. Of 9 StOCkS, 5 had StrOng year Claaaee in
1959 and one had a strong 1958 year class. Of the three remaining
stocks, '195* and 1959 were moderate year classes, except for 1958
in the middle east stock, which was weak.

It is interesting to note that 1961 stands out in the above statis-
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tice for many stocks ~ For the 12 stocks not demonstrating strong
year classes from the 1958-59 El Nino event, 10 showed exceptionally
stronq year classes in 1961. According to McLain and Thomas �983!
this was a year of a deepened mixed layer and onshore and northward
transport that was apparently unrelated to disturbances in the
tropics.

Some discernable patterns exist in these data' For example, stocks
showing strong 1958 and/or 1959 year classes are those towards the
northern end of their geographi cal ranges. These stocks include
Petrale sole off Canada, and anchovy, sardine and Jack mackerel off
California. This pattern also is seen with POP and halibut in the
Gulf of Alaska, which had relatively strong 1958 and 1959 year
classes compared with stocks of these species further south off
Canada, Stocks at the southern end of their geoqraphical range
tended to have relatively poor recruitment of the 1958 and 1959
year classes! these include halibut, Dover sole, POP. English
sole, rock sole and cod from Oreqan to Canada. Either adults from
these stocks spawned north of their normal range, or eqg and larval
survival was poor in their normal resident habitats. Host of the
above stocks, possibly excluding Dover sole, have fairly narrow
temperature and salinity tolerance for survival of egqs and larvae,

Data for herring tend to conform to the above patterns Host herring
stocks off Canada exhibited unusually strong year classes in 1958
or 1959, and strong 1958 and 1959 year classes of herring also
appeared in the Gulf of Alaska. Favorite and HcLain �973! related
these strong year classes in the Gulf to warm water conditions. The
'1958 year class of herring in the eastern Bering Sea also was the
strongest in a 21 year time series  Wespestad 1982!. At the southern
end of the range of herring, off central California, catches declined
markedly durinq the early 1960's  Spratt 1981! indicatinq that
recruitment failures probably resulted from the 1958-59 El Nina and
later warming which occurred through '1961. Preliminary evidence
 J. Spratt, Calif. Dept. Fish and Game, Monterey, CA, pere. comm.!
indicates that the 1983 year c!ass of herring in central California
appears to be of moderate to weak strength, and 1984 may be a weak
year class. Whereas the other species considered above may be
relatively nomadic, spawninq within wat.er of certain characteristics,
herring may exhibit some location-specific homing behavior  Blaxter
and Hunter 1982!. Since herring eggs and larvae are eurythermal,
direct temperature impact on these stages may not have been the
critical factor.

Same preliminary data from research surveys for juvenile fishes of
several stocks are available to examine the effects of the 1982-83
El Nino. These data indicate that the 1983 and 1984 year classes of
sardine and Jack mackerel are strong but the 1983 and '1984 year
classes of Pacific mackerel and 1983 year class of anchovy are
moderate to poor  mais 1983a, 1983b!, Data from these same surveys
indicate that the '1983 El Nino resulted in a year class failure for
hake. Hayes  Northwest and Alaska Fisheries Center, Seattle, WA,
pere. comm.! reported an unusually high abundance of juveniles of
the 1983 year class of Pacific cod around Kodiak Island, Alaska.
lt still is tao early to determine strengths of the 1983 year
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classes of groundfash stocks off Canada  A, Tyler, Pacific Biological
Station, Nanaimo, B.C., pers ~ comm. ! .

Discussion

Rl Nino-like warming eve~ts appear to have significant effects on
production of some fish stocks via effects on early life stages.
Conditions that eggs and larvae encounter depend partly on the
response of spawning adults to warming and other environmental
changes. These responses range from adults being nomadic, either
miqrating with the advancing subtropical water mass or away from
it, to adults being sedentary, releasing eggs or larvae into ambient
conditions. Other variations on adult responses include homing
adults, deep living adults that may not detect pelagic conditions
that their larvae will encounter, and slowly migrating stocks.

The most important inluences of El Nino on early life stages are
warming, altered food production and changes in transport regimes.
We expect that the most significantly affected stocks are sedentary,
homing or slowly migrating ones; nomadic stocks are able to search
for better conditions  Sharp 1980>, Some stocks, such as herring,
seem able to overcome large natural changes ir local conditions by
their tolerance of chanqes in salinity and temperature, adaptations
to livinq in an environmentally variable coastal zone. We speculate
that populations of Oover sole and sablefish, reflecting their
ubiquitous distributions, are also tolerant of changes in environ-
mental conditions' However, like herring, they may be sensitive to
altered food production.

El Nino events appear to have disastrous effects on recruitment of
some stocks in some areas, especially those livinq near the southern
end of their geographical range, such as cod off the Canadian coasts
Cod eggs are stenothermal, and temperature increases of up to O' C
could be lethal. Cod eggs spawned in these waters may die, or
alternatively, adult cod migrate northward into cooler water to
spawn. Consequently, recruitment in southern areas would be low,
but recruitment could be higher in newly colonized areas' As we
noted earlier, the 1983 year class of cod around Kodiak Island
appears to be stronq. There also is some evidence for stronger year
classes from El Nino years in northern stocks of halibut and Pacific
Ocean perch.

Strong year classes of herring from several stocks off the Canadian
coast, in the Gulf of Alaska, and in the Bering Sea resulted from
the 1958-59 El 'Nino, whereas herring off the California coast seem
to have experienced year class failures. Several alternative
rationales exist. First, the 1958-59 El Nino off California resulted
in drastically reduced zooplankton abundance there  Bernal and
NcGowan 1981!. In contrast, northern areas, such as the Gulf of
Alaska had high levels of zooplankton biomass in 1958-59  Frost
1983!. Thus, warm water combined with increased production in
northern areas may have been beneficial to feeding and growth of
larvae in the northern part of their range. Second, herring might
have migrated northward to colonize more favorable nursery areas.
Third, the normal zugratory patterns of birds, some of which are
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important predators on herring eggs  Palsson 1984!, may have been
disrupted, resulting in lover predation pressure.

El Nino sometimes appears to be good for some subtropical stocks
spawning at the northern end of their range, such as sardine and
Jack mackerel off California during both 1958-59 and 1983 EL Ninos.
On the other hand, El Kino often, although not always, causes poor
year classes in anchovy. This same pattern is sometimes observed in
other areas of the world, for example, the 1972 El Nino resulted in
recruitment failure of Peruvian anchovetta, but that year was highly
successful for sardines  Csirke 1980! ~ During that year sardine
spawning expanded from the usual small area on the northern Peruvian
coast to include the entire coast  Santander 1980!. NacCaLL �979!
reported that the strong 1958 year class of sardine off California
resulted from higher than average spawning by stocks normally
living to the south' However, it appears that the 1983 El Nino
resulted in recruitment failures for both anchovy and sardine off
Peru  Anon. 1984!. Zn contrast, there are preliminary indications
that the 1983 year class of sardine off south Africa may be strong;
however, warm events do not always result in strong year classes of
sardines in the region  Shannon et al. 1984!. Santander   1984!
hypothesizes that El Kino is favorable for larvae of warm water and
offshore species such as mackerels, and is less favorable for
coastal species like anchovy.

Differences in recruitment strength of anchovy and sardine in the
same year may result from subtle differences in the spawning response
of adults to El Nina conditions or possibly from physio!.ogical
requirements of larvae ~ For example, Smith  '1981! states that the
NOrthern anChOVy can withetand Colder temperaturea than the PaCifiC
sardine. NacCaLL   1963! commented that the anchovy/sardine species
replacement off California probably was due to large scale environ-
mental influences, This is somewhat consistent with long-term
recruitment patterns for sardines in northern Japan. Kondo   1980!
notes that the warm water year 1972 was a year of anomalously good
recruitment for the Japanese sardine and also the mackerel. Off
Japan, sardine spawn in a region of the warm Kuroshio current
bordering the coastal water mass ~ Kondo hypothesized that in 1972,
larval sardines were able to colonize favorable inshore nursery
areas because the Kuroshio meandered northward and close to the
coast of Honshu. Conversely, he says that the collapse of the
sardine occurred in the 1940's probably was because the Kuroshio
was far offshore, and the colder Oyashio intruded into the coastal
areas. In these years sardine spawned offshore and larvae starved
under poor feeding conditions.

Representative of stock responses to environmental anomalies are
examples from the eastern North Atlantic, similar to the responses
we have noted off our own coast. These examples are from Cushing
�975, 1982!, and include observations that, in the North Sea,
recruitment of gadids, herring, and plaice, all at the southern end
of their range, increased during cooling periods and declined
during warming periods. However, in the colder waters off Iceland,
strong year classes of cod  at the northern end of its range!
appeared during warm years, as did strong year classes of cod and
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herring in Horway, Pilchards  sardines!, at the northern end of
their range in the Horth Sea, increased during warzu.ng years around
Britain, and mackerels declined during cooling years.

Environmental changes associated with El Hino have important conse-
quences for regional stocks; while for scientists El Hino provides
a rare opportunity to observe response to an extremity in the range
of environmental conditions experienced by marine fishes ~ Hany
authors have recently proposed conceptual models linking variability
in recruitment to environmental conditions, including such conditions
that occur during an Bl Kino event. For example, Cushing �975,
1982! attributes recruitment variations to large-scale changes in
the timing and magnitude of the production cycle. This is somewhat
similar to Lasker's   1975! hypothesis that food abundance and
quality, as influenced by environmental factors are critical to
larval survival. Skud �982! pointed out that stock abundance
responds to changes in the physical environment, but interspecific
interactions also need to be considered. The preceeding examples
deal more with temporal interactions of environmental events and
larval survival. Several other authors consider interactions on
spatial scales. For example, Walsh �978! proposed that changes in
fish abundance during El Wino events and other transient climatic
events are a result of spatial shifts in geographic patterns, or
latitudinal ecotones, and that marine communities engaged in these
shifts are responding to global oscillations in climate. On a
smaller scale, Iles and Sinclair   1982! hypothesized that larval
habitat size can restrict the size of stocks via survival of early
stagese parrish, et al.   1981! state that in the California Current,
appropriate spawning habitat is limiting, and that the apparent
dependence of spawning strategies upon regional transport character-
istics suggest that variations in recruitment of zmny species in
the California Current region result from surface drift anomalies.

In an insightful review, Sharp   1980! combines many of the above
ideas in a conceptual model that includes spatial and temporal
considerations. He hypothesizes that successful colonization  or
recruitment! depends on availability of suitable larval habitat.
Species restricted to reproducing in small home ranges are seriously
affected if the larval habitat area ceases to be appropriate,
whereas nomadic species have the advantage of colonizing areas
quickly. When suitable larval habitat boundaries shift due to
environmental conditions, either an increase or decrease in local
population size subsequently occurs. Therefore, larval distribution
as influenced by the oceanographic environment is the initial
condition and is mediated by adult migrations or by planktonic
transport of early life stages; successful larval colonization
occurs as a result of temperature and properties of community
structure and production within the habitat.

Sharp's �980! model is consistent with observations of recruitment
resulting from the 195B � 59 El Hino, as noted in the preceeding
discussion In e warming event, areas can be opened up for colon-
ization by nomadic subtropical stocks through an extension of their
spawning range. This assumes that. suitable larval habitat exists
poleward of their normal range  cf. walsh et al. 1980! . Subarctic
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Table 3. Partial list of fish and shellfish stocks currently
monitored for populaton abundance by region.

California Washington-Oregon Canada

Bering SeaGulf of Alaska Oceanics

Albacore
Bluefin tuna
Bonito
Yellowtail tuna
Skipjack tuna

stocks at the northern end of their range also benefit from warm
conditions because of an increase in physiologically suitable
larval habitat, which may include increased planktonic production.
Stocks at the southern end of their range have reduced recruitment
in those areas during warming. A test of this conceptual model of
El Nina effects on fish recruitment will be possible as information
on the 1983 year classes of fish stocks accumulate. For pelagic
stocks the effects of the recent El Nino will be known within a few
years; however, for most of the demersal species, indices of recruit-
ment may not be available for 3-8 years. Nevertheless much more
information should be available than ever before, with good infor-
mation on recruitment now accruing for 58 stocks in the northeastern
Pacific  Table 3!.

Throughout all of the above discussion we have stz'essed events and
conditions affecting adult spawning migrations and reproductive
physiology as well as transport and survival of ear1y life stages.

Sardine
Anchovy
Jack mackerel
Pacific mackerel
Herring
Ling cod
Chilipepper
Boccacio
Dungeness crab
Shrimp

Pacific cod
Halibut
Pacific Ocean perch
Flounder
Sablefish
Pollock
Atka mackerel
Herring
King crab
Sh rimp

Hake
Dover sole
English sole
Petrale sole
Halibut
Sablefish
Herring
Pacific Ocean perch
Ling cod
Yellowtail rockfish
Canary rockfish
Widow rockfish
Dungeness crab
Shrimp

Pacific cod
Pollock
Pacific Ocean perch
Halibut
Herring
Yellowfin sole
King crab
Tanner crab
Shrimp

Hez'ring
Pacific cod
Hock sole
English sole
Dover sole
Petrale sole
Halibut
Pacific Ocean perch
Ling cod
Sablefish



We emphasize these as initial conditions important in determining
the potential for particularly large ox small year classes, Sub-
sequent processes, notably predatory and other losses of juveniles,
can be expected to play occasionally important roles as interannually
varying modifiers of year class strength.
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El Nino 1983 in the Southern
California Bight

John A. McGowan
Scripps Institution of Oceanography

Introduction and Hackground

The population sizes of pelagic organisms vary greatly in both time
and space on a broad spectrum of scales. Hany oceanographers and
fishery biologists wish to understand the causes of these varia-
tions. It can be argued that much of the population variability is
primarily of biological origin. Experimental and theoretical
studies show that competitive contests can first favor one species,
then another, with only small changes in environmental or model
parameters, Predator-prey populations can be made to "cycle" in
both experiments and models, disease epidemics can cause popula-
tion crashes, and nutrient recycling within systems can be reallo-
cated in a variety of ways, including stochastically. Finally
man's activities such as overfishing can be evoked as a disturbance
which affects the entire ecosystem.

On the other hand there is also general agreement that variations
or heterogeneity in the physical environment can strongly influence
carrying capacities. Everything from small-scale physical turbu-
lence to global climatic shifts have been implicated in the
regulation of populations.

1 recognize the dangers of attempting to characterize a phenomenon
so complex as natural population variability in simplistic ways,
for such variations are, no doubt, due to multiple causes, some of
which may be independent. 6ut it is possible, by comparing popu-
lation and physical time series, to ask, ''To what degree are
population trends and physical trends related in time and space2n
and thereby, through statistical inference, get some appreciation
for the role of physics in natural population biology. Of course
lack of correlation could mean that the wrong phys ical parameters
have been measured, or the wrong scales are being compared, or it
could also mean that the state of the populations in question is
chiefly influenced by biological rather than physical processes.
Since this is the issue to be resolved, it is important that
serious attention be paid to the choice of properties to be mea-
sured and the time-space scales on which to measure them. There
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are additional reasons for wishing to know the degree to which
physical changes affect populations or communities, Such changes
may perturb the organization of the biological system in such a way
that diversity may be enhanced or even induce a new set of domi-
nance reiationships between populations  Holiing, 1973!.

Populations of marine organi sms general I y have spatial I y extensive
ranges, but within these there are large variations in abundance
in localized areas or patches  Haury et al., 1978!. Locally there
may be rapid growth, declines or even extinctions. While what
happens at these individual locales may be interesting, it is not
necessarily indicative of what is happening to the entire popula-
tion on the larger scale. One can therefore be misled in attempt-
ing to compare the results of a local  and often short-term! set
of measurements to a I arger-scale phenomenon such as E I NiBo .
Therefore even to describe population variability on something
near the "correct" scales, one should have a large, space-averaged,
time series of measurements to account for the problem introduced
by patchiness where such patches may be out of phase with one
another, Such a series is essential if the amplitude of the popu-
lation event is to be measured. This is genera>ly expressed as a
departure from, or an "anomaly" of, the long-term mean. Further
the frequency of the anomalies should be estimated if we wish to
compare them to environmental or c'Iimatic events which themselves
have characteristic frequencies and amplitudes. Both of these
objectives require temporally extensive sets of measurements.

Biologists seldom have such measurement programs or data available.
The large-scale population estimates from commercial fisheries
catches can be and have been used in this way  Gushing, 1982!, but
the results are always equi vocal because the response of fish
populations to disturbances or perturbations is slow due to their
long generation times and because man's interference, i.e. the
catch itself, is frequently a large, added source of mortality
that may obscure natural processes. Of the few appropriate time
series programs, the California Cooperative Fisheries Investiga-
tions in the California Current has provided a data set which can
be used for the study of the effects of the 1983 El Nillo on the
plankton of the Pacific coast of North America.

This time series of zooplankton, temperature, salinity and oxygen
began in 1949 and covered a large spatial domain at monthly inter-
vals until 1961, at which time the sampling frequency was reduced
to quarterly intervals. In 1969 the plan reverted to one of semi-
monthly coverage, but only every th i rd year  fig� . I! . In spite of
the changes in sampling frequency  due mainly to financial con-
straints!, the program has provided a time series for the study of
low-frequency biological events, as indicated by macrozooplankton,
and physical events as indicated by temperature, salinity and the
parameters that can be derived from them.

The data have been analyzed in this way  Bernal, 1979; Chelton,
1981; Bernal and IIcGowan, 1981; Cheiton et al., 1982!, and it is
evident that there are I arge-scale, Iow-frequency biological and
physical variations which are spatially coherent over the entire
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Figure 1. The Cal ifornia Cooperative Fisheries Investigations'
sampling scheme showing the most frequently sampled stations in
the four major subdivisions of the area. The Southern California
bight is within Area II and the circled station positions on line
90 are those used in this study, The inset shows the number of
months in a year that measurements were made at these stations
from 1951 to 1984.

current system. These biological and physical anomalies from the
long-term mean are highly intercorrelated in the low-frequency
part of the spectrum. Further, the spectrum appears to be very
red, that is, the low-frequency variability  and variance! is large
 Bernal, 1979j. One of the outstanding features of this time series
is the very large anomalies in all properties from mid-1957 through
1959: the "years of warming'' which coincided with a major equa-
torial Ei Nifio  fig . 2! .

The salient features of that event in California were: a signifi-
cant rise in sea level, anomalously high SST over large areas, a
depreSsion Of the thermOCline, a vaSt reduction in maCrozoOplanlc.ton
abundance and, nearshore, the widespread occurrence of some nekton,
normally found well to the south' off central Mexico  viz., Red
Crabs, p1 re c d ~!a 1 ~ s! � tte d 1 acs, 1660!.
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In the autumn of 1982 it was evident that monthly mean sea level at
San I!iego had increased signif icantIy above the Iong-term mean
 Fig. 3!, that there were "blobs" of water offshore where SST was
well above the long-term mean  fig . 4! and there was a very large
El NiPIo developing along the equator. In the next few months,
sea level continued to increase, the blobs began coalescing into
larger blobs  fig. 5!, the equatorial El h!IPIo intensified and
pelagic "red crabs," tuna, marlin and other warm-water fish,
normally found far to the south, began appearing nearshore off
southern California, In spite of all of these early warnings
which so resembled the 1957-59 California El NiPIo, it wasn't until
PIarch of 1983 that we managed to schedule a ship, obtain funds and
recruit help to study the rapidly developing event.



SCRIPPS PIER MONTHI Y IIIIEANS
Figure 3. Sea level at Scrlpps

pier. The 1982 and especially
1983 sea level was much higher
than the long-term mean. Sea
levels at Scripps pier are
correlated with offshore
steric heights, indicating a
much reduced southward com-
ponent to the transport
within the bight in 1983.
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Our tactics were to make a series of measurements on a line of
stations which had been very frequently occupied during the previ-
ous 30 years � ine 90, station 90.28 to 90.65, f ig. 1! . We mea-
sured the same properties  T, 5, Oz, macrozooplankton!, in the same
way as in the time series but added a suite of nutrients  NO3, NOz,
POA, Si03!, chlOrophyli a, and "phaeophytin" to the routine.
Other additional measurements such as net phytoplankton were also
done on some stations.

There have been 16 patterned CalCOFI cruises on which water column
chlorophyll and nutrients have been measured as a matter of routine
on line 90. These are too few to ''establish" a long-term mean from
which creditable anomalies may be derived analyzed and compared to
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However, the question arises as to the degree to which measurements
taken at these nine locales are representative of the larger system.
The mean zooplankton volume  all months, n=140! from stations 90.28
through 90.65  n=9! is 191.2 mI/1000 m', while that of Area II
 fig� . I! is 205.9  n=l 40, mean stations per month, n=47! . The
correlation coefficient, 0.86, is highly significant I''g. 6! .
Thus, in this case, the mean zooplankton abundance on line 90
 stas, 90,28 through 90,65! and the month-to-month variations in
that mean are good indices of zooplankton variability throughout
the Southern California "Bight''  Area II! . No such comparisons
have been done for the other properties, but there are good reasons
to assume that variables such as T, S, and nutricline depth are
much more spatially coherent  i.e. less patchy! than zooplankton
and therefore that our line 90 data are representative of a larger
area, Ten-meter temperature anomalies From the mean on line 90
stations seem very similar irI amplitude and frequency  by visual
inspection! to those of the bight  Area II! in general  CalCOFI
Atlas No, I, 1963; Chelton et al., 1982! .



those of other properties. However, since these are the only back-
ground, non-El Nfno data available, they will serve as the "histor-
ical" basis for chlorophyll and nutrient averages to which our Ef
Nino data is compared. We do not, of course, know, nor can we now
determine the degree to which va riations in integrated water column
chlorophyll concentration or nutrient patterns, as measured on line
90, are indicative of the rest of the bight. There are strong
reasons to believe, from remote-sensing studies, that in normal
years part of this area has generally lower "surface" chlorophyll
concentrations than more offshore areas, but the entire southern
California sector of the California Current is quite heterogeneous
and on a broad spectrum of scales  Pel fez-Hudfet, 1984! .

The following is a summary description of events in the California
Current during the spring, fall and early winter of 1983 as deter-
mined by data collected at nine stations on Ca!COFI fine 90. It is
not the full story of the present El Nino because at the time of
writing the bio-physical system has not yet returned to its "normal"
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Figure 4. Sea surface tempera-
ture anoma I i es   in F! for I 6
to 31 Oct. 1982 showing
patches or biobs of anoma-
lously warm  by 2 F! surface
water, both nearshore and
offshore.

Figure 5. Sea surface tempera-
ture anomal ies for the second
hal f of Jan. 1983, three
months after F ig. 4. Much of
the California Current sur-
face water is now anomalously
warm by 2 F, and nearshore in
the south and north +4 or
even +6' anomalies were
present.
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Figure 6. The mean monthly biomass from stations 90.28 through
90.65  n=9! from the years 1950 through 1983 as a function of the
mean monthly biomass of Area I I  as shown in Fig. 1! . The regres-
sion line departs significantly from a slope of zero. Units on
axes are natural logarithms of the biomass in ml/1000 m

Findings

By early March of 1983 sea surface temperarure  SST! in the South-
ern Cal ifornia bight was systematically wei I above the long-term
seasonal mean, especially nearshore  fig. 7!. But this warming was
even more spectacular in the subsurface waters where anomal ies of
4'C occurred at depths of 50 m or more  fig. 7!. The normal ther-
mocl ine was depressed, and the nearshore  but not offshore! T-S
curves departed very much from normal  fig, 8!. By late March the
thermocl ine was depressed along the entire section from the coast
seaward 300 km  and no doubt farther! wi th 4 C anorral ies at 70 m
offshore, a core of water 8 to 10 standard deviations above the
mean at depths of more than 100 m  f ig. 9! . By now the T-S curves
departed from normal almost everywhere, and i t seemed evident that
the area was flooded wi th a large intrusion of anomalously warm but
anomalously fresh water, i.e., there were significant negative
sal inity anomaiies both offshore and nearshore  fig. 10! . Simpson
�984! has attributed these changes in structure to a displacement
shoreward of low-sal ini ty water masses more typical I y found 600 km
or so offshore. Whi le this does exp]a in the deepened thermocl ine
and negative salinity anomaly, this offshore water is thought to
originate from the Subarctic or Transition Zone  Sverdrup et al.,
1942; Dodimead et al., 1963; Reid et al., 1958! . If so, then those
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state. A more complete description including a relaxation phase is
necessary before an analysis of this great natural ecological exper-
iment can yield substantial insight into how a perturbation of this
kind affects the state of the biological system and how, and if the
system returns to its former state.
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Figure 8. Nearshore  90.37! and offshore  90.60! T-S diagrams from
Feb,-Har. data as compared to the historicai �0-yr! mean.

areas must have been anomalously warm as well. This strongly im-
plies that El hlifio '83- is very different from El IiiI30 '57-'59I
because during that event both temperatures and salinities were
anomal ousl y high   fig . 2! .

Although these physical changes were very cfear and large, the bio-
logical response, at this time, was quite modest. The departures
From the historical norms in the shape and depth of the nutricline,
chlorophyll and phaeophytin maxima were not great and probably not
significant. The spring nutricllne normaIly is at depths of about
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section, line 90 for 17-19
Mar, 1983.

9b. Temperature anom-
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50 m in the offshore sector and tilts upward to depths of less than
20 m very nearshore. But in larch-April 1983 it had deepened con-
siderably  >80 m! offshore while still retaining an onshore upward
slope  fig, 11! . In spite of this structural change, plant abun-
dance was not greatly altered.

Spring chlorophyll in the upper layers  �0 m! is normally high
very near the coast and there is a strong secondary offshore maxi-
mum  fig. 12 and Pelaez-Hudlet, 1984!. In Narch-April of 1983 the
nearshore pattern was normal, but offshore  !90 km! the offshore
maximum had all but disappeared.

The long-term �949-1984! series of macrozooplankton data from line
90 shows that a clear seasonal increase does not begin until April
but is quite strong by Nay  fig. 13! . Presumably such a "bloom" of
macrozooplankton  00 !jm! would depend on the primary productivity
of the previous few months. Zooplankton biomass for 1983 was well
below the long-term monthly means for the area and significantly
less than the long-term monthly medians  fig. 13! . While the non-
seasonal anomalies were negative, they were not the lowest values
recorded for the spring months.

By August 1983 there was a very strong biologicai signal. The
nutricline was quite deep everywhere and sloped downward from a
depth of 75 m nearshore in a very unusua'I pattern as compared to
that of previous years  fig. 14! . The spatial patterns and charac-
teristic c large-scale features of plant biomass were very different
from those of the more normal years. The expected summer pattern,
based on about 20 spatially extensive sampling grids  CalCOFI
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Thus although the spring physical signals were strongly indicative
of rather large changes which appeared to be due to intrusions of
structurally different water masses, the biological response, while
evident, was not great. This, however, changed dramatically by
late suIT6IIer.
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cruises! and an extensive satel I ite, remote-sensing study  Peiaez-
Hudlet, 1984; Guan et al ., I985!, i s the presence of a narrow band
very nearshore, high in surface chlorophyll, typical ly about 1 to
2 mg/m' and 10 to 15 km in width, a second zone about 100 km wide
wi th low surface values of about 0.25 to 0,5 mg/m and then a broad
offshore maximum about 100 km wide wi th sun face values similar to
those of the narrow, coastal strip. Beneath this coastal, surface
feature is a wider, subsurface maximum. The broad offshore surface
feature has a subsurface secondary maximum. Both the surface and
subsurface maxima are spatially separated by an ol igotrophic zone
 fig. 15! . During the summer of 1983 this picture was greatly
al tered. Surface values of chlorophyl } were very low everywhere
 �.16 mg/m ! on 1 ine 90, but the subsurface maximum persi sted.
This maximum, however, was deeper than normal and coincided with
the top of the nutricline, Judging from our monthly series cf mea-
surements, this transition from the early spring  Harch! situation
to that of midsummer  August! was not gradual but happened rather
suddenly sometime in July. Thus the broad offshore band that occu-
pies most of the photic zone and is so evident in both maps and
satellite pictures from normal years disappeared in the summer of
1983 and was replaced by a deep, subsurface maximum that extended
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over most of the section. This situation persisted until  at
least! December 1983  fig. 16! . This biolobical "response" lagged
far behind the original physical signals but developed rapidly once
some critical point was reached.

By late summer the pycnocline and nutricline depth, gradient and
slope became "stuck" in the August position, and the chlorophyll
and zooplankton patterns followed suit, There were very few
changes in any of these properties for the next four months, a
season when we normally expect a shift to winter conditions.

Discussion

This is a brief account of the onset of E I Niilo in the Southern
Cal ifornia bight as observed from a single, rather short, line of
stations. Although we have evidence that variations in properties
measured at these stations are representative of a much larger
area, the lack of greater spatial coverage is clearly a disadvan-
tage. We do not, of course, have much evidence for the coherence
of our line 90 data with the California Current north of Pt.
Conception or south of Pta. Descanso, Baja California. But it is
clear from a large number of sources that this El NiBo was wide-
spread along the entire Pacific coast of North America, that it
had a very large spatial component.

Beginnilng In January of 1984 seven spatially extensive CaICQFI
cruises  SIO Refs. 84-18, 84-23, 84-25, 84-30, 1984; SIO Ref, 85-1,
1985! were done, and in 1985 a new quarterly time series on lines
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By midsummer the macrozooplankton biomass was greatly reduced.
There was a depression of the normal summer bloom  fig. 13! and the
offshore maximum  Bernal and McGowan, 1982!, that coincides so well
with the offshore chlorophyll high, was totally missing  fig. 17!.
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Figure 13. The long-term �950-1984! seasonal abundance of macro-
zooplankton averaged over line 90  90.25 to 90.65! in mi/1000 m
Each point represents the mean of five to nine stations on line
90 in a particular year. The solid line connects the monthly
medians  open circles! . The dashed line connects the monthly
means  open triangles! . Arrows point to the overall median �32!
and mean �86! . The 1983 and 1984 data are marked by squares.
Vertical bars show the 954 confidence limits of the median.

77, 80, 83, 87, 90, and 93 was begun. These cruises should provide
the data necessary to describe the relaxation phase of El Nitio and
a return to normal conditions in the California Current. Taken
together with the 1983 results, described here, we should have a
set of data and samples which will allow an analysis of the effects
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of a major perturbation on a large, complex but wel I known  or at
least wel 1 measured! pelagic ecosystem. Episodic ''perturbations"
are thought to be one of the ma in organizing forces for ecosystems
 Hol I ing, 1973; Hay, 1976; Paine and Levin, 1981!, but there i s
very little observational information on this subject or even spec-
ulation on the magnitude and direction of perturbation necessary to
cause a reorganization or reorientation of the system. The 1984
and 1985 data have not as yet been analyzed to the degree necessary
for use in such a study but should be helpful in testing these
theoretical expectations.

The main attributes of El Nino 1983 were a pronounced deepening of
the thermocline, the timing of which differed inshore and offshore,
accompanied by  or preceded by! a significant warming of the mixed
layer. While it is tempting to attribute this to an intensifica-
tion of water transport from the south, the presence of water of
anomalously low salinity throughout our section, and presumably the
entire bight, argues against this. Simpson �984! has suggested
that this relatively fresh water nea rshore i ndicates an onshore
intrusion of the offshore California Current low-salinity "core."
One might have expected to see the larger nutrient loads and plant
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and animal biomass normally associated with such water �ernaI and
HcGowan, 1981; Chelton et al., 1982!. However, this did not occur;
instead, all nutrient concentrations were extremely low in the
euphotic zone, the plant biomass was spatially redistributed and
zooplankton biomass reached record lows for the 30-year history of
measu rement. If intrusions, transport and/or advection of waters
normally found well to the south or west was responsible for these
changes, then their Flora and fauna, especially their plankton,
should give us some hint of this, since southern water and western
water do dif'fer in species list and relative abundances. If, on
the other hand, the west coast CI IIIFlo was primarily an in situ
phenomenon  i.e. local heat exchange problem!, then we should
expect little or no change in the planktonic biota. The local
indigenous species may have decreased, increased, changed domi-
nance structure or undergone other in situ changes due entirely to
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from 1983 are shown as x and their range stippled� . The dashed
line connects the station medians.

local forcing . On the other hand, intrusions of exotic water from
the south or west should bring planktonic flora and fauna which are
also exotic, The invasions of the bight by tuna, marlin and ot.her
warm-water fish are uncertain indicators of such water movement
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because of the great mobility and relatively sophisticated
behavior of these and other nekton.

Since Sector Il of the California Current normally has a mixed
fauna with northern, southern and western species present, the
determination of an intrusion by use of indicator species will
depend on our ability to detect a significant change in propor-
tionss. Although this may be difficult, it is an important point .
The issues are twofold: whether or not there was an intrusion,
and whether the disturbance or perturbation forced a change in
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local biolog ical "state variables''  Hol I ing, 1973! or merely repre-
sents a shift in biogeographical species boundaries that might
accompany an intrusion.
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Response of the Zooplankton and
Ichthyoplankton Off Oregon to the
El Wino Event of 1983

Charles B. Miller, Harold P. Batchel<ler,
Richard D. Brodeur, and William  :. Vearcy
OregOn State Uil i Ver 8 i ty

While tl>ere were some upwel 1 ing-favorabl e winds during 1983,
did not dig through the lens of warrrr water, except for a
e event in mid-August. Typi cal summer sea surface

0ratures in this most inshore zone of f Oregon are 7 to 11 C,
sotherms usually ti lt sharply upward. In 1983 temperatures

o aconsistently above 12 C, and they went to almost 18 C in
Isotherms lay almost flat across the inner shelf throughout

eason, except in the brief Augus. upwelling.

tney
singl
tempe
and i
were
Jul y.
the s

When there is strong upwel'iin over the Oregon shelf, the
peak of clrloraphyll concentration is located at the surface and is
displaced offshore of 10 km, the usual location o: the "upwelling
front". When it is not upwelling, there is usually a subsurface
chloroplryl 1 maximum at 10 to 25 m deptlr extending right to shore.
In 1983 the non-upwel ling pattern of clrlorophyl 1 distribution was
found throughout the summer, except for the few days in August
when some upwelling did occur. On that occasiorr there was a
remarkably rapid shift of the plant pigment di stribution .o the
upwelli ng pattern.

Zooplankton of the Oregon shelf shif: in a regular way with
the changing seasons. Californian farms appear in fall, carried
nor h by the Davidson Current, and they persist as the daminants
through the winter. They are replaced by northern species after
the spring transi tion to nortlr winds and southwarri flaw. Copepods

I85

Well before our first observations in April 1983, a thick
lens of warmer than usual water 1 ay over tire Oregon shel f and
slope out more than 100 nauti cal mi 1 es. T!ri s was a northern
manifestation of the Fl Nino of 1982-1983, as reported in his
volume generally. In response to tire even. we undertook some
zooplankton sampling from a 35 foot boat at a traditional se. of
stations: I, 3, 5, and 10 nautical mi les fronr slrore at Newport. We
did CTD 1 awerings, 5-depth ch1 aroplryl I casts, and two net taws.
Tows were oblique from near the bottom to rhe surface at each
station wi th 1 ! a I/4 m square net oi 202 urs mesh, and 2! a 70 cm
ring net of 333 um mesh.



dominate the assemblages of all seasons . The southern
representatives in usual order of importance are Ctenocal anus
vanus, Paracalanus jyarvush several species of Clausoca'lanus, and a
long list of others. Notthetn species are Pseudocalanus sp.,
At t 1 1, A ti ~li 1, ditz a* hd 1*11.
Typically the winter species disappear altogether during the
s uaaae r.

During 1983 the overall density of zooplankton over the shel f
in spring and summer was low, about 3OX of that in non-El Nino
years. Usual water column avetages for abundance of al l copepods
are 10 to 10 per cubic meter. In 1983 they stayed close to the
lowet figure. In April of 1983 at both inshore   1 n.mi ! and
offshore stations �0 n.mi.! the fauna was dominated by soutnern
species. This is typical of all Apri ls. By ANay we expect some
transition to northern species, but in Nay 1983 it did not happen
to any significant degree, In June there was a partial transition
to the usual summer fauna, but the winter species, particularly
Paracal anus ~arvus were still abundantly present, and they were
numerically dominant inshore. This southern species remained the
dominant form through July, but it shared ptofafnence with anothet
southern fotm, Acartia tones. Acartia tonsa is carried into the
Oregun area in OCCaaiOnal Wintera, and in Some summetSh inCluding
1983, it develops a large local stock. It had also done so in
1969, which was not a particularly watfa year and had about average
upwelling intensity. Population density of Acartia tonsa was a
record high in 1983.

A more typical summer zooplankton dofainated by Pseudocal anus
sp. developed duting August 1983 at the offshore end of the
transect. However, southern species continued to do very well at
the inshore stations with dominance by P. jyarvus and A. tonsa. In
addition there was an unusually great density of Noctiluca sp.
during August- This large, predatoty dinoflagellate appears in
September and October of most years in small numbers, although
they can be an important faunal component in the coastal
estuaries. Our sampling ended in mid-September, when there were
huge numbers of Noctiluca sp. inshore, and the usual summer and
usual winter copepods shared dominance both inshore and offshore.
The prolonged persistence and recurring dominance of the
zooplankton by winter species through the whole summer and into
fall has not been seen before the El Nina year of 1983.

Our coarse mesh samples were examined for euphausiids and
11fih.Tht *y f~Nt h~1]
previously recorded no farther notth than central California. Late
larval, juvenile, and adult stages all were present. The relative
h d f~T1 a~si if*, th* Id 1 t,

euphadsiid off Oregon, was lower than in faust yeats.

Richardson and Pearcy�977, Fishery Bulletin 75. 
5-145!
have shown that there are inehdyre  inside 15 to 20 nm! and
offshore  beyond 15 nm! groups among the fish 'larvae commonly
found ovet the Oregon shelf. In 1983 the larvae found inshore
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belonged predominantly to the usual offshore group. In
particular, there was vety early and very heavy spawning of the
Naggy,~Eall d*.lt add ll la ~ *
present in high numbets in ApriJ off Newpott, Anchovy usually
spawn in mid-August, and the bulk of them spawn offshore in the
Columbia River plume Almost certainly the warm conditions of
l983 triggered a much earlier spawning than is usual. Most
inshore 1 arval fish in most yeats are species of the family
Osmeridae. Larvae of those species were virtually absent from
stations along our ttansect.



Effects of the 1983 El Nino on Coastal Nekton
Off Oregon and Washington

W. Pearcy, J. Fisher, R. Brodettr, artd S. Johnson
Oregon State  Jniversity

Introduction

The 1982-83 E! Nino event in the northeastern Pacific has been
associated with significant changes in sea temperatures, vertical
thermal structure, coastal currents and upwelling  this volume!.
Such physical changes may affect the species compositian, abundance
or availability of fishes and other nektonic aninials in a variety
of ways: e.g.,

1! passive advection of water and animals and active migration
of nekton, resulting in changes i n species compositi on;

2! changes in the vertical distribution of species in response
to warm surface waters that result in low availability near
the surface, movement offshore into deeper water, or modi-
fied migration patterns;

3! decreased productivity or availability of prey, and concam-
ittant adverse effects an growth, reproduction or survival;
and

4! changes in inshore-offshore environmental gradients and
frontal structure that concentrate fishes in narrow bands
where predation or competition may be intensified.

Such responses of nekton have been described off Peru during the
1982-83 El Nino event  Barber and Chavez, 1983!. Similar effects
either occurred or were anticipated along the west coast of North
America. This paper evaluates possible effects of the recent El
Ni no on distributions and abundances of fishes and other nekton
along the coast of Oregon and Washington. Our observations are
based on collections of unusual animals, systematic purse seining
and commercial landings.

methods

Our observations came from several sources. In early T983, we
initiated "Fish Watch '83" to alert fishermen and residents along
the coast to the possible occurrence af unusual animals in the
coastal ocean and to encourage the collection, preservation and
return of animals to university or state personnel. Publicity
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stimulated by this program, by the subsequent discoveries of rare
animals, and by the E1 Nina event in general resulted in more re-
ports than in previous years. The degree that this public aware-
ness increased the number of reports, and hence biased our results,
is unknown. However the news media publicity on El Nino subsided
months after waning of the major physical effects, maki ng 1984 a
better "control" year than 1981 or 1982.

Data on the commercial landings were provided ta the Oregon Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife and the Pacific Fishery Management Coun-
cil.

Table 1. SunInary af sampling by cruise fram 1979 to 1984. Number
of sets includes only quantitative, round hauls taken
within 56 km of the coast,

Latitudi na1  'N!
Range SampledYear Dates of Cruise Number of Sets

46'20'-43'18'

46'20'-44'30'

June 18-29

June 20-28

1979 49

1980 33

46 35'-44'30'
46'35'-43 11'
46'35'-44'25'
46'35'-43 11'

May 16-25
June 9-19
July 9-19
August 8-19

1981 63
67
71
66

48'20'-44'00'
47 20'-44'20'
47'20'-44 20'

May 19-June 2
June 7-22
Sept. 4-14

1982 62
56
40

48'20'-44'20'
48'20'-43'00'
48'20'-43'28'

57
58
52

May 16-27
June 9-27
Sept. 15-24

1983

48'20'-43 28'
48'00'-44 00'
48 20'-44'00'

June 6-20
July 19-30
Sept. 1-15

66
40
63

1984
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Our purse seining for juvenile salmonids during the summer months
of 1979-1984 provided samples of nektoni c animals in surface waters
off Oregon and Washington. The purse sei nes were large �75-495 m
long! and fished to a depth of 30 to 55 m. All seines had 32-mm
 stretch! mesh. A summary of the number and location of the 843
round haul sets along inshore-offshore transects, from the 37-m
contour ta 46 km offshore, is given in Table l. Only June cruises
were campleted aff Oregon in 1979 and 1980. In subsequent years,
three or four cruises were made in different months  see Pearcy,
1984j. Cruises extended fram Cape Flattery off northern Washington
south to Yachats or Coos Bay, Oregon in 1982, 1983 and 1984. All
nekton were identified and samples were preserved for speci es veri-
fication and laboratory analyses.



Results

Range extensions and rare species

Northern range extensions were reported by Fish Watch '83 for four
species of fishes  Table 2!. None of these speci es was previously
known to occur north of California  Eschmeyer et al., 1983!. The
finescal e triggerfi sh and California lizardfish were reported even
farther to the north, to Willapa Bay and Puget Sound respective'ly,
after they were collected in Oregon  Schroener and Fluharty, this
volume!. Not included in Table 2 are northern records of the
mollusk the sea hare  ~A1 sia eel tforn  ca! taken off the Yaq ~ ina
Bay jetty an October 14 and 19, 1983.

Four other species are 1isted in Table 2 as "rare occurrences" off
Oregon. Although they have been reported in waters off or to the
north of Oregon in previous years, these fishes are usually un-
common north of Ca'lifornia  Eschmeyer et alen 1983!.

Some of these occurrences  i.eA n Larval and juvenile California
tonguefish, small California 1izardfish and sea hare! were probably
advected to the north by the intensified California Countercurrent
 McLain, 1984; Huyer and Smith, in press! as pelagic eggs or lar-
vae. With the exception of the yel lowtail, none of these species
listed in Table 2 is noted for long, swift migrations, and most are
associated with the sea floor.

During 1983-84 about half of the animals reported to us were known
from the ocean aff Oregon, though sometimes uncommon near the coast
 e.g.. the brown cat shark ~A risturus brunneus, smalleye squaretall
~Tetra onurus cuuierl, white croaker Gen onemus lineatus!. flittl the
exception of a pilatfish  Naucrates ductor caught aff Oregon dur-
ing the su!!I !er of 1984  C. E. Bond, pers. cans .!, there were no
reports of rare fishes later than January 1984 despite the continu-
ing wide publicity that EL Nino received in this year.

Purse seine catches

The rank order of abundances  ROA! of the 10 most common species in
the purse seine catches for June 1979-1984  Table 3! shows same
interesting trends. Pacific mackerel  Scomber ~a onicus!, followed
by jack mackerel  Trachurus ~s wnett'icus~were the two most abun-
dant species in 1983 and 1984. With the exception of 1982, when
jack mackerel ranked 8th, neither species ranked in the top ten
species caught duri ng June of other years. Jack mackerel occurred
in low numbers during August 1981, June and September 1982, and May
and September 1983. Only two Pacific mackerel were captured, both
in June 1982, on the nine cruises before 1983. Pacific mackerel
were also common in Igtay of 1983 when they ranked second in overall
abundance, and a few were caught in September 1983.

Other speci es showed marked changes in ROA', 1979-84 . The rank of
spiny dogfish  ~S ua!us acanthtas! increased from ninth and tenth in
1919 and 1980 to third in 1983 and 1984. ~Loll o ~o atnscens, the
market squid, on the other hand, ranked first in abundance in purse
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Table 3. Rank order of abundance of nekton in purse seine catches
during June cruises, 1979-1984 .

!9841983!982198119801979

PAC. MACK. PAC. MACK.

JACK MACK. JACK MACK.

LOLIGOLOLIGOLOL I GO LOL I GO

COHOSEBASTES SEBASTESCOHO

DOGFISH DOGFISHSEBASTES HERRING COHO HAKE

COHO COHOSABI EFISHHERRING COHO DOGFISH

HERRING ANCHOVY LOLIGOCHINOOK ANCHOVY DOGFISH

WOLF EEL CHINOOK ANCHOVY CHINOOK

HERRING

CHINOOK LOL I GO

HERRINGCH I NOOKSTEELHEAD SAURY CHUM

HAKEDSMERIDS KELP GREENL ING JACK MACK. CHINOOKCHUM

SEBASTES OSMERIDS ANCHOVYDOGFISH STEELHEAD CHUM

OSMERIDS DOGFISH STEELHEAO SEBASTES SFBASTESSOCKEYE

seine catches in 1979, 1980, 1981 and 1982, but dropped to sixth
and fifth in 1983 and 1984, respectively. Juvenile rockfishes
 Sebastes spp.! also decreased in ROA during this period, They
ranked second or third in 1979-81 and ninth or tenth in }982-84.

Pacific butterfish !~Pe rilus simillimus!, thougtl not abundant, also
appeared to be more cormnon in 1983-84 than 1981-82. The Pacific
sardine  ~Sardino s ~sa as! was caught twice, both in 1984. tt was
once abundant off Oregon, but in recent years the sardine has only
been common from California southward.
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The total numbers of several species caught in quantitative purse
seine sets from all cruises 1981-1984 are shown in Table 4.  Note
that the total number of collections is not equal, and catch per
set was not estimated.! Pacific mackerel, the most common species
in 1983 and 1984, were caught in 1 arger numbers in 1984 than 1983 .
Jack mackerel were also more common in 1984 than 1983. The large
catches of these two species of mackerel in !984 after return to
near-normal conditions are evidence for a shift in distribution of
some species that persisted after the 1983 El Nino. Whether these
nektOniC fiSheS returned tO Oregan-WaShingtan wai,erS after retreat-
ing to the south in the winter of 1983-84 or whether they stayed in
waters off the Pacific Northwest is unknown. Squid fishermen off
Oregon reported many schools of fishes on echosounders in the
spring of 1983 that they believed were mackerel, suggesting that
mackerel may have resided here through the winter.



Table 4.  A! Total numbers of some species of fishes in purse
seine catches and  8! landings of some fishes in Oregon;
1981-1984.

1981 1982 1983 1984

�67! �58! �67! �69!A. ~Total Ca ~ ht  No. Sets!

Juvenile Salmonids-
June only

Frequency of Occurrence  $!
Coho - Catch per set

69 75
8.8 15.7

48 75
3.9 3.2

B. Ore on Landin s ounds

Pacific bonito
Pacific and Jack mackerel
Skipjack tuna6
Albacore  x10 !

0 0 1 462 0
26 83 18,253 6,761

0 290 18 0
7.2 1-9 3 ~ 4 1.6

Me received reportS that species normally found in warm, offshore
waters in the su incr, such as the ocean sunfish  Id ola mola!, were
comnon in inshore waters during the summer of 198~3Schoener and
Fluharty, this volume!. We therefore expected these offshore spe-
cies to be more numerous in our catches in the summer of 1983 in
absence of cool, upwelied waters along the coast. With the excep-
tion of Pacific saury  Cololabi s sai ra! which was taken in large
numbers in 1983, such a trend was not apparent from our limited
purse sei ne catches of other speci es. Ocean sunfish, thresher
shark  ~A o ias ~ru  inus! and blue shark  Prionace glauca! showed no
obvious increase in our catches in 1983.

Pacific whiting  Neriuccius !troductusl were less common and oc-
curred less frequently in purse seine catches in 1983 than other
years. This species is commonly associated with waters at the edge
of the continental shelf but intrudes into shallower, nearshore
waters. It also migrates toward the surface at night. Warm sur-
face waters may have restricted its shallow-water incursions and
made them less available to our purse seining in the upper 50 m in
1983 than other years.
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Pacific mackerel
Jack mackerel
Pacific butterfish
Pacific sa~d~ne
Blue shark
Thresher shark
Ocean sunfish
Pacific saury
Pacific whiting

0 2 11,037
8 110 1,764
0 1 7
0 0 0

14 4 9
0 2 0
3 5 7

130 2 1194
155 1268 41

18,427
3,818

12
5
9
2

13
240
748



Table 5. Comparison of purse seine catches of gelatinous macro-
zooplankton from 1982 and 1983. All data expressed as
percent frequency of occurrence  J. Shenker, unpublished
data!.

1983
�68 sets!

1982
�61 sets!

Species

SCYPHOMEDUSAE
Aurelia aurita
~Chv sacra fuscesens
~Canes ~ca i11ata/

22.6
30.3

6.2
53.4

36.950.9

HYDROMEDUSAE
Aecluorea victoria
Other  mostly Eutonina indicans

and Yel lela yell el a!

26.159. 6

1.214.9

CTENQPHORA
Beroe spp. and Pleurobrachia spp. ]..86.8

5 ALP IDAE
~Sal a fusiformis 7.4

30 ' 9~Thet s ~va ina

HETEROPQDA
Caranaria ~a onica 8.9

"No distinction was made between these two species in the field.

Commerci al 1 andi ngs

Data from ccmmercial landings in Oregon also indicate distincr,
changes in the relative abundance or availability of some species
 Table 4!. No Pacific bonito  Sarda chiliensis! were reported in
the landinps of 1981 and 1982, out 66~3ku 1,462 pounds! were
landed in 1983. Mcckerel, including both Pacific and pack mack-
erel, were much more numerous in 1983 than 1981 or 1982 landings.
Mackerel were dtl so common in 1984 landings. Albdcore  Thunnus
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Purse seine cdftches of gelatinous zooplankton were noted in 1982
and 1983. Table 5 shows that the scyphomedusa Aurelia aurita, the
snip ~Thet s ~va ina and the heteropod Cararaiia ~a onica occurred
more frequently in 1983 than 1982. nedusae such as ~Chr agora
fuscesens and ~Ae uorea victoria. on the other hand. occurred mote
often in 1982 than 1983. Literally tOns of these medusae were
caught in purse seine sets before 1983 when dense concentrations
occurred close to shore  Shenker, 1984!.



~alalun ~ ! were not landed in large numbers in tlregon in 1933 de-
spite the warm wat.er temperatures close to shore. High catches of
albacore are known ta occur along the offshore boundaries of ther-
mal and color fronts or "edges" produced by coastal upwelling
 Laurs et al., 1984!. Because of the absence of cold upwel led
water, such fronts were thought to be poorly developed in 1983. A
few skigjack tuna !~goth nnus pe!amis! were caught off Oregon in
1983. The larger landings in 1982 were presumably caught in warm
waters far south of Oregon  L. Hreha, pers. crim!.!.

One species of rockfish, Sebastes rufus, appeared to increase in
bottom trawl catches in 1983 compared to other years. This species
comprised 2.3'L of the weight of rockfish caught in bottam trawls
fram Gape Perpetua to Cape Blanco fran April-December 1983 but was
not reported in the catches in either 1981 and 1982. During April-
July 1984 it camprised 0.1% of the catch compared to 3.0% for the
Same period in 1983, SuggeSting that it waS mOSt common in the 1983
El Nino year.

Salmon

Juvenile salmon. Juvenile salmon were less common in nearshore
waters off Oregon and Washington during the suiim!er of 1983 then
previ ous sum!ers. The frequency of occurrence of juvenile salmon-
ids in purse seine catches was lower in June and September 1983
than any of the previous ten cruises, and the average catch per set
of juvenile coho salmon, the most abundant species in our catches,
was lower during June 1983 than during June 1981 or 1982 fram
Willapa Bay to Alsea Bay, but it was slightly higher than the aver-
age catch per set in June 1984  Table 4; Pearcy, 1984!. The aver-
age catch per set in September 1983 was the lowest found for any
prior cruise, 1979-1982  Table 5 in Pearcy, 1984!.

Chung �985! found higher purse seine catches of juvenile coho
salmon farther inshore and io the north in June 1983, when upwell-
ing was weak and sea surface temperatures were elevated, than in
June 1982, when upwel ling dnd offshore Ekman transport were more
pronounCed. Major differences in sea surface temperatures and
surface chlorophyll concentrations are illustrated for June 1982
and 1983 in Figure 1. North-south distributions of Juvenile coho
in September 1982 resembled those of June 1983. 1n September 1983,
catches were very low along the coasts of Oregon and Washington,
except for the northern-most stations off Cape Flattery, Washington
where large catches were made. Juvenile coho salmon occupied
waters that were several degrees warmer in May and June of 1983
than 1982. The relationship between catch per set and temperature
wgjs similar, however, in September 1982 and 1983  Chung, 1985!.

The lower catches of juvenile coho in 1983 than in 1979-82 could
reflect. differences in numbers of smolts migrating to sea, or thei r
mortality or availability. Numbers of yearling coho smolts re-
leased by hatcheri es in the Columbia River tend along the Oregon
coast have remai ned fairly constant since 1979. Total smolts re-
leased in these regi ons  yearling plus age 0 ! were about 15k lower
in 1983 than 1982  Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife, 1985!,
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Figure 1. Contours of surface temperature and cholorphyll, June
1982 and 1983.  Note expansion of horizontal scale.!
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not tiearly enough to explain the four-fold decrease in Juvenile
coho caught in 1983. The fact that 1983 catches of juvenile coho
were highest off southern Washington in June and northern Washing-
ton in September may be an indication of northward movement out of
our sampling area. Northward migrations of Juvenile coho salmoii
along the Oregon-Washington coast have been reported based on re-
covery of tagged juvenile coho  Pearcy, 1984!. Mowever, the number
of sexually precocious male coho salmon  jacks! returning to the
Columbia River and coastal index streams during the fall of 1983
was the lowest on record since 1969. These trends indicate that
environmental conditions «tssociated with the 1983 El Nino apparent-
ly caused poor survival of coho smolts in the ocean.



Weight at Weight at
release recapture Growth

~d~a
days at
~1i bertYear No. Jacks

1980 126 33.1 600 3.7152

1981 1335 36.6 730 5.3132

173 31.5 530

157 44.1 350

1982 4.2120

1983 106 2.9

Haw were growth rates and body condition of Juvenile salmon affect-
ed by the El Ninol We examined growth rates of Juvenile coho by
three metprods; a! average changes in lengths of age I coho betweeri
June and August ar September  age-0 was not used since they have a
more prolonged period af release!, b! differences between lengths
at time of capture and 1 erigths at acean entrance  back-calculated
frorrr scales! of marked fish collected 60 days or more after re-
lease, and c! increase in length between release and recovery of
2-year old coho Jacks returning to the private hatchery, Anadrom-
OuS InC. at COOS Bay. The firSt tWO methOdS did nOt reVeal a draS-
tic difference in growth between 1983 and 1981-82. The average
growtlr rates for 1981, 1982 and 1983 were 1.2, 1.4 and 1.2 mm/day,
respeci,ively, fram the average changes in lengths of age I coho,
and 0.9, 1.4 and 1.2 mm/d fram marked fish. The average size and
growth rate of Jacks returning to the Anadromous facility, however,
were appreciably lower in 1983 than in 1980-1982,Table 6!. Thus
1983 appeared to be a year of below average growth for these coho
jacks.

Length-weight relationships calculated for juvenile coho salmon
were not significantly different iri either slope ',P>0.1! or the
intercept  P>0.5! between 1982 and 1983. The condition of survi-
vors caught off the coast did not reflect adverse effects of El
Nino. Therefore, although survival of coho smolts off Oregon ap-
parently was poor, the body condition and perhaps growth rates of
smolts surviving to be caught in our purse seines were not abnor-
mal 1 y 1 ow.

Fullness of Stomachs of juvenile coho salmon also indicated litt'le
difference between 1983 and 1982  Fig. 2, K-S test, P>0.05!. The
composition of food of juvenile coho salmon was different between
these years however  Table 7!. Larval northern anchovy were the
most corrrrron prey of coho smolts in 1983 but were not even a major
prey category in 1982. This agrees with the observation that lar-
vae of northern anchovy were much more numerous in inshore plankton
samples in 1983 than ear'lier years  8rodeur et al., in press!. The
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Table 6. Growth rate estimates for marked j~cks returrring to the
Anadromous facility at Coos Bay basea on mean weights and
days at liberty.
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Figure 2, The weight of stomach contents expressed as a percentage
of body weight of juvenile coho salmon collected during June 1982
and June l983.

euphausiid ~N cti bones ~sim 1st, a southern species previously found
off central California only during warm years such as 1.957-59 and
!977-78 IIBrinton, 198!j, was the most cognmon euphausiid prey of
juvenile coho in 1983. Ilungeness crab  Cancer ~ma isterj larvae and
megalopae were a major prey in 1982 but not in 1983.
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Adult Salmon. The 1982-83 E1 Nino was associated with a disastrous
fishing season for salmon off Oregon, California and Mashington.
The anomolous ocean conditions are believed to be responsible for
increased ocean mortality of many salmon stocks and a marked de-
crease in the average size of adult salmon in 1983  Vacific Fishery
Management Council, !984!.



Table 7. Rank order of abundance of major prey of juvenite salmon
>n 1982 and 1983.

IVDZ 1983

FISHES  LARVAE ARD BUVEHILES HOSTLY!

~EI 1 h h l 1

SebasteS Spp.  rOCkfisheS!I, ei * I I I dl

~d«hh P. raelanostictus
Dslaeridae

~2

A. hpkapterus

I. ~isola is

Pa~ra hr s Doraani  Engli sa sole!

d 1 I ' W

H. ~st noses

~E

~L u ea ~haren us  Pacific herriny!

Sebastes spp.  rockfishes!

Hexagr annhiaae  yreenli ngS and ling cOd!

Ill� ' l l

EUPHADSIIDS

«Yh sanoessa ~sinifera h'

E,  facif>za~dh E 'I'

AIEIPH I POD 5

~Hei Othe meduaerumd

Vibi lie spp. ~Heri a medusarum
Parachemisto Ifacifica Phronima sedentaria

Vabilia spp,Primae m~acro a

«At I us tridens lyamnaridj

DECAPOD LARVAE

Cancer ~ore onensis   rork crab!

Porcellanidae  porcella ~ id crabs!

Pinnotheridae

~Pu ettia spp.  kelp crabs!

Cranfcoon nSpp,  Sand Shrimp!

Cancer f~ua ister  Dunyeness crab!

Panda os ~ordani  pink shrimp!

Pinnotheridae  pee crabsj

The average weights of coho salmon landed in 1983 in the Oregon
commercial troll and Columbia River gillnet fisheries were the
lowest on record since statistics are available in 1952  Fig. 3!.
The average weight of chinook caught in Oregon by the conmkercial
troll fishery was also the lowest since 1952. Adult coho salmon
caught by Columbia River gillnets averaged only 3.0 kg, more than
1.0 kg below the 1957-82 average. For California and Oregon the
average size of the troll-caught coho was 28-46% below the 1971-75
average and the average chinook was 5 to 33$ below the 1971-75
average  Pacific Fishery Management Council, 1984!.
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Coho and chinook salmon also exhibit poorer condition factors in
1983 than non-El Nina years. For example, the dressed weight of a
60 cm coho averaged 1.9 kg in 1983 and 2.4 kg in previous years.
Chinook salmon collected near the mouth of the Rogue River in 1983
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YEAR
Figure 3. The average round weight of coho salmon landed in Oregon

by the commercial troll fishery  July-August! and Columbia River
gillnet fishery  Sept-Oct! from 1951-83. Average weight of
Columbia River fishery in 1951-56 includes some fish caught in
August.

weighed about 0 .9 kg less than chinook of equal 1 ength sampled in
1974-76  Johnson, 1984!.

8ecause of large variations in the gonad weights of coho salmon af
the same length categories, differences were nat apparent between
size-specific gonad weights measured in 1983 and earlier years.
Hawever, the average number of eggs per female coho salmon return-
ingg to public hatcheries in Oregon was 24-27% lower in 1983 than i n
1978-82, largely because of the smaller size of returning females.
The average egg size of coho was also smaller at some hatcheries
than in past years  Johnson, 1984!.

A predictive index of the stock size of coho salmOn in the Ocean'
south of Willapa Bay, Washington haS been developed based on the
number of prerocious 2-year old ma'les  jacks! returni ng in the
previous year. As seen in Figure 4 this relationship has been a
fairly accurate prediction af the abundance of 3-year old coho
returning the following year. Mortality rates of year classes are
usually similar between the time of jack return, after the first
six months in the ocean, and the time of return of 3-year old
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Figure 4. Relationship between the numbers of 2-year-old coho jacks
returning to the Columbia River and streams of Oregon and Califor-
nia and the catch and escapement of 3-year-old coho  Oregon
Production Index! 1977-83.

adults; hence adults return in a similar proportion to jacks in the
prior year. In 1983, the prediction of the expected stock size was
1,553,600  eXCluding private hatChery COhO! baSed On return Of
jacks in 1982. The actual stock size was only 657,900 fish, 42% of
the estimate based on the jack predictor  pacific Fishery Manage-
ment Council, 1984!. The 1983 El Nino presumably was responsible
for the unexpectedly high mortality of adult coho salmon during
their final year in the ocean. The 1983 harvest of coho salmon was
the lowest since 1961, and streaIII counts of coho on spawning
grounds in Oregon were the lowest since surveys began in 1949
 Johnson, 1984!.

The El Nino also affected the returns of many Oregon and California
chinook stocks  Pacific Fishery Management Council, 1984!. The
abundance of chinook stocks from southern Oregon streams and some
Columbia River stocks were far below predicted levels  Table 8!.
The numbers of chinook salmon returning as 2-year old jacks were at
record lows in the columbia River and Rogue River, predicting low
returns of 3-year old chinook in 1984. Stocks that migrate to the
north, such as coastal stocks north of Elk River and upriver fall
chinook in the Columbia, usually had lower adult morta!ity than
stocks having localized or southern distributions and were appar-
ently less impacted by the El Nino conditions off Oregon and Wash-
ingtonn  Pacific Fishery Management Council, 1984!.

CcIncIusions

The 1982-83 El Nina was a major oceanographic event that had obvi-
ous biological consequences. Off Oregon and Washington it was
correlated with a! occurrences of rare and unusual fishes from



197S-82
Abundance Index mean 1983 5 ChangeStock

7,688 -74%

0.57 -64%

4,021 -37%

29,841Dam Count

Seining CPUE

Rogue Spring

Rogue Fall 1.58

5,841Umpqua Spring Dam Count

Hatchery and Wild
River Escapement

Elk River 5,65Z 10,150 +8�

Columbia River
Tule Fal!

849,000 479,000 -44%Ocean catch and
escapement

River catch and
dam counts

78,100 83,200 +7%Columbia River
Upriver Fall

River catch, dam
counts a hatchery
returns

96,100 99,600 +4%Lower River
Spring

southern waters, b! changes in the relative abundances of animals
in purse seine collections, c! changes in the catches of some com-
mercial species, d! poor growth and survival of coho salmon duri ng
their final summer i n the ocean and e! low numbers and northerly
distributions of juvenile coho salmon.

The warm acean conditions and reduced upwel ling of nutrient-rich,
cool water apparently had severe effects on the production or
availability of food, and hence growth of salmon that 'sided in
coastal waters off Oregon, California and Washington.

Interestingly, the catches of pacific and jack mackerel in purse
seine sets off Oregon and Washington were higher in 1984 than 19S3.
Catches of juvenile coho salmon were law in both 1983 and 1984 in
this region. Positive temperature and sea-level anomalies persist-
ed fram late 1982 into early 1984 off Ca'tifornia  Norton et al.,
this volume! and off Oregon  Huyer and Smith, in press!. By April
and May 19S4, thermal and sea level properties seemed normal in
coastal waters  Huyer and Smith, loc. cit.!. Sea-surface tempera-
tures during our purse seini ng cruises off Oregon were several
degrees cooler in June 1984 than June 1983.

This trend for the distributions and abundances of large pelagic
animals tO be affected beyond the subsidence Of the physical mani-
festations af El Nino was also obvious for pelagic red crabs
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Table 8. Comparison of the abundance of adult chinook in 1983 with
the 1978-82 average for various Columbia River and Oregon
coastal stocks.



 Pleuroncodes ~ ani es  off California. Pal aoic red crabs were
found farthest to the north in the California Current in early
1960, following the 1957-58 El Nino, when massive strandings were
observed in Monterey Bay  G'lynn, 1961; Longhurst, 1967!. Pelagic
red crabs also moved north during the 1982-83 event, and again were
reported farthest north  Fort Bragg! in early 1985  D. McLain,
pers. cowm .!. Such prolonged biological changes off California, as
we' ll as the ones we observed off Oregon and Washington, may be
related to long-term changes in sea level and thermal structure in
coastal waters along the west coast of North America  McLain, 1984;
Norton et al., this volume!, as well as to the transient El Nino
event itself.
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Effects of the 1982 � 83 EI Nino on

Reproduction of Six Species of
Seabirds in Oregon

Michael R. Graybill and janet Hodder
University of Oregon

Anomalous oceanographic conditions developed off the coast af Oregon
during 1983  Huyer, 1983; Reed, 1983; Fielder, 1984!, Concurrently
the 1983 breeding season was an exceptionally poor one for at least
three of Oregon's nesting seabird species.

Nest abandonment by cormorants was widespread during the 1983 breed-
ing season. By 12 Ju'ty 1983 a tota'1 nest abandonment had occurred
at twa Brandt's Cormorant co'Jonies at Caquil le Point Rocks �3 06' N!,
where on 11 July 1979, 196 nests had been occupied  Pitman et al. in
press!. At a calony north af Sea Lion Caves �4 07' N! by 17 July
1983 49K of the Brandt's Cormorant nests that were occupied on 24
June 1983 had been abandoned. Brandt's Cormorants do not fledge un-
til around the second week of August in Oregon  Scott, 1973!, thus
aur 0.58 chi cks present/nest built  Table 1! for 17 July may over
represent actual fledging success, nevertheless this possible over
estimate is considerab'ty lower than Scott's �973! figure of 1.56
chicks fledged/nest built, and indicates that on colanies where
birds did not abandon their nests completely, chick production by
Brandt,'s Carmorants was low in 1983.

Pelagic Carmorants were also not as successfu1 in 1983 as in previ-
ous years. At a colony south of Coos Bay �3 19' N! the number0

of nests constructed in 1983 was nat significantly different from
previous years, but the percentage of successful nests was consid-
erably lower  Table 1!. Fledging success was also lower in 1983.
Similar results were seen in 1984, a1though the number of nests in
which at least one chick fledged was not different from the 8 year
mean  Table 1!, but the number of chicks fledged/nest in 1984 was
considerably lower than the 8 year mean  Table 1!.

Both reproductive success and adult survival of Common Murres were
reduced in 1983, Common Murre colonies in the south af the state
had many fewer individuals present in 1983 than in 1979  Table 2!.
Colonies in the north of the state did not show this decrease.
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Table 2. Number of Common Murres on six colonies in Oregon
determined by aerial censuses, conducted by U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Finley Wildlife Refuge, Corval li s,
Oregon.

Number of Common Murres

1979 date 1973  date

data from Pitman et al.  in press!

Mortality of Common Murre adults during the breeding season was sig-
nificantly higher than in the previous five years  Table 3!. Chick
production was low; less than 1 chick/km was seen off Coos Bay an 12
July and 4 August 1983. In 1982 3.6 chicks/km were seen on 13 July
and 6.9 chicks/km an 5 August.

The reproductive success of Pigeon Guillemots and Western Gulls was
not significantly different in 1983 than in previous years  Table 1!,
In the Coos estuary �3 22' N! the clutch size of Pigeon Guillemats
was significantly lower in 1983 than in 1982 but fledging success was
not significantly different  Tab1e 1!. We checked 30 Leach's Storm-

Petrel burrows at Hunters Island �2 18' N! in mid August 1982 and
1983; 675 of the burrows were occupied in 1982 and 63K in 1983, sug-
gesting the anomalous acean temperatures present during 1983 did not
adversely influence nesting.

In the northeastern Pacific reproduction in marine birds is strongly
tied to the oceanographic conditions that generate the plentiful food
resource prior to and during the breeding season. E1 Nino episodes
in the eastern tropical Pacific result in decreased primary productivity
 Cowles et al., 1977; Barber and Chavez, 1983! and subsequent disrup-
tion of coastal food webs. Such a disruption during the unusual ocean-
ographic conditions off Oregon in 1983 could explain the lowered repro-
ductive success of Common Murres and Brandt's and Pelagic cormarants.
Common Murres and Brandt's Cormorants in Oregon feed primarily on fish
 Scott, 1973; Ainley et al,, 1973 and Matthews, 1983!. Many of these
fish species are planktivores and as such are likely to be rapidly
affected by a decrease in primary productivity.
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During the breeding season Pigeon Guillemots feed on epibenthic fish
 Ainley and Sanger, 1979; Hodder and Graybill, unpub. data!, many of
which are detritivore feeders  Hart, 1973! and thus may not have been
so rapidly affected by a decrease in primary productivity.

The diverse feeding habits of Western Gulls  Hunt et al., 1979! allows
them ta switch to alternative sources should one become unavailable
and this may account far their success in 1983. Two factors may have
contributed ta the ability of Leach's Storm-Petrels to nest success-
fully in 1983; first they feed offshore in areas that are not. in-
fluenced by coastal upwelling  Ainley et al., 1974; Harris, 1974!;
and secondly their embryos are able to tolerate considerable incubation
neglect  Wilbur, 1969!.
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Fi.gure 1 Inter-Nina Comparison of Observations

1940-41 1957-58 1982-B3~i* i

INVERTEBRATES
Crassostrea i as

C+

A

C+

Pacific razor clam

Velella velella
by-the-wind-sailor C+ C+

FISH
Allosmerus eXon atua

whitebait smelt

~A1 '~li s
thresher shark

Balistes ol lepis
finescale triggerfish

Chilara taylori
spotted cusk-eel

Cololabis saira
Pacific saury

Cor haena hi urus

C+

common dolphinfish

C noacion nobilis
white seabass A

En raulis mordax
anchovy

Icostenus aeni maticus
fantail ragfish

Hedialuna californiensis
halfmoon

2!2

Pacific oyster

Emerita anglo a
sand/mole crab

Loli o opalescens
Pacific squid

Sili ua atula

E Range extension
A Range anomalv
H Habitat anomaly
C Change in abundance  + or -!



1957-58 1982-83

Mala mala
ocean sunfish C+

Psychrolutes hric tus
blob sculpin

Sarda chiliensis
Pacific bonito

Scomber 'a onicus
Pacific/chub mackerel

Seriola dorsalis
yellowtail

S h raena ar entea
barracuda

S hurus atricauda
California tonguefish

S nodus lucioce s
California lizardfish

bluefin tuna

REPTILES
Dermoche1 s coriacea/schle elii

leatherback turtle

BIRDS
Fre ata ma nificens

magnificent frigatebird

Pelecos occidentalis
brown pelican

Thalasseus ele ans
elegant tern

Source: Based on review of literature by A. Schoener and observations
reported to the El Nino Task Force � Fluharty, 1984,
Commercial species  salmon, albacore! are discussed in text.
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Ranoe extensions

Fishes

a! Balistes polylepis. Fine-scale triggerfish were collected
from Wi ~apa Bay, on Washington's outer coast. The triggerfish
range is from lower California to South America  Barnhart, 1936;
Miller and ! ea, 1972!, Isolated records occasiona'lly place it at
San Clemente, California  Fitch, 1947! and San Pedro, California
 Walford, 1931!. We are not aware of any records north of the
California region until the present.

b! Chilara tay1ori. The spotted cusk-eel, generally found from
Baja CaTiiorn>a nortli to northern Oregon !Bschmeyer, et al. !BBS!.
was collected from Willapa Bay, Washington dur ing 1983.

c! ~S pharos atricauda. The most northerly record of the C ~ li-
fornia tonguefish was Yaquina Bay, Oregon until 1983 when six were
captured near Grays Harbor, Washington. Another specimen was caught
in Samish Bay  North Puget Sound! in 1984  Dinnel, pers. comm.!.

Birds

a! Thai asseus el egans . Elegant ter ns are considered regular
autumr! visitors along the southern California coast, making
northward excursions from their breeding grounds in Mexico  Robbins,
et al, 1966!. They were observed in 1983 along the Washington
coast.

R~an e anomalies

Invertebrates

a! Emerita anal ocCa, Permanent colonies of the sand, or mole,
crab occu~rrom Oregon to Mexico enid in peru, Chile and Argentina
 Hart, 1982!, This species was collected on the Washington coast
during the surrlrer of 1983, and has been noted even farther nor th on
a few occasions during and following Nino years  Banner and
McKernan, 1943; Butler, 1959 and !-lart, 1982! .

Fishes

a! ~S nodus lucioceps. The California lizardfish is found from
California to Mexico at moderate depths and is uncommon  Barnhart,
1936; Miller and Lea, 1972!. In 1983, it was caught off Dash Point,
Puget Sound, Washington. Another specimen was caught near Seattle
in 1975  Miller, pers, comm,!,

b! ~Cnoscion nobilis. A white seabass was caught at Westport,
Washington i~n983, a~tough it is uncommon north of SanFranci sco,
California  Hart, 1973!. It was noted at Willapa Harbor, Washington,
in 1958  Washington State Department of Fisheries, 1958!. Two
specimens were caught in S,W. Wash!ngton waters in 1957  Radovitch,
1961!, Clemens and Wilby   1961! note its capture in British
Columbia, Canada, in the years 1892 and 1906.
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c! Alopia volpinus. The thresher shark, a pelagic species ot
warm temperature an3 subtropical seas, has occasionally been
reported from more northerly latitudes  Hart, 1973!. Among these
reports are Coos Bay, Oregon  Hubbs and Schultz, 1929! in 1926 and
British Columbia in 1937   Clemens and Wi lby, 1961! . Two specimens
were caught off Westport, Washington in 1983.

d! I4edialuna califarniensis. The halfmoan was taken in Grays
Harbor in 1983~Pearcy et aM, this volume!.

Birds

a! Fre ata ma~nificens. The magnificent fr,gatebird breeds on
islands a ong the west coast of Mexico and ranges along the west
coast. ta northern California  Gabrielson and Jewet.t, 1970!. It has
been noted as a rare straggler in Oregon   Ibid.! in 1935 . It was
observed at Westport, Washington during the summer of 1983.

Habitat anomalies

Fishes

a! Ps chrolutes phrictus. The blab sculpin is a rare species
qenerally ound in very+840-2800m! deep waters fram the Bering Sea
to southern California  Eschmeyer et al., 1983!, It was caught on
sport salmon t.roll gear in shallow water during the summer of 1983
off Westport, Washington� . The spec imen i s archived at the College
of Qcean and Fishery Sciences, University of Washington.

b! Icostenus aeni maticus. Generally considered an oceanic
Species, this fantai rag ish was caught in Hood Canal, a part. of
Puget Sound, Washington during 1983 . It is normally found in the
north and mid-Pacific  Eschmeyer et al. 1983!.

c! A11osmer us elongatus. The whitebait smelt is a coastal
species seT3om caught in Puget Sound . It is found from Vancouver
Island, British Columbia, Canada, to Centra1 California  Eschmeyer
et al. 1983!. It was caught in Puget Sound during 1983.

Abundance Changes Observed in 1982 � 83

Unless a species is subject to periodic sampling  e.g., in a
commerci al fishery!, its vari at i ons in abundance are diff i cult to
verify quantitatively. In the material that follows, some reports
are based on the subjective impressions of knowledgeable observers
while others came from annual censuses. Information avail ab'le from
commercial fisheries will be discussed in a later section.

Invertebrates

a! Velella velella. Velella, a siphonophore, occurred in large
mh 1993 sf 1994, asti 9 9 9 ches i che Scratt of

Juan de Fuca, and northern Puget. Sound, particularly near Port
Townsend. Historically, there have been many years in which this
species has beached in unusual numbers. ffubbs and Schultz   1929!
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report large numbers of Velella from Oregon to British Columbia in
1929 Legrasseux I1966! rists slghtlng at least a 'ew Uelella in
all but one year during the 1966-1964 period al. Station P xn the
northeast Pacific, Specimens in the University of Washington School
of Oceanography museum were obtained in 1934, 1956, 1957 and 1959
 D. Henry, pers. conn.!, Favorite �973! repor ts mass strandings in
1927, 1965 and 1970. The 1981 abundance on the Washington coast was
also unusually high  T. Schaeffer, pers. comm.!, Wood   1975!
reports that the winter arrival of Velella is received by
beachcombers as common and as indicative of beaching glass floats
and other debris.

b! Sili ua patula. The Pacific razor clam, underwent an appar-
ent massive ecrease on the Washington coast in 1983  Simons, pers.
corm.! .

Fishes

a! Mol a mol a. The ocean sunfi sh was r epor ted numerous times in
1983 . M~er and Lea   1972 ! consider this a spec i es found i n both
warm and temperate seas and mention records in British Columbia,
Canada. Hart �973 ! includes the British Columbian and Alaskan
reports and adds that ocean sunfish are quite frequent1y observed
along the coast and in the outside inlets aff British Columbia.
Hart also mentions two specimens caught from Puget Sound,
Washington . Ocean sunfish wer e repor ted in Puget Sound in 1919,
1959 and 1962  Mi11er and Barton, 1980!.

b! Scomber j aponicus. The northern hemisphere range of Pacific
chub mac~keve is~rom Mexico to the Gulf of Alaska. It is sometimes
fairly abundant off the west coast of Vancouver Island  Hart, 1973;
Mil ler and Lea, 1973!. Catches in 1983 indicate increased abundance
off the Washington coast and in Puget Sound, It was caught in Puget
Sound in 1919 and 1963  Miller and Borton, 1980!.

c! Sarda chil iensis. The Pacific bonito appeared more abundant
than us~ua or~gas tiigton during 1963 ln anomal ously warm
waters, bonito may be numerous as far north as northern California
 Radavich, 1961!, and occur northwar d ta coastal Alaska, Pacific
bonito occurs rarely in Puget Sound, Washington: One record reports
two caught near Seattle, Washington in 1962 and 1963  Patten et al.
1965! and another notes catches in 1919 and 1972  Miller and Borton,
1980!,

d! Cololabis saira, The Pacific saury is widely distributed in
the offshore waters of the Pacific, from the Southern P acific
through the Gulf of Alaska. Commercial fishermen reported Pacific
saury to be far more prevalent in stomach contents of salmon in 1983
than the normal pelagic food species like herring,

Reptiles

a! Dermochel s coriacea/schwa e elii. The leatherback turtle is
considere to e the most wi e y distributed of all reptiles
 Pritchar d, 1980! . While 1eatherbacks nest in tropical areas, they
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migrate to areas well outside the tropics and even to Alaska  Hodgg,
1979!. Active turtles have been found in waters as cold as 11.7 C
in the I!ueen Charlotte Islands  McAskie and Forrester, 1962!.
Several sightings of this species were reportec in the summer of
1983 from the oute~ Washington coast. I eatherback turtles wer e ob-
served iri Barkeley Sound, B,C., in 1958  Radovich, 1961!.

Birds

at Peiecos occidentaiis. The hrown pelican is sometimes
observed along Washington s outer coast foiiowing the spring/summer
breeding season and makes rare appearances in the Strait cf Juan de
Fuca  Angel 1 and Bal comb, 1982! . Brown pel icans were observed to
linger at various p1aces in western Washington during the late fall
of 1982  Hunn and Mattocks, 1983!. In 1983, the brown pelican was
observed along coastal Washington from August through mid-November-
at times in numbers of up to I,OOO, A total of 36 separate sight-
inqs were verified for Washington State durinq 1983. In contrast,
during 1982, 20 separate sightings of pelicans were made, Sightings
for 1981 and 1980 were only four each year, with 20 to 50 birds
maximum per siqhtinq. In 1979, five reported siqhtings of pelicans
involved only 30 birds  Mattocks, pers. comm.!.

comparison with Other Ni>io Fvents

Using the criteria of anomalously high sea surface temperature
and sea 1evel, only the events of 194041, 195758, and 198283
affected coastal waters north of Oregon  R. Reed, pers. comm.! since
suitable data were available. Both physical and biological data are
more abundant for the later events. Enough exist for a crude com-
parison of biological changes in these three periods.

The principal ecosystem a1terations that might be expected as a
result ot El Nina are decreases in primary and secondary produc-
tivity, changes in distributions, and changes in abundances, repro-
duction, survival and growth rates. Unfortunately, there are no
systematic measurements of productivity off the Washington coast
that could be used for interannual comparisons.

Changes in distributions

Information on distributional changes is summarized in Fig, I,
One of the most consistent changes is the appearance of Emerita
analog at subarctic 'latitudes  Hart, 1982!, These have been col-
~ected on Washington beaches in 1941 and 1942  Banner and McKernan,
1943! and on Vancouver !sl and in 1.959  Butler, 1959!. Hart �982!
considers these records to be a temporary result of northward drift
of the planktonic larvae. The adults persisted for several years
thereafter. Incursions have only been recorded for Washington
during the lhlino periods under consideration.

In 1983, more than IO species of fish normal I v occur rinq off
California were observed off Washington, Some of the same species
were observed in both 1957-58 and 1982-83  e.g., white seabass,
ocean sunfish! . However, many of these seen in 1983 differed from
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those reported in previous Nino periods. It is noteworthy that
there were no reports of unusual sightings from the Washington coast
in 1940-41. Perhaps the Nino of those years had less impact there,
or reporting may have been less adequate in these ear'ly war years.

Only for the 1982-83 Nino are reasonably adequate ornithologi-
cal reports available, so inter-Nino comparison is not possible,
However, Radovich   1961! does refer to changes in migratory bird
Species off California and on weather station P in the central Gulf
of Alaska in 1957-58, and it seems reasonable to suppose that sea
bird distributions will in the future be good indicators of Nina
effects.

Leatherback turtles were reported off southwestern Washington
in 1983. Salmon tr oilers who have operated there for many years
consider the presence of leatherbacks as very unusual although that
area is included in their range. Radovich ',1961! reports
unconfirmed sightings of Chelonia mydas, green sea turtles, in 1957-
58 as far north as Nootka Counun, Witttout positive identification,
they may also have been leatherbacks.

Changes in abundance

As noted earlier, information from commercial fisheries is of
some value for inter annual comparisons of abundance. However, while
commercial fisheries sample target stocks periodically so that time
series of catches can be developed, the magnitude of catch in any
year is affected by many factors in addition to abundance. Catch
per unit of effort is a better, although often misleading, estimator
of abundance; however, such data were not used in this study. Since
time did not permit an elaborate analysis of the fishery statistics,
we restricted our treatment to a simple examination of trends for
evidence of any obvious relation to El Nino.

Washington landing data were examined for the following
fisheries: squid, albacore, and five species of salmon  coho,
chinook, chum, pink, sockeye!  Figs. 2 and 3!. Evidence for Nino
effects was as follows:

Squid: Catches are large during or shortly following Ninos,
while in other years the fishery is small or non-existent.

Albacore; A slight increase in 1 andings appears to follow the
1957-58 event, and values for 1983 were double those in 1982, but
the major feature in the record, the large increases in the 1970s,
are unrelated to the Nino events being compared,

Coho. While landings were low after each of the three events,
variability is large, and major declines occur in other periods .

Chinook; The pattern resemb'les that of coho except for 1940-41
where there was no apparent effect,

Chum: No relation to Nino events is apparent.
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Fig. 2 Commercial Harvests of Squid and Albacore off Washington

Squid
Sara Maupin, personal communication.

Source:

Albacore
Data from 1937-1957 reported from Pacific Marine Fisheries
Commission files by Northwest Pulp and Paper Association,
A Summer of Fisheries Statistics of the Pacific Coast,

Source'.

Toledo, Oregon, December 1959. 1958-1983 data are from
PMFC, Annual Report 1983, Portland 1984.  Compi.led by
Brian Culver!.

Sockeye: While maximum landings appear to be related to Nino
periods, the maxima are no greater than in other years,
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Pink: The major catches, in odd years, decline during the Nino
periods, but in each case the declines began in earlier years.
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Condition Index for Oysters
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Fi8. 4 Condition Index for Oysters Willapa Bay 1955-1984

Source: D. Tufts, personal communication.

One other measure from Washington fisheries contributes to
interannual comparison of Nino effects. The condition index of
oysters at Stony Point and Nahcotta in Willapa Bay has been
mOnitored since the mid-1950s except for a brief interruption in
1978-82  Fig. 4!. The index value for oysters in both locations was
very low during and following the 1957-58 event. 1n 1983, all-time
lows were recorded . The data for years pr eceding the most r ecent
Nino are lacking, but sources familiar with the oyster industry in
the region confirm that no decline in oyster conditions was noticed
prior to 1983.

While the case for ascribing a Nino-related cause to variation
in oyster condition index is at least plausible, the situation is
less clear for razor' clams. Razor clam populations along the
Washington coast in June 1983 were estimated by the Washington
Department, of Fisheries to total 20.2 million clams. 8y August, the
population had dropped to 6 .4 mi'Ilion clams   Simons, pers. cotrmr.!.
Because of the drastic decline, fa11 1983 and 1984 sport rlarrnrint3
seasons were cancelled, !n 1958, on the other hand, clam digging
was the best in a decade   Washington Department of Fisheries, 1958! .
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Discussion

Observations of aroma'Ious occurrences, distributions, and abun-
dances of organisms off Washington in 1982-83 which occupy the bulk
of this paper, while interesting, are insufficient to answer many
questions about Nino effects at mid and higher latitudes. Compari-
sons with other major events would help but are difficult to make
because time series of compar ab'le data do not exist.

It is particularly unfortunate that productivity measurements
are so infrequent and occasional, because important harmful effects
of El Nina are often ascribed to reduction in the supply of
nutr ients to the surface layer and a consequent reduction in
productivity. Reductions in growth and decreases in abundance
farther along in the food chain are then said to result. But the
productivity data do not exist to prove the point.

The most obvious effects of these grand environmental perturba-
tions are changes in distributions which can be detected without
quantitative data. For plankton and other drifting organisms,
transport by altered currents presumably brings about the observed
redistribution of southern fauna into more northern latitudes, and
of oceanic fauna into more coastal regions. Animals capable of
directed motion probably migrate in pursuit of favorable physical
conditi ons or preferred food.

Abundance effects are more obscure. Abundance is usually poor-
ly measured, even in commercial fisheries which have at least the
virtue of repeated sampling over many years. But only in the case
of squid, a species presumably redistributed during Nino years, was
any clear Nino relationship apparent. For other commercial species,
the data and simp'le analysis used were insufficient to demonstrate
any such relationship. For species that are not harvested,
observations of abundance are largely uncontrolled and anecdotal,
and nothing definitive can really be said about Nino effects off
Washington,
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technical input from its Salmon Plan Development Team  SPDT! -"~
While each species and freshwater habitat unit consitutes a separate
reproductive stock, the mixture of salmon in the ocean requires
practical stock units f or management. Such management units are
defined to reflect the dominant species and freshwater habitat
units present in each Specific fiShing area during harVeSt. TheSe
major ocean management units have been defined by careful analysis
of the many stock units that contribute to the harvest, A continu-
inq proqram of coded-wire tagging enables scientists to identify
the stock composition contributing to each fishery. For the ocean
salmon fishery areas off Washington, Oregon, and California, these
unitS are ShOwn in Figure 1;

Chinook Fisheri.es

South of Cape Viscaino � managed for California Central Valley fall
chi nook.

Cape Viscaino to Cape Blanco - managed for California Klamath River
fall chinook and some southern Oregon local stocks.

Cape Blanco to Cape Falcon � managed for Oregon coastal wild and hatchery
stocks.

North of Cape Falcon  numerous stock groups! � managed primarily for
Columbia River fall chinook.

Coho Fisheries

North of Cape Falcon � managed for Washington coastal stocks
oregon Production Index Area  OPI! - Columbia River area  Ledbetter

Point to Cape Falcon! � managed for historical proportion of
OPI stock.

South of Cape Falcon including California � managed for historical
proportion of OPI stocks

While the details of salmon management are very complex, the overall
concept is quite simple. Salmon stocks are managed to allow escape-
ment that wi ll produce the optimum return to the f-shery over the
long run. To accomplish this purpose, salmon managers analyze data
on catch and escapement from each year's fishery to compare perform-
ance with plan and to produce estimates of the abundance of fish to
be expected in the following year. Once these projections are
developed, management options to produce the escapement targets and
to allocate the allowable catch among user groups are developed.
Management options are selected that w' ll meet or rebuild escape-
ments and that will allocate catch among user groups according to
patterns adopted by the Council. Following this annual rule making
process, the fishery proceeds and is mon'tored so that regulations
can be ad'usted to meet the lan.

Salmon are managed under provisions of "Fishery Manaqement Plan
for Commercial and Recreational Salmon Fisheries off the coasts of
Washington, Oregon, and Calif ornia, commencing in 1978" together
with annual "Ocean Salmon Fisheries Reviews" and Plan Amendments.
ThiS Seriea Of dOCumentS  or the latest iterations! iS available
from the Pacfic Fishery Management Council, S26 S.W. Mill Street,
Portland, Oregon, 972 	.
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Figure 1. � Generalised chinook  solid l'nes! and coho tdashed lines!
management area.

The l983 Salmon Fishery

In this section we shall discuss the 1983 ocean salmon fishery in the
COnteXt of performance VerauS plan during the 1982-83 El 22ino eVent.
All data are taken from the reviews of the 1983 and 1984 ocean salmon
fisheries by the Council's 8almon Plan Development Team.
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Chinook Fisheries

South of Ca e Viscaino - The stocks in this area are managed for
Central Valley fall chinook salmon. For management purposes, an
abundance index for Central Valley eh~nook is computed as the total
of ocean landings south of Point Arena together with the combined
Central Valley adult chinook spawning escapements. The preseason
forecast for Central Valley chinooks was projected to equal the
1982 abundance index of 756,000 fish. The 1983 abundance index was
350,000 fish or about 46% of the preseason estimate. The SPDT
concluded "that the amount of error in the 1983 abundance forecast
was due in large measure to the unquantified impact of the '19S3 El
Nino event an acean natural mortality" ~

Ca e Viscaino to Ca e Blanco � The stocks in this fishery area are
managed primarily for Klamath River fall chinook but include smaller
coastal stocks of the northern California-southern Oregon coast.
Ocean catches in this area come from mixed stocks and are not
considered good indicators of Klamath River chinook abundance,
Consequently the best indicator of stock condition is the in-rivet
run size which includes an Zndian net harvest, recreational harvest,
and escapement to hatcheries and natural spawning areas, The
preseason abundance forecast was for an in-river run size of 70,100
compared to the 1983 ocean escapement of 57,900 fish. For this
fi shery area the SPDT concluded "these declines are the apparent
result of El Nino conditions prevailing along the west coast in
1983".

Ca e Blanco to Ca e FalCOn � The StOCkS Of ChinOOk SalmOn in thiS
fishing area consist of a mixture of local fall and spring runs to
both hatchery and wild stocks. Most of the natural stocks from
this area are north m'grating stocks and also contribute to ocean
fisheries off Washington, British Columbia, and Alaska so catch
data must be interpreted carefully' The preseason forecast for
chinook returns to area streams were projected to be similar to
recent years. Ocean troll and recreational catches in the fishing
area from Cape Blanco to Cape Falcon totaled 57,600 chinook or 63%
of the 1971-75 average--and this smaliei harvest resulted with
increased fishing effort in 1983. Escapement counts to index
streams were lower than the 1980-82 experience but high water
conditions in 1983 may have reduced the effectiveness of the surveys.
The SPDT concluded that "local salmon stocks were depressed in
1983...El Nina conditions were probably responsible for these
decreased catches."

North of Ca e Falcon � Chinook harvests north of Cape Falcon are
composed of numerous stock groups but lower Columbia River fall
chinook predominate in this area. A chinook harvest quota of
114,000 fish was established for the 1983 troll season. Total season
landings for this ocean fishery area were 54,700 fish, or 48E of the
quOta. FOr the recreational fiShery, a quOta Of 88,000 chinoak waS
established but harvests totaled only 5 1,700 fish, or 59a af the
quota- Abundance of the in-river run for lower Columbia River chinook
was 135,500 fish as compared to the preseason estimate of 283, 100
f is h, or 48% of the preseason pro j ection.
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Coho Fisheries

Ore n Production Index area - This is the primary unit in
management of the ocean salmon fisheries off Oregon and north of the
Columbia River to Ledbetter Point  Willapa Bay!. The OPI is simply
the combined number of adult coho that can be accounted for within
the area south of Ledbetter Point, wash-ngton. It inrludes 1! the
ocean sport and troll catches in the Columbia River area off Oregon
and California, 2! Oregon coastal hatchery returns, 3! Columbia River
in-river gillnet catch, Bonneville Dam and Wiliamette counts, hatchery
returns to the Columbia River below Bonneville Dam, and 4! California
hatchery returns. The OpI is judged to account for 90 to 959 of the
actual stock size. A preseason abundance pred'ctor for the OPI Index
has been developed based on the number of two year old jack coho
 precocious males! returning to selected hatcheries the year preceding.
Based on the relationship using the 1977-82 database and the adjusted
jack count of 90,200 fish returning in 1982, the total number of
three year old adult coho to be expected to return in the OPI area in
1983 was predicted to be 1,553,600 fish. The actual or observed
stock size in 1983 was 663,000 fish or 43% of the preseason prediction.
The SPDT concluded "This large-scale difference is primarily the
result of the extremely unfavorable ocean conditions brought on by
the El Wino off the west coast in 1983".

North of Ca e Falcon � Coho stocks in this area are a complex m' xture
of OPI area stocks, Washington coastal stocks, and stocks originating
in the Strait of Juan de Puca and puget Sounds There are significant
fisheries inshore of the ocean fishery and management must allow
escapement from the ocean fisheries to prov:de for spawning escapements,
Indian treaty obligations and inside fisheries. Preseason abundance
estimates for coho were made for each major area or river system. In
terms of percentage achievement of the preseason estimates postseason
estimates of returns were 404 in Willapa Bay, 55% in Grays Harbor,
29% to 150% for natural runs in certain Washington coastal rivers,
and 80% in the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Puget Sound.

Nana ement in 1984

Review of results of the 1983 ocean salmon f'sheries and escapements
to the inside fisheries, hatcheries and spawning streams demonstrated
that, coastwide, salmon were smaller than average and abundance was
much less than preseason estimates. The SPDT concluded that oceano-
graphic conditions associated with the El Nino were responsible for
these severe impacts on ocean salmon production. The SPDT did not
attempt to define the exact mechanism through which El wino events
affect salmon production nor did they attempt to predi ct oceanographic
conditions for the upcoming season. Rather, the team considered the
reaulta of the 1983 fiahery tO be an eStimate of the El Nino impaCtS
and used that estimate to adjust their preseason estimates of stock
abundance for 1984 ~ It is important to remember here that al!, of
the adult salmon to return in 1984 were in the ocean in 1983 and
subject to the environmental conditions that affected the 1983
returns.
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Management in 1984

The run size forecasts employed by the SPDT are based on
observed relationships betwen adult production and resource indica-
tors specific to each managemment unit. For example, the OPI
estimates the abundance of adult coho from jack returns to defined
index areas the year before; Columbia River chinook abundance
forecasts are based upon relationships among in-river returns of
fish at different ages within a cohort; other predictors are based
on average return per Spawner and a few include environmental
affects such a stream flow conditions. Basic to the adjustment
procedure is the assumption that the predictive relationships used
are unbiased estimates derived from data collected under "normal"
environmental conditions. Consequently, they will overestimate run
sizes when ocean mortality exceeds the "average" such as that
observed during the 1983 El Nino.

The procedure employed by the SPDT to adjust the preseason expec-
tations for 't984 was to estimate the additional monthly stock
mortality due to El Nino  from 1983 experience! and apply this for
the period of time that El Nina conditions continued after the time
at which stock predictors were measured. To determine this time,
SPDT used elevated sea surface temperature as the best available
indicator of El Nino affects. The team reviewed the available SST
data and selected the period from Hay 1983 thru January 1984 as the
time during which El Nino would have had an adverse impact on salmon
stocks in the ocean.

E number of other assumptions were necessary to this analysis:

1 ~ Run size estimates employed for regulation of the 1983 ocean
fisheries are unb~ased and represent accurate expectations of
abundance under normal environmental conditions.

2. DeViatianS fOr prediCted run Sizea in 1983 are largely the reault
of El Nino and reflect differential stock impacts.

3. lmpaotz are nOt age SpecifiC within a COhOrt subjeCted tO El Nina
conditions

4. El Nino increased the instantaneous rate of natural mortality by
a constant amount regardless of time of the year.

5. The median times of river returns of coho and chinook jacks are
September 15 and September 1, respectively; the median times of
ocean entry of coho and chinook smolts are Nay 1 and June 1,
respectively

Figure 2 shows the estimated extent of the impact of the 1982-83 Kl
Nino on different periods of life history by brood year and species.
The procedure followed was to calculate an increased monthly mortal-
ity estimate based on the difference between predicted and actual
1983 run Zizez, ThiS manthly mortality figure  Zee �! belOW! WaS
then applied to estimated 1984 run s'zes for the number of months
 see �! below! included in Figure 2 and presented in Table 1. The
specific adjustment procedure was.
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Ad'ustment Procedure

  1! E = 1n  ostseason abundance estimate/ reseason e ectation!

where: E = instantaneous rate of increased monthly mortality
attributed to El Sino impacts

t = time in months that adults returning to r: vers ' n
1983 were subjected to increased water temperature
after the time associated with parataeters employed
in the 1983 preseason run size forecasts.

1982

EL NINO

198

198

Figure 2.--Timing of elevated water temperatures associated with
the 1983 El Nino event relative to life history of
1980-82 broods of chinook and coho salmon.
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�! Adjusted preseason =  exp 'E x v!! x  unadjusted preseason
expectation! run size expection
where: v = time in months after the 1984 preseason run size
forecasts were made during which adults returning
in 1984 are expected to be subject to increased
ocean water temperature.

Values for t and v used in the adjustment procedure are provided
below:

There has been considerable discussion and criticism of some of the
team's assumptions. Data has been presented indicating that temper-
atures may have returned to "normal" conditions before February 1984.
Also, the assumption that impacts are not age specif'c has raised
some concerns. Finally, even the team concedes that the impacts may
vary considerably from stock to stock.

Prelimina 1984 Data

we can now look at some of the pre liminary data f or the 1984 salmon
season to see how they fit in with the preseason expectations.

Size of salmon was a significant factor 'n the 1983 runs with fish
being exceptionally small. As seen in Table 2, it is apparent that
the coho salmon in 1984 are much larger than they were in 1983,
even larger than average, indicating good growing cond'tions ~
Ch'nook sa!mon in 1984 were somewhat below average size. This
condition, at least in part, was probably due to poor growth in 1983
and the consequent small size from last year carrying over into the
start of 1984 ' They still were larger than they were in 1983.

There also were other indications that salmon abundance m ght be
greater in 1984 than expected. Early returns from those salmon
stocks with more northerly ocean migration patterns produced
relatively better returns than those with more southerly ocean
migrations. In the Columbia River, improved runs of steelhead,
sockeye salmon and upriver chinooks occurred whereas the runs of
lower river tule chinook again were poor in 1984. For coho, early
indicators were that preseason run-size predictions would be reasonably
close to actual performance.

The Hay chinook fisheries off Washington reached their quotas in
only a few days: a seven-day fishery for the trollers and only a
three � day fishery for recreational fishermen. California reported
a large number of coho shakers in their chinook only fishery and
requested that a coho fishery be pernu.tted. California also
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OPI
Jack to terminal run
Average return/spawner
Average return/release
Escapement/streamflow
Fall chinook

10.7
12. 0
16 ~ 5
16,5
16 ~ 5
12. 0

4.5
4.5
9.0
9.0
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Table, 2 � Average weight  pounds dressed! of troll caught salmon
in 1984 compared with 1983 and 1971-75 average for
California.

Months 1971-75 Average 1983 1984

Chinook

9.2 6.7 7.6Hay

10. 7 7.2June

10 ~ 4 7.6 8,4July

August 11. 3 8 ~ 6

Coho

4.5May

5.7 4.1 6.7June

July 7.3 4.5

4 ' 88,8 F 7August

presented correlation data that suggested that coho abundance would
be weil above levels predicted for 1984. Also, the recreational
fishery south of Cape Falcon, oregon, which began on July 9 off
Oregon, exceeded the coho quota of 106,000 by August 7. Finally,
the July-August recreational fishery north cf Cape Falcon reached
its coho quota of 43,000 in only 12 days, while the troll fishery
coho quota of 24,800 was exceeded by about 50% in only three days.
These high harvests caused considerable concern that the El Nino
adjustments had been unnecessary.

The conclusions of the SPDT were that for Chinook stocks, lingering
effects of El Nino in 1981 seemed to have an inconsistenr impact ~
Some stocks returned at levels above expected run sizes, while
other stocks such as the Rlamath River fall Chinook returned at
lower than anticipated abundance'

Pcr COhc Saimcn, the SPDT nated that El Nine appeared tO effeot
these stocks in a number of ways.

  1! Terminal run timing was highly unusual, �! the size of coho in
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It was only after a complete compilation of catch and escapement data
that a more accurate assessment of the lingering impact of RL Nina
on the 19S4 salmon runs could be properly evaluated. Table 1 lists
the actual returns for 19S4 comparison with the adjusted estimates.



the catch moderated potential stock differential impacts � Coho
off California were almost twice as large in 1984 as in 1983
while coho of f the entrance to the Strait of Juan de Fuca and
late-run Columbia River stocks were unusually small, and �!
abundance of resident components of Puget Sound production were
far lower than expected.

For OPT coho, the 1984 unadjusted, forecasted run size was 806,600.
The forecast, after an adjustment for Ei Nino, was 556,600.
Preliminary data indicates that the actuaz size of the 1984 OPI
will be about 659,000 coho, at 18% below the unadjusted estimate
but also 18% above the adjusted estimate.

The SPDT indicates there is little data in which to quantify any
adjustments for negative Zl Nino impacts in Chinook run returning
in 1985, but it is anticipated that Sl Nino will have little or
no effect on coho runs returning in 1985.
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Interannual Shifhng of the Subarctic
Boundary and Some of the Biotic Effects
On Juvenile Sahnonids

John D. Fnlton and R.J, LeBrasseur
Pacific Biological Station
Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Introduction

loogeographic boundaries of regionally distinct species assemblages
have been described for the Oceanic Pacific by hkGowan �971,
1972!. These unique regional pelagic fauna groupings are maintained
and preserved by physical mechanisms such as semi-enclosed gyres
which tend to conserve water mass characteristics. In addition to
these established assemblages there are species or species groups
found "down-stream" from centers of stable populations which must
respond to more transient environmental states to maintain
themselves at their range boundaries. These groupings, in contrast
to those maintained within distinct water types, experience dynmic
and seemingly unpredictable fluctuations.

Extensive field programs in the 50s and 60s led to the definition of
smaller oceanogr aphic subdivisions or "domains" within the Pacific
Subarctic water mass  Fig. 1! based on analysis of temperature,
salinity and oxygen measurements  Oodimead et al. !963; Favorite et
al. 1976!. The Subarctic current system  Fig. 2! divides as it
crosses the North Pacific; one portion proceeds in an cyclonic
direction to form the Alaskan gyre; the other portion flows in a
anticyclonic direction to form the California current. Chelton
�984! postulated that much of the observed interannual variability
of ocean climate in the Northeastern Pacific is related to the
relative proportions of northward and southward flowing water.
Wickett �967! correlated the interannual variability of zooplankton
voiumes in the California Current system from 1951 to 1960 with the
input of nutrients via the southerly component of Ekman transport at
50 N, 140'W, 1200 miles "upstremti" in the previous year. He
estimated that fifty to sixty percent of the observed variance of
the annual concentration of zooplankton off California was due to
advection of nutrients.

Within the Pacific Subarctic water mass each domain can be
characterized by general biological features. In the Central
Subarctic domain for example, phytoplankton standing crops are
relatively low and phytoplankton production is believed to be
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of upper zone domains  frcm Oodimead et
al. 1963!.

Figure 2, Schematic diagram of surface currents in the Subar tie
Pacific region  from Favorite et a'l.1976!.

controlled by zooplankton grazing  McAllister et al. 1960; Frost
1983!; two relatively large herbivorous copepods  Neocal anus

lumchrus and H. cristatus! make up 70-80l' of the coarSe mesh
250 m~m zoopTan'Rtton teKrasseor 1965i miller et al. 19843 and

final ly, the endemic conmerci ally important carnivores in the system
are anadromous fishes  salmon! which enter the ocean at a relatively
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large size and change fran plankivores to piscivores as they grow
 LeBrasseur 1972!. In contrast, in the California Current system
which is made up of varying proportions of water from the
transitional, Central Subarctic and Coastal domains, the
phytoplankton standing crop may be high and is not limited by
grazing; many species of small copepods  e.g. Cal anus spp.,
Hesocalanus spp., Paracalanus spp., Clausocal anus spp., Acartia
~spp. make up a relatively smaller portion of the zooplankton
biomass which is generally lower than in the Subarctic  Fleminger,
Issacs and Wyllie 1974!; and the co !N!ercially important fish endemic
to the system, the Pacific sardine  Sardino s ~sa ax! and the
northern anchovy  ~fn raulis motdax!, are p anktivorous  herbivo ous
and o!!nivorous! .

This report illustr ates some of the effects that variations in
intensity of ocean circulation may have on some faunal
distributions. Extreme northward shifting of the Subarctic boundary
occurs during EL NINO years such as 1957-58. A number of Central
Subarctic species are carried southward by the California current
system during mnormalm years; some exhibit relatively stab'le
populations which may have become genetically or physiological ly
distinct from the parent population  eg, Calanus pacificus var,
californiensis!; some may form breeding p~opu ations which expand alld
retreat in unison with the strength of the southward transport  eg.
~Eu hausia pacifica!  grinton 1962!; and still others rely on annual
recruitment from the Central Subarctic water domain  eg. Neocalanus
cri status and N. lumchrus!  8owman and Johnson 1973!. This pattern
~oresponses within t e system is also supported by biomass data
from large scale plankton surveys made between 1956 and 1963
 Le8rasseur 1965a!. We postulate that planktivorous fish living in
the open ocean adjacent to the west coast of North America! are
affected by interannual tluctuations in southward transport of
zooplankton biomass. We hypothesize major shifts in the particle
size spectrum  see Parsons 1969! of the zoopl ankton co munity has a
greater impact on planktivorous fish than do changes in biomass
alone.

Methods

Approximately 5,000 zooplankton samples were collected during
oceanographic and exploratory fishing surveys from 1956 to 1964,
Vertical plankton hauls were made from 150 m to surface with a

standard NORPAC net with a mouth opening of 0,16 m2 and a mesh of
.330-.350 m white nitex  Fulton 1983!. Samples were preserved in 4X
formaldehyde.

In the laboratory major taxa were identified and weights estimated
as a percentage of the total sample weight. Organisms larger than 4
cm, including fish and squid, were weighted separately. The
remaining sample was weighed to the nearest 0 . 1 g after draining and
blotting on paper towelling. The estimated weight of phytoplankton,
coelenterates, thaliacea and detritus was subtracted from the sample
wet weight to arrive at zooplankton wet weight. For plotting
zooplankton biomass distributions data were pooled into time
intervals covering the spring bloom  April through June!.
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We define the boundary between the Central Subarctic and the
transitional domains  Dodimead et al. 1963! as a line which
separates biomass estimates greater or lesser than 80 mg/m3 during
the time period encompassed by the spring bloom of zooplankton as
observed at Ocean Station P �0 N, 145'W!. The value of 80 mg/m3
represents the minimum annual biomass peak observed at Station P
over a 26 year period  Fulton 1983!. We assumed that Station P was
always within the Central Subarctic Domain  Fig. 1!. Biomass
estimates for the California current region were taken fram
Fleminger et al. �974! but adjusted by subtracting the thaliacea
biomass in order to be comparable with the present sampling
protocol,

As a measure of the relative strength of southward transport of
Central Subarctic water  Table 1! we have chosen the annual mean
meridional Ekman transport at 50 N, 130'W  Bal lantyne and Wickett
1978!.

Table 1, zooplankton biomass in the Northeastern Pacific during the
period April through June, compared with April biomass in the
CaiCOFI region. Ekman transport is shown to indicate the relative
volume of the southwards flow. Figures in brackets indicate the
number of observ ations; N/S indicates no samples taken; ? indicates
no distinrt boundary conditions.

Annual
Mean Ekman

tr ansport
La 10 metric

Apri I
Cal COF I
biomass"

mg/m3

Subarctic
biomass

mg/m3

Transition
biomass

mg/m3 T/sec/kmYear

102�72!
69�05!
32�64!
34�47!

X=72 888!

*CalCOFI biomass is estimated from Fleminger et al. 1974  Fig.
4! omitting THALIACEA biomass for comparison with sampling methods
used in LeBrasseur �965a!.

QAnnua'i mean Ekman transport at 50 N, 130 W is from Ba'llantyne
and Wickett �978!. Negative values indicate southwards flow.

Results

For the spring bloom period between 1956 and 1963  LeBrasseur 1965a!
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1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963

183�6!
155�68
131 81!
218 -65!
43�2!?
64�6!?

154�30!
211�77!

X=147 854!

14 e!
51�!
45 e!
31�0!

N/S
?

38�0!
N/S

X=35 97!

-15. 3
-10.0

-0. 7
-18.4
-12.0
-12.8
-13.9

-5.3
X=-11.1



we examined eight zooplankton biomass charts. The boundary between
the Central Subartic and the Transitional domains could be
identified by the above criterion in six cases. The mean biomass
within the area defined as the Central Subarciic was 147 mg/m3, for
the Transiction domain 35 mg/m, and for the California Current
System 72 rng/m2  Table 1!. Biomass in 1960 and 1961  the two years
when no boundary could be defined! for all positions sampled in the
Central Subar ctic domain was generally as low as the average
Transition biomass �5 mg/m3!. Biomass which we consider to be of
Subarctic origin  >80 mg/m3! extended southward to the coasts of
Washington and Oregon in 1957  Fig. 3! and again in 1963  Fig, 5!.

I htsImo

1957
2S Apnl � 30 Msgy

ZOOPLANKTON Wg
gm/1000 rmh

ss
~ 92 m

em dt

'as 0

Ia"~ '~

130'

Figure 3. Oistribution of zooplankton biomass � 1957.

In 1963 the Subarctic origin of this biomass was clearly identified
by the presence of large numbers of Heocalanus cristatus and
Ii. gstumchrus which made uh more thaw~SO of the wet weight; i ~
1956-61 zooplankton species were not identified. In 1958 during the
period 22 May-10 June, biomass characteristic of Transitional water
occupied a band about 500 km wide, extending northwards from about
45'N to the Oueen Charlotte Islands �2'N!  Fig. 4!. This northern
extension of the Transitional domain was independently confirmed by
physical measurements  Dodimead et al. 1963!.
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1958
IO IeIu> � 30 June

-!I
ZOOP! AnIKTON WT

d!m,aIOOOrn

Figure 4. Distribut ion of zooplankton biomass � 1958.

U is cuss i on
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Greater than average southward transport of Central Subarctic water
has been shown to affect secondary production in the California
current system  Reid 1962; Wickett 1967; Colebrook 1977; Chelton et
al. 1982!. Suggested mechanisms have emphasized advection of
nutrients from the Central Subarctic and entrainment of subsurface
nutrients in proportion to the strength of the current. Nutrient
transport appears to be acccmpanied by transport of Central
Subatctic fauna and biomass. For example, Neocaianus piumchrus and
N. cristatus both are present, sometimes in high numbers, south of
Cape Mendocino  Fleminger 1964; Bowman and Johnson 1973!. Our data
show interannual variability of zooplankton biomass and, in the two
years for which we have data which include species counts as well as
biomass estimates �962 and 1963!, a corresponding shift in the
species  size spectrum! of zooplankton along the coast of North
America fr om at least the I!ueen Charlotte Islands to Cape Mendocino
 Fig. 6!.



Figure 5. Oistribution of zooplankton biomass - 1963.

Salmonids feed opportunistically in marine environments  see, for
instance Healey 1980!. In general, prey size is limited on the
upper end by the gape of the mouth and on the lower end by the
ability to detect and capture prey, It has been shown
experiments  y that juvenile pink salmon  ~0ncorh nchus ~orbuscha!
can meet their feeding requirements most efficiently on large food
particles  Parsons and Le8rasseur 1970!, Juvenile pink salmon fed
rations of N. piumchrus  ca. 2.5 mg! obtained theoreticai feed
requirements at prey concentrations of approximately 4,000

copepods/m3 �0,000 mg/m3! while those fed rations of Pseudocal anus
minutus  ca. 0.1 mg! could not meet theoretical food requirements at

prey concentrations of >670,000 copepods/m3  >67,000 mg/m3! .
Although basic requirements of predator/prey models are violated by
the restricted space in small aquaria  i.e. the predator should
search an "infinite" optical field!, these results indicate that
N. 1umchrus is closer to the optimal prey size for juvenile
salmonids ca. 5-10 g! than is P. minutus or other small copepods
We speculate that a decrease in biomass further exaggerated by a
reduCtiOn in ZOOplanktOn partiCle SiZe would CauSe reduCed grOWth
and, possibly, reduced survival of juvenile salmonids.
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HYPOTHETICAL POSITION OF
SUBARCTIC BOUNDARY AS

INDICATED BY ZOOPLANKTON
BIOMASS o BOrng/rn 3 eo.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the area affected by shifting of
Subarctic boundary.

Extreme northward shifting of the Subarctic boundary occurs during
El Nino years such as 1957-58. We have attempted to show that one
of the effects of such a shift is to alter the zooplankton community
off the coast of North America for approximately B00 km from 40'N to
52'N by replacement of large copepods with small copepods. We have
used hypothetical changes in feeding efficiency during the early sea
life of juvenile salmonids as an example of one kind of effect that
variations in ocean transport could have on a commercial fish
stock. Effects of this type of environmental perturbation should
increase from nor th to south, and should be mediated by the
buffering action of nursery environments such as large bays,
estuaries, and protected coasta! waters. lt will also vary between
species and phenotypes.

The problem of 1inking a decline in corrnrercial fish stocks to
changes in ocean climate is difficult 'to resolve. Long term
fluctuations in abundance of f ish populations in the California
Current system have been estimated from the examination of fish
scales in the undisturbed sediments of the anoxic Santa Barbara
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Basin  Soutar and Issacs 1974!. Since these records extend back in
time prior to coinriercial exploitation, they implicate changes in
ocean climate as a cause of persistant instability. The existing
data base is insufficient to provide any more conclusive analysis
and we suggest a useful hypothesis relating ocean transport, prey
size spectrum and biomass, and feeding success th at could be field
tested, considering the time and space scales identified here.
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Appendix: Sutnmary of Unusual Sightings of Marine
Species Off British C:olurnhia During the 108'Z � 83 Fl Nino
 :nmt!ile t hy John D. Fulton
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Records and Sightings of Fish and
Invertebrates in the Eastern Gulf of Alaska

And Oceanic Phenomena Related to the
1983 El Nino Event

John F. Karinen, Bruce L, Wing, and Ri~:hard R. Straty
National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA

This report presents records of sightings and captures of
unusual marine species from the eastern Gulf of Alaska during the
1982-83 El Nino event and, where possible, relates the occurrence
of the species to anomalous oceanographic conditions. Surface
water temperatures of the locations were not reported at the time
of observation or capture; therefore, specific oceanographic
conditions synoptic with the biological data are unavailable.

General information on surface water temperatures may
indicate the relationship between the mass of anomalously warm
water and the occurrence of unusual marine species in the eastern
Gulf of Alaska. Anomalously warm surface water began developing
in southeastern Alaska and Prince William Sound by October 1982
 Fluharty, 19B4!. By March 1983, all of the eastern Gulf of
Alaska and the Bering Sea were unusually warm  >+0.5'C!, with the
warmest  +1.5'C! off southeastern Alaska. The warm water anomaly
continued in the eastern Gulf of Alaska and southeastern Alaska
inside waters until August  Fluharty, Fig. 2 and Table 1, 1984!.
By August, the warmest cell of surface' water in the Gulf of Alaska
had moved westward to southeast of Kodiak �6'N, 148'W!. A
cooling of southeastern Alaska inside waters and the far eastern
Gulf of Alaska followed in September and October. The warm water
anomaly reestablished in the eastern Gulf of Alaska by March 1984.

Northwest shifts of warm water marine species have been
reported in previous years  Radovich, 1961!. Host reports have
been linked to the occurrence of strong to very strong tropical
El Nino events; 1941, 1957-58, 1977, 19B2-83. Northward
displacement of marine species has been envisaged as coincident
with the northward displacement of usual sea surface temperatures
 Hamilton and Mysak, in press! and northward shifts of major
oceanographic features  French et al., 1971!. General warming of
northern surface waters and major shifts of oceanographic features
are undoubtedly causative factors involved in biological
displacements, but interannual variable development of eddies in
the northeast Pacific Ocean  Mysak, 1985! may be an important
factor in moving southerly species well north of the usual ocean
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boundary features.

The Sitka Eddy  Mysak, 1985; Hamilton and Mysak, in press! is
an anticyclonic   clockwise! eddy that develops intermittently at
57'N, 140 W in the eastern Gulf of Alaska. A satellite thermal
image of the sea surface shows the clockwise motion of the eddy
 Mysak, Fig. 6, 1985! and the mixing of cold and warm water on the
eddy perimeter. This figure and others  Ron Schei dt, persona1
communication, 1984! show that masses of warmer water frequently
break off from the eddy and are carried northeasterly by the
prevailing current until they join the northwesterly flow of the
Alaska current. These large warm water masses are probably
carried with the Alaska current, to the vicinity of Prince William
Sound and then west to Kodiak Island, and may even be incorporated
into other eddies which develop in these regions  e.g., Shelikof
Eddy; Mysak, 1985!. Warm water fish within these warm water
maSses may thus be carried far north of the prominent ocean
temperature boundaries.

As the Sitka Eddy develops, it has been noted to move in a
northwesterly direction across the Gulf of Alaska  Mysak, 1985!.
This motion and the spawning of smaller warm water masses as it
rotates clockwise may also move warm water species further
northward.

Warm water species  i.e., bluefin tuna, blue shar k, and
albacore! are frequently reported from Prince William Sound and
Sheli kof Strait  Radovich, 1961, and this report! . It is germaine
to the hypothesis of eddy involvement in the movement of fish
northward to poir t out the apparent correlation between sightinos
of California bluefin tuna in Shelikof Strait near Kodiak
 Radovich, 1961! and the presence or absenre of the Sitka Fddy
 Mysak, 1985!. Radovich reported northward movements of warm
water species in 1957, 1958, and 1959. California bluefin tuna
 Thunnus th nnus! was reported to occur in Shelikof Strait in 1958
but not in 57 or 1959. Coincidentally, the Sitka Eddy was well
developed in 1958 but not in 1957 or 1959  Mysak, Table 1, 1985!.
This eddy development was associated with a very strong El Nino
with an intense warming trend beginning the summer of 1957 and
ending in summer 1958  Hamilton and Mysak, in press!. These eddy
and fish observations may be simply coincidental or correlated;
hopefully, data provided in this report. wi11 help resolve the
question. Currents within the Sitka Eddy are known to extend to
as deep as 1,000 m  Mysak, 1985! and therefore could affect
pycnocline depth within the eddy and in nearby areas as the warm
waters mix with cold waters. Changes in pycnocline depth may thus
influence biological productivity of the area.

The Sitka Eddy was present in 1954, 1958, 1960, 1961, 1977,
and 1983  Mysak, 1985! and shows signs of developing in 1985
 satel1ite image 8 February 1985!, In addition to explaining
movement of warm water tish species tn the northern part of the
Gulf of Alaska, the Sitka Eddy may also assist in moving offshore
species toward Cross Sound and inside waters of southeastern
Alaska.
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Methods

Records of unusual sightings or captures of marine species
were collected from research vesse!s, fishermen, commercial fish
processors, and State and Federal fisheries scientists. These
groups were asked to report any unusual sighti ngs duri ng the
1982-83 El Nino event; therefore, the reporting may be somewhat
biased over non-El Nino years. Nevertheless, we expected reports
of very unusual species during all years. Rare or more common
sightings may, however, go unreported during non-El Nino years.
Data coll ected under a continuing oceanographic surveillance were
summarized for this study. Daily surface water temperatures at
Sitka and Auke Bay for the years 1975-1983 were summarized monthly
by personnel af the Auke Bay Laboratory. Unusua1 oceanographic
phenomena were noted during submarine diving operations off
southeastern Alaska in 1983.

Responses of fish to temperature changes are reviewed and
discussed in relation to temperature anomalies and pelagic fish
distribution in the eastern Gulf of Alaska. Identity of fish were
confirmed using Eschmeyer et al. �983!.

Results

Oceanographic phenomena. Anomalous'ly warm surface temperatures
were recorlee in both the outer coastal and inside passage waters
of southeastern Alaska during 1983  Table 1!. For the outer
coastal waters, greatest differences from the mean surface
temperatures were in June and July and fol lowed general trends
reported for the eastern Gulf of Alaska  Fluharty, 1984!. Inside
waters warmed rapidly in April and had higher temperatures and
anomalies from the mean  May-July! than outside waters. The
maximum anomaly in Auke Bay was +2. 1'C, The inside waters began
cooling rapidly in August, then slower by November--agai n showing
a positive anomaly by the end of the year.

Anomalous warming of subsurface waters also occurred off
southeastern Alaska in 1983  Mysak, 1985!. An observation of an
anomalous subsurface layer of phytoplanktan off southeastern
Alaska supports the idea that changes in the pycnocline depth may
influence bialogi cal productivity� .

On 13 August 1983, at 35.2 km west of Klokachef Island, which
is off the coast of the Khaz Peninsula on Chichagof Island, an
unusually dense layer of phytoplankton was observed from a manned
submersible at 9-27-m in water of 128 m depth. The presence of a
phytoplankton layer deeper than 2-10 m si gni fi es a change from
usual conditions  Straty, personal observation!. We did not
observe this phenomena at over 40 locations off the coast of
southeastern Alaska surveyed by submersible during late July and
early August 1978 and 1980, Off the coast of southeastern Alaska
 to 35.2 km offshore!, the water generally appeared more turbid in
1983 than during the same monthly periods in 1978 and 1980.
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Occurrence of Unusual S acies. As in 1941 and 1958, the 1983 El
hvno event apparently cause the presence of snuthern or tvopical
species of fish and invertebrates far north of their normal range.
Anomalous occurrence of five species of sharks and rays, seven
species of bony fish, four invertebrates, and one reptile in
Alaska waters were reported during 1982-83  Table 2!. Several of
the reports for sharks and rays were unconfirmed. Specimens of
most bony fish and the invertebrates were taken. The significance
of southern or tropical species in Alaska waters varies with the
species and can only be based on subjective opinion, because
systematic sampling has not been conducted in normal versus Fl
Nino years.

Sharks and rays, in subjective order of significance, are
Pacific manta, tiger shark, white shark, blue shark, and spiny
dogfish, White shark, blue shark, and spiny dogfish have been
previously reported in Alaskan waters, Pacific manta and tiger
shark are apparently new sighting records.

Bony fish reported, in order of significance, are black
durgon  a triggerfish!, Pacific bonito, California barracuda,
ocean sunfish, albacore, Pacific pomfret, and American shad. All
these species except the black durgon have previously been
reported in eastern Bulf of Alaska. Slack durgon captured in
Alaska is a range extension; it has not been previously reported
north of San Diego, California,

The significance of the occurrence of invertebrates is even
less well known than that of fish. Collection of flying squid,
market squid, a pteropod  Clio rimidata! and an arrow worm
 ~Sa itta ~seri sae! in Alaska are reporte . The significance of
these occurrences is unknown because we know little about normal
distributions. All four species are associated with waters that
are warmer than those usually encountered near the Alaska coast.
The leatherbark turtle has been previously reported in Alaska
during warm-water years  data on file at Auke Say Laboratory!.

~fem erature C~han es and 5~acies Distribution. Fish respond to
temperature changes by behavsoral anaap yssological adjustments
 Crawshaw, 1977!. "Temperatures selected by fishes very likely
represent temperatures at which they have evolved to carry out
physiological functions with maximum efficiency"  Crawshaw, 1977!.
Fishes can internally adjust  acclimate! to different thermal
environments . However, once a fish is acclimated to a particular
temperature for a period of time, even small changes  <1.0'C! lead
to major shifts in metabolism, fluid electrolyte balance, and
acid-base relationships. Temperature preference behavior,
therefore, has a survival value based on physiological parameters.

Fish respond behaviorally to a range of preferred
temperatures, have upper and lower avoidance temperatures and a
final preferred temperature dependent upon both internal and
external variables; e.g., food availability, spawning condition,
physiological status, disease, etc,  Reynolds, 1977!. The range
of temperature between upper and lower avoidance varies <2'-	0'C
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with species  Coutant, 1977!. Whole-body temperature sensitiv-
ities of fishes reported are 0.1-0.03 C  Hurray, 1971, in
Crawshaw, 1977!. Fish naturally acclimated to either very low or
very high temperatures appear to respond more readily to smaller
temperature changes than do fish from temperate environments
 Coutant, 1977; Crawshaw, 1977!,

Fish in general apparently can respond to small temperature
differences. marine and freshwater fish probably respond similarly
to temperature changes. Al though most of the temper ature
preference data compiled by Coutant �977! are for fresh water,
the ranges of preferred temperature for the marine species tested
appear to be similar to those for freshwater species.

It is unclear how temperature changes and anomalies affect
fish distribution during an El Nino year or, for that matter,
during normal years. Several factors other than active selection
of pre ferred ternperatur es may influence ul tima te species
distribution; e.g., feeding behavior, availability of prey,
movement along water mass boundaries, and isolation within warm
water masses of various sizes followed by movement of these water
masses. During the 1982-83 El Nino, observed changes in fish
distribution were generally a northward extension of warm water
species. These changes generally correlated with those in the
physical oceanography of the region. In some cases, however, the
fish appeared in areas well north of the area of major warming.
Warm water masses appeared to be very discontinuous and scattered
over the northern Gu1f of Alaska in 1983, but larger masses of
warm water were also present  Yiysak, 1985!,

Attributing changes in the distribution of warm water species
to temperature changes alone may be an oversimplification.
Temperature anomalies in the Gulf of Alaska in 1982-83 were
generally about +1.5 C and, in many areas, no more than +0.5 C,
Although fish may respond to these small temperature changes,
the other factors may be involved simultaneously. Pelagic fish
sometimes concentrate along water mass boundaries because of
increased prey abundance and primary production in these areas.
Orjce encountered, such boundaries or discontinuities, if basically
permanent, may eliminate random wandering and congregate species
along either the cold or warm side of the discontinuity--whichever
is their preference. As these boundaries shift position during
warm or cold years, fish species associated with them may be moved
accordingly,

Responses of fish to sma11 temperature changes, coupled with
passive movement of isolated warm water cells, may be an important
mechanism for distributing warm water fish beyond their normal
distribution. Once fish are isolated in cel1s, they may be
reluctant to enter surrounding cooler water and, thus, are carri ed
with the warm water until it dissipates or coalesces with other
warm water masses.

Evidence for relatively sma'll changes in temperatu re
correlated with changes in distribution of warm water fish species
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Table 3.--Major changes in species composition of fish caught at. various
temperatures. patches are from surface drift gill nets fished
at several stations at longitude 155 00'W durinq the third R/V
shoro Maru cruise in the North Pacific in 1984. Temperature

s~ more southerly stations were occupied from SewardAlaska, to Honolulu, Hawaii. Changes in temperature an3
composition of catches are indicated for se'lected consecutive
stations occupied. Catches are from the second of paired
stations and code' indicates changes  From Dahlberg, 1984!.

Paired
station
numbers

47'00'
45'30'

45'30'
44'00'

7/23/84
7/24/84

7/24/84
7/25/84

13.0 +0.9
13.9~

42'30'
41'00'

15.1 +1.6
16.7

7/26/84
7/27/84

41'00'
39'29'

16.7 +1.3
18.0

7/27/84
7/28/84

8416
8417

39'29'
38 00'

18.0 +2.0
20.0

7/28/84
7/29/84

841. 7
8418

' See Table 4 for scientific names.

' Code for appearance + = first appearance in catches
0 = caught here and at stations north of this

location
- = not cauqht at this station; caught at stations

north of this location.

' All salmon species and salmon shark were absent from catches south of
this station.
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8412
8413

8413
8414
8414
8415

8415
8416

Sur face
Latitude Date temp. C aT"C +Species< Code'

11. 1 +1. 9 Saury +
13.0 Blue shark

Saury
Blue shark
Albacore
Flying squid

Saury
Blue shark
Albacore
Flying squid
Ocean sunfish
Yellowtail

Saury
Blue shark
Albacore
Flying squid
Ocean sunfish
Stingray
Ski pjack tuna
Yellowtail

Saury
Albacore
Flying squid
Ocean sunfish
Stinqrav
Skipjack tuna
Yellowtail
Flying fish
Bigeye tuna
Striped marlin
Frigate mackerel
Pilotfish
G. marlinsucker



Table 4.--Ranqe of surfare temperatures occupied by various fish andshePlfish species in the North Pacific Tfrom third Oshoro
Ytaru cruise data Dahlberg, 1984!. Time of survey,
Ombre' ll-July 30, 1954.

Cold water species Scientific name Temperature 'C

Sockeye salmon
Chinook sa1mon
Chum salmon
Pink salmon
Coho salmon
Steelhead trout
Salmon shark
Spiny dogfish
Skilfish

Oncorh nchus nerka 10.4-12.7
10.4-12.7
'8.9-13.0
8.9-12.7
8,9-12,7
8.9-13.0

11.1-13.0
10.5-12.7
10.4-11.9

, tschawytscha
tr. Veta
G. orbuscha

1 so i. C
ratmo Easrdnert
L.amna ditro is
~ua us geant ias
~Eri e is zoni far

Lntermediaie s eries

Pacific pomfret
Squid
Flying squid
Eight-armed squid
Lanternfish
Pelagic armorhead

Brama ja onica 8.9-20.0
8.9-22.7

11.1-22.7
8.9-13.0

13.0
13.0

onato sis oreg is
ami y myctoap Os ae

Pentaceros richardsoni

Warm water s ecies

~or haena hesperus
Pe rilus sigil imus
~ance eius ~la oce holus

20.0

' 8.9 value is from station 7E8403, June 13, at latitude 42 00',
180'00'. All stations fished in July were at locations along
155'00'W from Seward, Alaska, to Honolulu, Hawaii.

longitude
longitude
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Slue shaTk
Pelagic stingray
Saury
Albacore
Smalleye squaretail
Ocean sunfish
Yel lowtai 1
Skipjack tuna
Bigeye tuna
Striped marlin
Gray marlinSuCkeT
Flying fish
Frigate mackere1
Pilotfish
Shortbilled spearfish
Common dolphin
But terf i sh
Ocean puffer
Squid

Prionace ~1auca
hasyatls utoiacea
C~toaa~iis saira
Tltunnus a~la~un a
Tetra onuyus cuvieri

o a mo a
Terse~a alandei
Euth nnus tatamis

unnus obesus
T~etra torus audax
RemOra OSteOCCCir
PamTly Exocoetirtae
Auxis thazard
Naucrates ductor
Tetra turus an ustirostris

13.0-16.7
18.0-20.0
8.9-20.0

13.9-20.0
11.1-20.0
16.7-20.0
16.7-20.0
18.0-22.7
20.0-22.7
20.0-22.7
20.0-22.7
20.0-22.7
20.0
20.0
20,0

22.7
22.7
22.7



in the Gulf of Alaska is apparent in catches reported by the
Japanese research vessel Oshoro Haru in 1984  Dahlberg, 1984!,
Considerable differences in composition of gil'I-net catches
occurred at a series of stations fished from Seward, Alaska, to
Hawaii, along longitude I55'OO'W  Table 3!. Temperature changes
were small   1-2'C! between stations . However, as more southerly
stations were fished and as temperatures increased, more warm
water species occurred in catches. The ranges of temperatures
occupied by various species varied considerably  Table 4!, Of the
warm water species, blue shark, saury, smalleye squaretall,
albarore, and, to a lesser extent ocean sunfish, skipjack tuna,
and yellowtail were sometimes found in relative'ly cool water �3
to 17'C!. Pacific pomfret, lanternfish, various squid, and
pelagic armorhead may be considered as intermediate species
between warm and cold because of their occurrence over a wide
range of temperatures and at temperatures lost at the maximum for
cold water species.

It appear s that temperature response of fish and distribution
of several physical characteristics of the pelagic ocean
environment determine the di stribution of pelagic spec1 es . A we Il
developed Sitka Eddy in 1983 combined with the unusually large
numbers of warm water species reported in Alaska  Kodiak, Prince
William Sound, and Southeast! supports the hypothesis that
strength of the Sitka Eddy development and movement of fish from
offshore to onshore are connected. The Oshoro Maru data shows
distribution of warm water species during a yearw wween the Sitka
Eddy was not well developed. In 1983, blue shark were reported
near Kodiak, but in 1984, the Oshoro Harv data indicated the most
northerly 1Ocation for blue shaara capture was at 45'30'N, 155'W.
More detailed information on the distribution of pelagic fish,
invertebrates, and physical parameters during normal, cold, and
warm years is needed before we can fully understand the
cause-and-effect relationship of temperature changes, eddy
formation, and fish distribution in the eastern Gulf of Alaska.
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The Dependence of Phytoplankton Nutrient
Utilization on Physical Processes in
The Eastern Bering Sea Area
Mechanisms for Yearly Variation

R,N. Sambrotto
University of Alaska

Intro duction

Oceanographic sampling in the eastern Bering Sea has not been as
extensive and consistent as it has been in lower latitude, north-
eastern Pacific waters. This generalization is most apparent in the
biological oceanography of the eastern Bering Sea area. Since the
typica'I production regime in this area is not. clearly defined, the
identification of anomalous conditions is very difficult. My
approach to the subject of interannual variability therefore, will
be orospective rather than retrospective in nature. In this induc-
tive approach, I wiIl make a preliminary evaluation of how varia-
tions in physical forcing can alter the patterns and intensity of
phytoplankton production in this area. Three cases will be consider-
ed in the study area; Lower Shelikof Strait and the southern shelf
of the Alaskan peninsula; the southeast Bering Sea; and the Bering
Straight area  Figure 1!.

The spatial vari abi'Iity or " patchi ness" of chl orophy . 1 distribution
frequently coincides with physica I hydrographic features in the
coastaL environment  e.g,, Seeliger, at a7., 198'I!. In the Bering
Sea this is also true in places where frontal systems may act as
conduits of nutrients to the surface and are areas of active phyto-
plankton growth throughout the summer  Iverson et aI , 1979!.
Specific examples of physical factors in the environment that cause
variation in upper trophic levels by their influence on primary pro-
duction are not numerous, but have been discussed  e.g., the rela-
tionship between mixed layer depth and zooplankton growth suggested
by Parsons and LeBrasseur, 1968!.

A direct association between physical environmental processes and
fish abundance was found in the very productive coastal area off
Peru. Plankton productivi ty there decreases sharp y during periods
of warm equatoriaI water intrusion, This change is be!ieved to be
climatically induced, and results in a significant decrease in the
commer ical catch of anchovy  Cushing, 1 981 !. Interannual vari abi 1-
ity in plankton production has also been documented in the upwel ling
area off the Oregon coast  Peterson and Miller, 1975!. Although
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Figure 1. Map of area under discussion. ACC is the Alaskan Coastal
Current, part of which is shown continuing on the north side of the
Alaskan peninsula  adapted from Schumacher and Reed, 1983!,

weather patterns are recognized as important in such 1ow frequency
biological variability, the specific mechanisms by which meteorolo-
gical variability affects higher trophic levels are not wel1
understood.

A recent review of phytoplankton production on several shelf areas
indi cated that differences among yearly production were related to
the strength and consistency of the physical mechanisms supplying
nutrients during the growing season  Sambrotto, Goering, and RcRoy,
1 984!. This trend was illustrated by computing the nutrient supply
rate  NSR! for each area:

PNOi - winter NO; store
NSR =

growing season x  NO,!b

In the numerator pNO; is the yearly amount of nitrate utilization
 mg-at m-z! and the winter store of nitrate is the amount present
in the upper water at the end of winter. The difference must be
supplied during the growing season. This supply is normalized to
the length of the growing season  days! and the nitrate concentra-
tion of the source water  mg-at m-'-!, to yield a supply rate

 m d->!. The normalization to the growing season allows the NSR
from different latitudes to be compared directly,

In Figure 2, the NSR and the annual production estimated from >4C
measurements in several areas are compared. On this basis, it is
clear that the physical oceanography controlling deep water supply
aLso controls yearly production. In Figure 2, a cuvilinear rela-
tionship was drawn to accommodate the yearly production estimate
for coastal Peru. However, exc1uding the Peru vaLue, the other four
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points can be fit with a straight line, suggesting the Peru value is
an overestimate. If nutrient suoply mechanisms are influenced by
meteorological conditions, a direct 1ink between climate variability
and yearly phytoplankton production is formed. Importantly however,
the NSR gives no indication of the specific mechanisms responsible
for nutrient supply. Such mechanisms wi 11 be considered in more
detail in three cases from the eastern Bering Sea area.

Case I: Coastal Flow and Vertical Shear

On the continental shelf and slope of the northwest Gulf of Alaska
from the Kenai Peninsula to the Shumagin Islands  Figure 1!, coasta1
currents exist that may influence both the horizontal and vertical
patterns of phytoplankton growth. Two distinct currents dominate
the local flow characteristics. The Alaska Current flows counter-
clockwise alon~ the shelf break in the Gulf of Alaska at velocities
up to 1,5 m s-  Niebauer, Roberts, and Royer, 19B1!, Wind and
baroclinic forcing allow some of this water to enter Shelikof
Strait through its northern end  Schumacher and Reed, 1980!.
Additionally, the Alaska Coastal Current is a prominent feature of
the entire Gulf within ca. 35 km, of the coast, reaching a velocity
of �.5 m s-> and transport in excess of 1 x 10" m-' sec-'  Royer,
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Nutr rent Supply Rata  rn 0 !
Figure 2, Relationship between yearly production from '"C

measurements and nutrient supply rate, Points correspond to A-
Southeast Bering Sea, B � New York Bight, C � Western Bering
Strait, D � Georges Bank, E � Peru. Data sources given in
Sambrotto et aL., 1984.



1981! The Alaska Coastal current is called the Kenai Current in
the sea where it enters Shelikof Strait.

East of Kodiak Island, onshore winds cause convergence of offshore
water into the Alaska Coastal Current. On the shelf between Kodiak
and Onimak Pass however, wind stress usually promotes upwelling
during summer   Ingraham, Bakun, and Favorite, 1976!. The inter-
action of the Kenai Current and the horizontal distribution of
phytoplankton was evident in a coastal zone color scanner  CZCS!
image of the Shelikof Strait area, This image indicated that the
down stream flow of the Kenai Current was associated with cyclonic
eddy structures in both the temperature and chloroohyll distribu-
tions, This structure in the horizontal phytoplankton distribution
was probably related to the baroclinic instability recognized in the
flow through Shelikof Strait  Mysak, Muench, and Schumacher, l98I!.

Remote sensing is spatia'Ily synoptic and can yield striking examples
of the interaction between physical forcing and the spatial patterns
of phytoplankton growth. The images however, do not contain any
information on the vertical structure of primary production in the
water column. For example, the vertical biological structure on the
north A Ieutian shel f is shown in Figure 3 . The domi ng of the
nitrate isopleths in Figure 3 a, coincided with a pronounced sub-
surface chlorophyll maximum  Figure 3 b!. This subsurface chloro-
phyll layer aiso bordered the shallow near shore layer of low
salinity water that forms the coastal current  Royer, 1981!. The
movement of this coastal, low salinity water over this area may be
responsible for the shallowing of the nutrient r'ich water and the
formation of the chlorophyll layer that persisted well into the
summer.

Figure 4 is a schematic of the nutrient sources for phytoplankton
growth in an area influenced by a coastal current such as the north
Aleutian shelf, It depicts a hypothetical long shelf section at the
edge of the coastal current. The Alaska Coastal Current  ACC! in
Figure 4 is indicated entering the area from the right with some
presently unknown amount of nutrients  N !. Additionally, deeper

cc
outer shel f or slope water may enter the region which could contain
a large amount of nutrients  N !. Importantly for the growth of

s
phytoplankton in such an area, vertical mixing controls the poten-
tial supply of deep water nitrate across the pycnocline into the
trophogenic zone and this exchange may be substantially aided by the
vertica1 velocity shear created by the Alaska Coastal Curr'ent  N !.

Such a mechanism for the enhancement of vertical diffusivity in
coastal areas has been suggested by Winant and Olson �976!.

This cross pycnocline flux fuels new  nitrate! productivity in
subsurface chlorophy'll layers associated with the shear zone and
significantly influences the vertical patterns of primary production.
The water stratum just above such chlorophy11 layers is commonly
associated with relative maxima in zooplankton abundance  Herman,
1983!. Also, it has been suggested that these layers serve as impor-
tant feeding environments for larval Pollock  Nishiama, Hirano, and
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Figure 3. Section across north Aleutian Shelf in Spring, 1980 from
N iebauer et al., 1982. A! nitrate. B! chlorophyll.
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Figure 4, Schematic of nutrient supply for hypothetical long shelf
section at edge of coastal jet.

Haryu, 1982!. This sequence of relationships provides a mechanism
by which biological processes in the coastal area could respond to
variations in the transport and/or speed of the coastal current.

Case 2: Cross Shelf Diffusion and Wind Mixing

Qn most of the broad, high latitude southeast Bering Sea shelf,
physical processes such as coastal upwelling or sharp gradients in
horizontal advection are not available to supply surface nutrients
for plankton growth. Long term mean currents on the shelf are small
 ca. 1-2 cm/sec drift to the Northwest, Figure 1!. Subtidal .low is
weak � to 5 cm sec-'! and parallel to the fronts in the vicinity
of the shelf break and inner fronts, whi"Ie flow in the middle domain
is insignificant  Coachman, 1982!, The d~stributions of properties
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are governed largely by a diffusion defined to include the tidal
scales  Coachman and Charnell, 1979!. Due to the lack of other
mixing forces besides the predictable influence of tides over large
areas of the shelf, wind mixing periodically contributes most of the
water column mixing energy  Schumacher and Kinder, 1983!.

Deep water nutrients therefore, are largely dependent on vertical
mixing due to local wirrd activity to reach surface waters  Coachman
and Walsh, 1981!. Sambrotto, Niebauer, Goering, and Iverson  in
press!, show that wind induced mixing of the upper water column
controls phytoplankton growth by influencing both nutrient avail-
ability and light conditions across much of this shelf . Also,
yearly variations in meteorolog ica 1 ly controlled wind mixing were
associated wi th significant i nterannual variability in the total
amount of production  + 50X!, Perhaps of more importance to pelagic
food chains in the southeast Bering Sea however, the vertical
pattern of production also varied with spring atmospheri c
conditions.

An analysis of the observed variations in phytoplankton and
zooplankton during several years of sampling in the eastern Bering
Sea has been presented by Sambrotto and Goering �983!. The growth
rates of large outer shelf grazers such as Veoca2arus plwnaizr~s
varied with total areal spring production, which was less in 1981
than in 1 980. The small middle shelf zooplankton such as Pssu&-
oa2an~s spp. however, were much more abundant in the calm, relatively
low production spring of 1981. Although the total spring production
was less in 1981 than 1980, a more extensive subsurface chlorophyll
layer was present cross shelf in late May and June of' 1981. The
physical mechanism responsible for the i nterannual difference in the
vertical production regime was the amount of wind mixing occurring
in May. Extensive wind mixing during May, 1980 supported intense
phytoplankton growth but consumed nutrients deep into the water
column as compared with the fo'Ilowing May   Figure 5!. Since the
June, 1 981 nitrate nutricl inc was higher in the euphoti c zone,
conditions favorable for persistent chlorophyll layers resulted.

The frequency and intensity of storms over the area i n spri ng was
largely dependent on the position and intensity of atmospheric
patterns such as the Aleutian low   Sambrotto s. rzi ., in press! . In
the case of the southeast Bering Sea therefore, as for the coastal
current regime, it appears that identifiable and variable physical
forces direct'1y affect the production conditions. It should be noted
however, that other factors which could influence the production
regime of the southeast Bering also exhibited notable variation. For
example, further data analysis indicated that the chemical character-
istics of the outer shelf water  which is the source for the on shore
diffusive flux of nutrients! varied significantly between 1980 and
1981.

Case 3: Bathymetric Upweiling

In addition to its large area, the eastern Bering sea is unusual
among continental shelves due to a cross-shelf advection into the
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Figure 5. Comparison of cross shelf nitrate nutricline depth in the
southeast Bering Sea in early June of 1980 and 1981. Section runs
from Cape Newenham to the shelf break.

Arctic Ocean through Bering Strait  Figure 1!. Current measurements
suggest that the average flow through Bering Strait ',s approximately
0,8 x 1 Os m' sec-'  Coachman and Aagaard, 1 98l !, This flow is
seasonal, being greater in summer due to the higher frequency of
flow reversals in winter . lvluch of the flow appears to be a continu-
ation of the shelf break current which turns north near Cape Navarin
and will be referred to as Bering Shelf/Anadyr water  Figure 1!. To
a lesser extent, in the east, warmer coastal water dominated by Yukon
river discharge flows out of' Norton Sound. The Bering shelf/Anadyr
water in the west, and the Alaskan Coastal/Yukon River in the east
maintain their identity during transit through the strait,

On the scale of the northern hemisphere, the northward movement of
water through Bering Strait mai ntains the salt balance between the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans  Stigebrandt, 1984!. On more local
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An important characteristic of the Bering Shelf/Anadyr water is its
high nutrient content  Figure 6!. As this water enters the shallow
Bering Strait, it continuously supplies nutrients for phytoplankton
growth, This mechanism of nutrient supply is distinct from that of
local upwelling since in the western Bering Strait plume a geographic
separation of approximately 500 km exists between the water's source
and its bio'logical utilization. Based on measured flow rates and
summer nitrate distributions, phytoplankton production in western

Bering Strait was estimated at 324 g C m-' yr-i over 2.12 x 104 km~
 Sambr otto e|, -aE, , 1984! . An ice reduced growing season makes thi s
large amount of primary production unexpected, but it is consistent
with the area's large upper trophic level stocks  Johnson and Nelson,
1984!.
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Figure 6. Average water column nitrate distribution in the Bering

Strait area  labe1ed isopleths!. Overlain is water column
chlorophyll content. The chloraphyl 1 data did not have the same
coverage as the nitrate data  from Sambratta et a2., 1984!.

spatial scales however, atmospheric pressure patterns also influence
the flaw af water through the Bering Strait causing episodic flow
reversals  Coachman and Aagaard, 1981!. Extremely different water
masses were present in a St. Lawrence Island to A1aska mainland
section sampled in the summers of 1983 and 1984  Figure 7!. In 1983
low salinity Alaskan Coastal water fi11ed most of this area  Figure
7a!, while in 1984 higher salinity Gulf of Anadyr/Bering Slope water
was found there  Figure 7b!. The water in this area was also much
co'Ider in 1984 than in 1983  Figures 7d and e!. This suggests the
cold shelf water south of St. Lawrence Island influenced this area
more strongly in 1984.

These sections represent a short period of time however, and do not
necessarily indicate average summer conditions. Average surrmer
salinity in the Bering Strait area for a 25-year period was obtained
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Figure 7, Comparison of sa'linity and temperature distributions in a
section from St. Lawrence Isl and  on 'left! to near the Alaskan
mainland in 1983 and 1984. A! l983 salinity  ' � !. B! 1984
salinity  '7,,!. C! 1984 temperature  'C!, D! 1984 temperature
  c!.

from published data  Federova, 1968; Figure 8!. In all but the two
weak events, summer salinity was above the mean value of 32,10 '/,�
during El Nina periods, A Chi square test therefore, indicated that
there was a 64% probability that the summer salinity during El Nino
years was nan-randomly distributed. Although the statistical sig-
nificance is not great, these data suggest that the flow of re a-
tively high salinity Gulf of Anadyr/Slope water through the Strait
may be greater during El Nino years.

This western Bering Strait flow is also cooler at the surface and
mare productive than the Alaska Coastal water. Interannual changes
in flow characteristics therefore, may inf uence higher trophic
levels. As an example fram the pelagic food web, the repraduc:ive
success of kittiwakes varies with temperature in the Bering Strait
area  Springer et a7,, 1984!. Field studies in 1984 indicated that
the populations of these seabirds at the nesting colonies were in
extremely poor condition  E. Murphy, pers, comm.!. However, i= is
possible that the poor breeding success reflects environmental
conditions at the winter locations of these migratory birds rather
than summer Bering Strait conditions. Also, it is not clear that
the 1984 Bering Strait conditions are a direct consequence of the
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Figure 8. Average Salinity in the Bering Strait with El Nino years
identified. Salinity data from Federova �968!, and E1 Nino years
were taken from quinn at ~l,, 1978, in which W. M. and S. stand
for Weak, Moderate, and Strong events.

1 982-83 E 1 Nino event. A 16-month lag time however, was observed in
the response of the winds at the Pribilof islands to the latest El
NMo event  Niebauer, this volume!.

Conclusions
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Temporal variations in coastal currents, wind mixing, and flow
through Bering Strait can influence the spatial distributions and
intensity of phytopla.nkton growth in coastal Alaska waters, the
southeastern Bering Sea, and the western Bering Strait respectively.
Much of the variation in physical forcing, in turn, may be associat-
ed with hemispher~c variability in meteorological conditions,
Approaching higher trophic 'level production from this aspect offers
a means of elucidating the underlying mechanisms responsible for the
observed correlation of climatic factors and variations in commer-
cia ly important marine resources. Greater familiarity with the
annual variations in the biological oceanography of the sub-arctic
north Pacific is needed to test hypotheses regarding the temporal
correspondence between annual biological variability and climatic
oscil lations such as El Ni no .
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The Possible Relationship of El Nino/Southern
Oscillation Events to Interannual Variation

In Goayaulax Populations as Shown by
Records of Shellfish Toxicity

Gerald Erickson and Louisa Nishitani
University of Washington

Ecological studies of toxin-producing species of ~Gon aulax, the
dinoflagellates responsible for paralytic shellfish poisons  PSP!
in shellfish, have indicated that water temperature and vertical
stability of the water column are among the major factors
governing development of dense populations of these species in
both oceanic and enbayment environments  C.IGI. Yentsch, pers.
comm., 1982; Nishitani and Chew, 1984 and unpublished data!. The
relationship between high PSP levels in shellfish  indicating
unusually dense Gon au'Iax sp.! and weather conditions was pointed
out by Waldichuck 8!, who attributed an occurrence of
unusually high toxin levels to a prolonged period of higher than
usual air temperatures, much reduced wind, and sunny weather
following a period af abnormally high rainfall.

During tropical El I'li no/Southern Oscillation  ENSO! events of a
range of intensities  i.erm both strong events when an apparent
northward intrusion of warm water occurs along the western
coastline of North America and weaker events when such intrusion
does not occur!, a ridge of high atmospheric pressure develops
over western Canada  Rasmusson and Wallace, 1983!. The resultant
effeCtS On hydragraphiC COnditiOnS and Weather, e.gae Sea SurfaCe
temperature  SST!, sunshi ne and winds, hence, vertical stability
of the water column, might be expected to enhance growth and
accumulation of toxic ~Gon aulax species�!. llery limited data are
available on the extent and duration of blooms of ~Gon aulax spp.
in the Northeast Pacific. kowever, there are quite extensive
records of PSP in shellfish, particularly along the coasts of
Washington and British Columbia, and of human Illness due to PSP,
which provide an indirect measure of abundan.e of toxic ~gon aulax
spp.

�!
Three closely related species of ~Gon aulax are responsible
for paralytic shellfish poisoninq outbreaks along the
northeast Pacific rim: G. catenella, G. acatenella, and G.
tamarensis  Taylor, 1984!.
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We sought to determine whether occurrences of PSP in shellfish are
correlated with ENSO events and, thus, whether atmospheric and
oceanographic anomalies induced by ENSO events would be useful in
broad-scale prediction of PSP outbreaks along the coastline of
British Columbia and Washington.

Findings

As a first approach we examined the degree of coincidence between
ENSO events and exceptional episodes of PSP in Washington and
British Columbia  Fig. 1!. For this investigation, PSP episodes
considered exceptional include outbreaks in geographical areas
seldom or not previously affected by PSP, outbreaks with unusually

Figure 1. Coastline of British Columbia and Washington.
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high PSP values for a given shellfish species  other than
butter clams!, and outbreaks � in Washington and 9 in British
Columbia! in which the yearly hiahest level of PSP in butter clams
within each jurisdiction was unusually hiqh compared with adjacent
years.  PSP data for butter clams are used because they are more
complete than data for any other species.! The ENSO index,
developed by Ouinn, et al. �978! to indicate intensity of events
in the tropics, and occurrences of exceptional PSP episodes in
Washington and British Columbia for 1942 and 1957-1984 are
presented in Table 1.  Data for 1943-1956 are incomplete.!

The rationale for using exceptiona'I PSP episodes is based on the
fact that, because g owth rates of ~gon unlax spp. are relatively
slow, the development of a very dense population  hence, unusually
high PSP in shellfish! requires that each of the many phvsical,
chemical and biological factors governing its growth remains
favor able for a prolonged period, often many weeks, Thus,
occurrence of an exceptional PSP episode in a given year indicates
that at one site, at least, the duration of favorable conditions
was unusually prolonged.

Discussion

Exceptional PSP episodes occurred durina all 9 of the ENSO events
during the period of this study, i,e., in 13 of the 15 calendar
years of those events.  Three of those 9 events had no second
year.! Both the geographic distribution and the seasonalaty of
occurrences of exceptional PSP during ENSO events suggest a
correlation between the two kinds of events.

Exceptional PSP episodes were reported in both Washington and
British Columbia in 7 of 9 ENSO events, often several hundred
miles and several months apart, suggesting that conditions for
growth of ~Gon unlax may have tleen fauorab'ly affe.ted by a wide-
spread, long-term event. One such PSP outbreak caused deaths of
humans, seabir ds and perhaps fish in Washington and British
Columbia in 1942  see Tab'le 1!. A second f xample is the
occurrence of high toxicity in butter clams, oysters and mussels
in the Strait of Georgia during October, 1957   the first such
occurrence in that area!, in oysters in a bay on the ocear coast
of Washinaton in November and in razor cla~s on the acjacent.
ocean beaches the following June   the latter two episodes uncommon
for that area, only 2 others having occurred in :he following 26
years!, When exceptional PSP occurred in years without ENSO
events, it occurred in either Washinaton or British Columbia, not
in both.

During ENSO events episodes of exceptional PSP in mussels,
cockles, little neck and butter clams occurred during abnormal
seasons, i.e,, October-November in 4 of the 8 events with first
year  EN1! data and May in 3 of 6 events with second years  EN2!.
 The narmal growing SeaSOn in inland waters in WaSilington iS June-
September.! These shifts in seasonality suagest continued growth
in fall and earlier initiation of growth in spring. The latter
would fit with the fact that the stronqest connection between ENSO
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EHSO events and episodes of exceptional PSP levels in shellfish,Table l.

Date State/ HigheSt PSP in Unusually high PSP in other
Prov. butter clams species or in unusual area

 Mg/1009 meat!

Year ENSD ENSO
Index Year

1941 5 ENI
1942  EN2! Har.-/Ipr. BC

iray 2 BC
May 2 LIA
Early May WA

1957 S ENI

1958 5 ENZ

1961 867

1963 Vi' ENI 1760

27201964

Cockles--'p human death, TheOdOS la inletMay 31 BC
June 5 BC
Sept. 22 WA

1965 P ENI
8640
945

Aug. II WA
May 4 BC
June 24 WA
July 7 BC

1969 h Ehl
1970  ENZ!

1971

1972 5 E ri I

1090
4200

Razor clams, open coast  unco rwon!
4200

1090Sept. 5 WA
Nov. 21 BC

1973 5 ENZ

June 251975 VW EN1 Mussel s - IZOOug, Wor k ChannelBC

1976 M E Nl
1977 M ENZ

2220
5100

Dct. 13
Hay 31

WA
BC

1978 Sept. 24 WA

1980 iiay 17
July I

BC
WA

8600
2503

July 211981 WA

1982 5 EN I
1983 5 EN2
1984  EN3!

June 1

June 18
June 27

BC

Oysters - bays on open coast  unco mann]
Razor cl mns - open coast   uncoraaon !

WA
'WA

Z. 5 = strong; M = moderate; w weak; VW very weak  i!uinn et al., 1978:
Rasmussin and Wallace, 1983!.

3. EN1 = first year of ENSO event; ENZ second year of event.
4. Parentheses indicate that EN2 or EN3 year is not listed in references in 2 above.
5. Fisheries and Oceans Department, Canad~, 1942-1984.
6, WashingtOn State PubliC Health LabOratnry, 1957-1984.

Ouayle, 1969,
t. t ttttt t t,t942  t ttt t t tttttt dttt~tt

toxin in Herr Brunswick  White, 1980!.
9. Hckernan and Scheffer, 1942.
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Dct. 24 BC

Nov. 8 WA

Feb. 5 BC
June 5 WA

Aug. 3 WA

Nov. 18 BC

Aug. 26 BC

No PSF' data availabl ~
Massive herring kill, S,E. Vancouver Is.,

possibly due to PSP
5ea mussels--'phvman deaths, W. Vancouver Is.
Mussels, clams--!human deaths, Juan de Fuca Str.
Razor clams--/pet deaths, orean coast  uncommon!
Unusual number of dead seabirds, ocean coast.

3174 Oysters, clams, musse!s--p human illness
1st PSP reported in Strait of Georgia

Oysters' bays on ocean coast   unco nnon!

7706 Razor clams, ocean coast  unco  n on!

Littleneck clans - 4000pg, oysters � 19004 g,
W. Varcouver ls,

HuSSelS - 30,00C!ugz 1st oCCurrenCe i ~ Puget Sd.

Dysters - 2340/rg, cockles � 1860/rg,San Juar Is,

Hussels - 30,0004 g, hork Channel



events and anomalous weather, including positive air temperature
anomalies, in western Canada and the northwestern United States
occurs during November  EN1! to tlarch  EN2!  Horel and Wallace,
1981!.

A further suggestion that a relationship between episodes of
eXCeptiOnal PSP and ENSO eVentS StemS fram the reCurrenCe Of
relatively high levels of PSP in oysters and!or razor clams along
the ocean coast of Washington during strong ENSO events in 1942,
1957, 1958 and 1984, and in only one other year, 1970, the EN2
year of a weak ENSD event. Two of these 5 coastal PSP events fit
the pattern of seasonal anomalies, i.e., during November  EN1! and
May  EN2!. The 1984 episode occurred in June.  Along the
Washington coast the positive SST anomalies associated with ihe
1982-83 ENSO event continued through May, 1984 [National Weather
Service, 1984]!.

Exceptional PSP events also occurred in 6 of the 14 years without
ENSO events. During 4 of these 6   1961, 1978, 1980 and 1981!
SST's were abnormally warm throughout the region  Hollister, 1964;
Mearns, in preparation; Thomson, et al., 1984!. Thus, at feast
one factor governing growth of ~Gon aulax, SST, was similar during
the exceptional PSP episodes in both ENSO and non-ENSO years,
although the causes of the elevated SST's differed. An additional
factor in 1978 was an exceptionally deep top layer of favorable
temperatures resulting from abnormally heavy river runoff in the
Wh idbey Basin, the area first affected by extraordinary levels of
PSP in that year  Water Resources Division, 1969-1978!.
Conditions contributing to the exceptional PSP episodes in 1964
and 1971 are not yet known. Five of the episodes of exceptional
PSP during years without ENSO events occurred in July-September,
the sixth in May, 1980.  A very weak ENSO event in 1979-80 was
reported in the western Pacific   Donguy, et al., 1982]!.

The lack of episodes of exceptional PSP during 2 of the 17 ENSO
years �973 and 1983! does not necessarily weaken the suggestion
that the two kinds of events are related. It is not to be
expected that PSP events as exceptional as those discussed in this
study would occur in each year of each ENSO event. The associated
oceanographic and atmospheric anomalies vary in degree and
duration with different ENSO events. Further, during a year in
which those anomalies permit a prolonged period of hydrographic
and weather conditions favorable for ~Gon aulax sp. i' a give ~
area, the period of continued growth might be cut short by a
localized event such as strong tidal mixing or the occurrence of a
dense predator popu1ation. The lack of exceptional PSP episodes
during one of the ENSO years, 1973, may be attributable, in part,
to the fact that weak negative SST anomalies occurred during that
year  Thomson, et aire 1984!, Conditions contributing to the lack
in 1983 are not known .

Conclusions

The shellfish toxicity data thus strongly support the hypothesis
that ENSO events of varying intensities may promote marked
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increases in population Oe ~ sities ni toxic ~ton auiax species in
open coastal and inland waters along parts of the northeast
Pacific Rim. Further study of SST's, and weather conditions
 including atmospheric pressure, temperature, precipitation,
insolation, wind direction and velocity! is being conducted to
determine the strength of the correlation between anomalies in
these variables, induced by ENSO events or by other factors, and
high PSP leve'ls in the shellfish,

If a strong correlation can be shown, weather cond tions and SST's
might be usefu'I in broad-scale prediction of periods of dense
Gon aulax populations and high risk of hazardous PSP levels in
she fish. Two additional biological responses to ENSO events and
other warm periods might be expected. The introduction of
increased quantities of PSP irto the food web, via a variety of
filter feeders, would increase the potential for higher mortality
in a great diversity of animal species, including finfish,
seabirds and marine mammals. In addition, more widespread shifts
from diatom to dinoflagellate dominance than indicated by PSP
records could occur during EhISO events since many species of
dinoflagellates grow and accumulate under physical conditions
simiiar to those promotive blooms oi ~son auiax sp. To the extent
that this shift occurs, particularly at unseasonable periods, it
may be one of many factors contributing to anomalies in population
densities or geographic distribution of species at all troph ic
levels. The extent of these two broad types of effects, whether
in small bays or over a larger segment of the coastal waters,
would depend on the magnitude of the oceanic and atmospheric
anomalies caused by the ENSO event.
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Seawater Temperature, Sea Level, and
Ekman Transport along the Coast of British
Columbia During the 1982 � 83 El Nino

A,J, Dodimead
Department of Fisheries and Oceans  ,anada

Introduction

The effects of the 1982-83 El Nina on the waters along the coast of
British Columbia were manifested by the large positive anomalies in
sea surface temperature, sea level and Ekman transport. These data
are presented for 1982-83 and compared to those for the El Nino
years of 1941 and 1958 for selected locations along the coast of
British Columbia  Fig. 1!. Bottom-water temperatures on the
continental shelf are presented for Ray 1977-83.

Annual Sea Surface Temperature Anomalies

In 1983, large positive annual sea sur face temperature anomalies
 annual mean minus long-term annual mean! were observed at
Amphitrite Point and Kains Island  Fig. 2!. The anomalies were
simi1ar to those obser ved in 1941, but larger than obser ved in 1958
at these locations.

Monthly Sea Surface Temperature Anomalies

monthly sea surface temperature anomalies  monthly mean minus
long-term monthly mean! at British Columbia shore stations were
generally small and variable throughout most of 1982  Fig. 3!, By
Becember, slight1y above-average sea surface temperatures prevai led;
a marked increase in the anomalies occurred in January. They
continued to increase and, in most cases, peaked in march-April to
values as great as 2.5'C. A decrease in the monthly anomalies
occurred from May to June at the stations presented except in the
north at I angara [sland. At those stations showing a decrease,.
there was a lower-than-average increase in the monthly means from
Nay to June. This is attributed mainly to below-average local
heating in June. An increase in anomalies generally occurred from
lune to July, except at Cape St. James and Entrance ! sl and. The
notable exception was at Entrance Island in the Strait of Georgia
where a negative anomaly was observed ~ Atter July, the anomalies
decreased. During the latter part of the year, near-average
temperature conditions are indicated.
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m3 Figure 3. Monthly sea surface temperature anomalies  'C! at several
British Columbia 1ightstations, 1982-83.

The monthly sea surface temperature anomaly patterns for 1941 and
1983 were somewhat similar in that the largest anomalies generally
prevailed in late winter and spring  Fig. 4j. However, in 1958, the
anomalies were generally largest in spring and sunIner. During the
last 4 months of the year, anomalies were generally larger in 1941
than in 1958. In 1958, the anomaly appeared to be earlier
pr ogressing northward. The reverse would be expected if advection
was the dominant process.
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Figure 4. hlonthly sea surface temperature anomalies  'C! at
selected British Columbia 1 ightstations, 1941, 1958 and 1983.

Monthly Sea Level Anomalies

Monthly mean sea level anomalies were relati vely large during the
latter part of 1982 at Tofino and Prince Rupert  Fig. 5j. A marked
increase in the sea level anomalies occur ed in January, and they
remained relatively large through March. The anomaly decreased
markedly in April. Thereafter, the anomalies generally increased to
a maximum in July, and then decreased, Anomalies at Prince Rupert
were larger than those at Tofino during the spring-early autumn
period.
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transport is negative .
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Onshore-offshore transports normal to the coast indicate the
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Table 1. Mean bottom-water temperatures  'C! by depth interval  m!
of the continental shelf waters between Amphitrite Point and Estevan
Point, Vancouver Island, May 1977-83.

Rare
Onpth In< erw I  'C>

 m! 1983

I 0 i 5-� e 7
9.5-'l0,4
8 6-8 7
8 2-9 I

8.7  l !

7,7<6! 7,3 8!
7,5�4> 7 1�0>
7 1�0! 7 0�!
6.9�! 6 7�!

8,2�!
7.8<4!
7. 5<9!
7.1�!

7,9�!
7 7�!
7,4 9!
7 2�!
7 0�>

0,4/I ~ 3
0 8/'1,5
0.6/I I
0.6/ I, I
0 8/0 9

8,0< 2!
7 7�!
7+5�!
6.9  'I!

8 O�!
7 5�!
7 3�!
7.2�!
6,9<2>

7 8-84
7 7-8.0

7 8-7.9 7 3�!

Numbers in brackets indicate number of obser vations
*.ST - Minimum and maximum differences between 1983 and 1977-82 values

rel ati vely small to average onshore transport, hut anomal ously 'large
onshore transport in January-March 1983  Fig, 5!. During the latter
period, a strong convergent condition is indicated. tinder this
condition, a strong northerly flow and high sea-surface to bottom
temperature over the continental shelf are indicated, !n May 1983,
offshore transport was relatively large at the southern grid part
for this period, reflecting a relatively str ong divergent condition
for, at least the southern coast. In June-August, offshore
transport was relatively small  June-July! to average  August !,
indicating a relaxation to a weak diver gent condition, In contrast,
offshore transport was anomalously large in July-August 1958,
particularly in July, No data are available for 1941 for
comparison.

Mean Bottom-Ivater Temperatures

In May 92983, mean bottom-water temperatures on the cont!nent:al shel f
off central Vancouver Island were high compared to those of the six
previous years �977-82!  Table I!. Positive anomalies of between
0.4-1,5 C were obser ved.
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48-71
72-90
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APPENDIX A Program
A Meeting on Nino Effects in the
Eastern Subarctic Pacific

12-13 September 1984, 0830-1630, Pacific Marine Environmental Labora-
tory, Sand Point, Seattle. Sponsored by International Recruitment
Investigations in the Subarctic, IRIS, and supported by Northwest
and Alaska I'isheries Center of NMFS.

THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT. 12 September 1984.

Introduction. W,S, Wooster, UW,

Ocean response during El Nino events. B. Taft, PMEL.

Atmospheric response to equatorial sea-surface temperature
anomalies. J.M. Wallace, UW.

Atmospheric forcing of interannual. variability in the northeast
Pacific. K. Hamilton, UBC.

The 1982-83 El Nino in the eastern tropical Pacific. D, Hslpern,
PMEL. *

Nina effects in Kuroshio and western north Pacific. M. Kawabe,
U. Tokyo.

The 1982-83 El Kino event off Baja and Alta CaI.ifornia. J. Norton,
D. McLain, D. Husby and R. Brainerd, PFG.

The apparition of El Nina off Oregon: 1982-83, A, Huyer and
R,L. Smith, OSU.

Comparison of El Nino effects off the Pacific Northwest. G. Cannon,
R. Reed and P, Pullen, PMEL.

El Kino effects off the Pacific coast of Canada, 1982-83.
S. Tabata, IOS.

Comments on interannual variability of northeast Pacific eddies.
L. Mysak, UBC.

manuscript not available at time of publication.
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Coastal temperature and salinity anomalies in the northern Gulf
of Alaska, 1970-1984. T. Rayer, UAk,

Observations in the Bering Sea. J. Niebauer, UAk.

EHE BIOLOGICAL RESPONSE, 13 September 1984

El Nino and plankton productivity. R. Barber, Duke.

Case history of a transition from anti-El Nina to El Nina:
effects on plankton and nekton distributions and abundance.
P. Smith, SWFC,

The effects of Fl Nina events on the earlv life history and
recruitment of subarctic marine fish and shellf'ish, K. Bailey
and L. Incze, NWAFC.

Structural changes in the California Current ecosystem during,
1983. J. McGowan, SIO,

Changes in Oregon plankton and larval fishes during the northern
El Wino of 1983. C. Miller, H, Batchelder, R. Brodeur, and
W. Pearcy, OSU.

Effects of the 1983 El Nino on coastal fishes off Oregon and
Washington; W. Pearcy, J, Fisher, R. Brodeur, OSU,

Effects of the 1982-83 El Nino on reproduction of six species
of seabirds in Oregon. M.R. Gr'aybill, J. Hodder, UOr.

Inter-Nino comparisons in the marine ecasystems aff Washington.
A. Schoener, NWAFC and D. Fluharty, UW.

Salmon management in response to the 1982-83 Nino event. M. Hayes,
and K. Henry, NWAFC,

 I! Summary of biological, physical and chemical observations in
British Columbia waters during the 1982-83 El Nino; �! Inter�
annual shifting of the Pacific subarctic boundary on the west
coast of North America from 1956 to 1964 as Indicated by zooplankton
biomass. J. Fultan, R.J. LeBrasseur, PBS.

Patterns of phytoplankton nutrient utilization and their dependence
on physical. processes in the Bering Sea. R.N. Sambrotto, UAk.

* manuscript nat available at time of publication.
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